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ABSTRACT 

Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) is an alternative to imperative libraries that attempts to raise the level of 

abstraction of a solver using a declarative rule-based approach. CLP languages are far less verbose and hence much 

more maintainable than their imperative counterparts. They allow rapid prototyping and testing of different 

algorithms modifying much less code and therefore saving developers’ effort and time. Constraint Handling Rules 

(CHR) and its extension CHRv (CHR with disjunctive bodies) is the most versatile rule-based Knowledge 

Representation language, successfully used to cover many different automated reasoning services. 

 

Most CLP languages, including CHR
v
, have Prolog as their host language, e.g. they rely on Prolog’s built-in 

functionality to execute. This makes integration with standard platforms difficult and expensive. CHR Engines 

(without disjunctive bodies) are also available, which is already a step towards better integration with other systems. 

Unfortunately source code is the only artifact for reusing these engines’ capabilities. Hence the developer has to go 

through a detailed overview of such code and of CHR theory before starting to integrate CHR reasoning capabilities 

into other software. Furthermore the absence of reasoning explanation visualization GUIs in these tools and the 

absence of disjunctive bodies in the Java CHR engines is also a very significant limitation. All this in practice 

increases time and costs and discourages the use of Automated Reasoning techniques in applications. 

 

Our proposal takes CHR engines a step beyond, by designing a new CHRv engine (CHROME, Constraint 

Handling Rule Online Model-driven Engine) and a corresponding compiler using a component-based model-

driven approach. It is the first CHR
v
 engine with an efficient and complete search algorithm (e.g. the conflict-

directed backjumping algorithm), the first versatile rule-based engine, integrating production rules, rewrite rules, its 

built-in belief revision mechanism (reused for handling disjunctions) and CLP rules to run on top of a mainstream 

object-oriented (OO) platform (Java). Because it is the first rule-based engine following a component-based model-

driven approach, it allows easy porting to other OO platforms such as Python, JSP, C++ and others. Finally the 

compiler is the first that uses a model transformation pipeline to transform from a source relational-declarative 

language into a OO-imperative paradigm language. 

 

Our work is hence pioneering in using components and model-driven architecture to develop inference engines and 

compilers with complex algorithms and data structures. The state of the art in building applications for these cutting 

edge methods are standard web information system with very simple behavior and mainly only GUIs passing data 

with virtually no  processing to database and back. Therefore our research is cross-disciplinary, bringing the benefits 

of MDE/Components to rule-based KR and Automated Reasoning and bringing a challenging application domain to 

stress test the MDE/Component Software Engineering methods. 

 

Finally, CHROME is going to be the most reused component for the deployment of more advanced automated 

reasoning (AR) services and infrastructure of our research group Orcas. Today CHROME is already being reused i) 

to implement fluent calculus, a formalism for non-monotonic reasoning in agents, such as in cognitive robot-systems 

[Thielscher, 1999], ii) to extend CHR with OO constructors iii) to design a complete CHR tracer GUI and iv) for 

applications for Telecom Networks troubleshooting abductive expert system and scheduling constraint solvers. 

Future work includes the perspective to achieve grid scalability by port CHROME to Google App Engine and by 

incorporating compiler optimization techniques in an understandable way at the PIM level. 

 

Keywords: Model-Driven Engineering, Model-Driven Development, Component-based Development, Constraint 

Logic Programming, Automated Reasoning, Constraint Solving, Compilers, Model transformations, inference 

engines, Constraint Handling Rules. 
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1 Introduction 
 

Our PhD. thesis constitutes the first stepping-stone of a much broader effort to build the ORC
2
AS framework 

(Objects, Rules, Constraints and Components for Agents and Simulations). A long-term joint project of 

Universidade Federal de Pernambuco (UFPE), Ulm Universität, Mannheim Universität, Fraunhofer Institut 

Rechnerarchitektur und Softwaretechnik (FIRST) in Berlin, INRIA and LIP6 in France. ORC2AS aims at 

developing a framework of reusable Automated Reasoning (AR) components leveraging the most modern software 

reuse techniques, namely Model-Driven Development (MDD) [Stahl and Voelter, 2006], Component-Based 

Development (CBD) [Atkinson et al, 2001] and Built-In Contract Testing (BICT) [Gross, 2002]. By framework We 

mean a set made of five aligned elements: a component-based software development method, a component 

metamodel, a component CASE tool, a set of target component deployment platforms, and a component library.  

 

ORC
2
AS´ motivation is to provide technologically and economically feasible means to embed automated reasoning 

(AR) services into large-scale applications. The ORCA2S components should be used either as stand-alone software 

or assembled in order to provide a variety of more sophisticated AR services that can be integrated in the most 

diverse applications. They should be specified in detailed models using established standards such as UML, MOF, 

OCL [OMG, 2007]. These models will be further refined by model transformations that map the abstract models 

into sets of intermediary more refined artifacts. At the end of the process executable components deployed in 

platforms such as JavaBeans and .NET are generated. 

 
On the automated reasoning side, ORC

2
AS is based on a hybrid constraint solving-logical approach, motivated by 

recent results [Abdennadher, 2001] showing that a logical rule-based engine that relies on production and rewrite 

rule forward chaining together with backtracking search can elegantly integrate logical deduction and abduction 

with  arbitrary symbolic and numeric constraint solving services. Since other results [Dechter, 2003], [Costa, 2003], 

[Poole, 2000], [Shanahan, 2000] and [Yang, 2002] showed how other reasoning services such as belief revision with 

truth-maintenance, optimization and planning in logical, probabilistic and decision-theoretic settings can be easily 

embedded or provided as composition of such services, such an engine seems a most versatile and reusable 

component upon which to base the ORC
2
AS framework. 

 

Constraint solving is a mature technology that has been successfully used on a variety of problems ranging from 

classical scheduling [Baptiste, Le Pape 2001] to software code mining [Quilici and Woods 97]. Applications 

typically represent the problem via n-ary relations (constraints) among variables and their domains and rely on a 

collection of constraint solving algorithms and heuristics to find solutions. In real world problems, the models may 

contain thousands of relations and variables and developers have to find the best choice for a specific problem from 

a wide selection of techniques. Usually the developer tries to reuse constraint solving libraries written in imperative 

languages such as C or Java. The process of tuning these algorithms and heuristics may be very time consuming. 

Although the results could be an efficient solution for the problem, the effort and time to develop it often makes the 

project unfeasible.  

 

Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) is an alternative to imperative libraries that attempts to raise the level of 

abstraction of a solver using a declarative rule-based approach. As we will demonstrate in this work, CLP languages 

are far less verbose and hence much more maintainable than their imperative counterpart. They allow rapid 

prototyping and testing of different algorithms modifying much less code and therefore saving developers effort and 

time. Constraint Handling Rules (CHR) [Frühwirth, 1994] and its extension CHR
v
 (CHR with disjunctive bodies) is 

the most versatile language to combine the declarative and the constraint solving world.  

 

However most CLP languages, including CHR, have Prolog as their host language, e.g. they rely on Prolog built-in 

functionality to execute. This makes integration with standard platforms difficult and expensive. CHR Java Engines 

are also available in Java [Wolf, 2001] and [KLeuven JCHR, 2006], which is already a step towards better 

integration with other systems. Unfortunately source code is the only artifact for reusing these engines capabilities. 

Hence the developer has to go through a detailed overview of such code and of CHR theory before starting to 

integrate CHR reasoning capabilities into other software. This in practice increases time and costs and discourages 

the use of CHR in applications. Furthermore the absence of reasoning explanation visualization GUIs in these tools 

and the absence of disjunctive bodies in the Java CHR engines is also a very significant limitation. 
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Our proposal takes CHR engines a step beyond, namely, providing more abstract artifacts using a component-based 

model-driven approach. Our long-term goal is to provide the means for developing and deploying model-driven 

CHR-based automated reasoning components that support a cost-effective adoption of AR techniques in everyday 

systems [Robin and Vitorino, 2006]. Our specific goal in the project is to develop the kernel of the bottom 

component of the ORC
2
AS framework, CHROME (Constraint Handling Rule Online Model-driven Engine). It 

is a model-driven, component-based, scalable, online, Java-hosted CHR
∨
 engine to be reused by all the other 

components of the framework. Our work is to define the top level architecture of CHROME as well as four of its six 

main components: the CHR compiler, the rational tree equation entailment component [Wolf, 2000], the disjunction 

search component [WRV, 2007] and the runtime support component.  

 

Our work is hence pioneering in using components and model-driven architecture to develop inference engines and 

compilers with complex algorithms and data structures. The state of the art in building applications for these cutting 

edge methods are standard web information system with very simple behavior and mainly only GUIs passing data 

with virtually no  processing to database and back. Therefore our research is cross-disciplinary, bringing the benefits 

of MDE/Components to rule-based KR and Automated Reasoning and bringing a challenging app domain to stress 

test the MDE/Component Software Engineering methods. 

 

Finally, CHROME is going to be the most reused component for the deployment of more advanced AR services and 

infrastructure of our research group Orcas. Today CHROME is already being reused i) to implement fluent calculus, 

a formalism for non-monotonic reasoning in agents, such as in cognitive robot-systems [Thielscher, 1999], ii) to 

extend CHR with OO constructors iii) to design a complete CHR tracer GUI and iv) for applications for Telecom 

Networks troubleshooting abductive expert system and scheduling constraint solvers. Future work includes the 

perspective to achieve grid scalability by port CHROME to Google App Engine and by incorporating compiler 

optimization techniques in an understandable way at the PIM level. 

1.1 CHROME: Goals and Design Principles 

CHROME stands for Constraint Handling Rule Online Model-driven Engine,  a model-driven, component-

based, scalable, online, Java-hosted CHR∨ engine to lay at the bottom of the framework as the most widely reused 

AR component. CHROME will be the initial Constraint Programming Platform (CPP) on which the ORC
2
AS built-

in components will be designed and deployed.  

 

CHROME architectural design principles are based on a first assessment of the key functional and non-functional 

requirements of a CPP:  

 

The first requirement is to provide an expressive input task modeling language. This is clearly decisive for the CPP's 

versatility and its ability to fulfill the promise of an integrated platform for multiple automated reasoning needs of an 

application. Less obvious, is that it is also crucial for its overall efficiency, for the key of efficient solving often lays 

as much on the way the task is modeled as it does on the chosen solving method and how this method is 

implemented. A platform with a very limited task modeling language does not allow for many logically equivalent 

formulations of the same task. For many tasks, it thus risks not supporting any of the formulations that lend 

themselves to efficient solving. 

 

For the same versatility and overall efficiency reasons, the second key requirement is to provide many solving 

method customization and combination facilities. This allows exploiting the peculiarities of subtly different solving 

task sub-classes, which often results in dramatic efficiency gains for many task instances.  

 

A third requirement in the overall efficiency puzzle is efficient implementation techniques for the available solving 

methods. It is somewhat conflicting with the two others since raising expressiveness often has the undesirable side-

effect of increasing theoretical worst-case complexity, while method tweaking, mixing and matching facilities often 

brings some configuration and assembly run-time overhead. 

 

A fourth requirement is solution adaptation. Consider two task instances T1 and T2 that differ only by a few more 

and/or a few less constraints. Once it has computed a solution Si
1
 for T1, an adaptive solver is able to reuse Si

1
 so as 
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to (a) find a solution Sa
2
 for T2 that is minimally distant from Si

1
 and (b) find it more quickly than a solution Ss

2
 

computed from scratch. A non-adaptive solver can only solve T2 from scratch which may lead to a solution Ss
2 that 

has very few common components with Si
1
. In the practical application context, a large distance between Ss

2
 and Si

1
 

often makes Ss
2
 unusable. For example, imagine than Si

1
 was an initial task schedule for a large engineering project 

that requires adjustment due to execution delays. A computed from scratch schedule Ss
2
 for the uncompleted tasks 

may well promise a shorter revised delivery date estimate than that of an adaptive schedule Sa
2 which additionally 

strives for stability from the original Si
1
. But if Ss

2
 allocates resources in a vastly different way than Si

1
 for the 

uncompleted tasks, the associated allocation reshuffling overhead cost generally far outweigh the gains of a shorter 

delivery date. Most available CPP do not provide adaptive solving.  

 

The fifth key requirement of a practical CPP is a user-friendly, detailed solution explanation facility. Consider again 

the examples above, where a CPP propose alternative rescheduling plans for a late several billion dollars 

engineering project of a company flagship product. With so much at stake, adopting one of these alternatives 

requires the CPP to provide explanations that justify its discarding millions of possible others. It also requires to 

provide a concise summary of the contrasting trade-offs embodied in two proposed alternative plans. The key 

challenge for such explanations and summaries is to be as directly understandable as possible by the executives with 

decision making power but no technical constraint solving background. 

 

The sixth key requirement for a practical CPP is seamless integration within a variety of applications. Today, most 

of them are developed using Component-based Object-oriented Imperative Platform (COIP) such as EJB or .Net. 

There are two main reasons for this. The first is that these frameworks provide as consolidated built-ins the 

application independent services that constitute most of the running code of most information systems. These built-

ins include high level API for database and GUI development, transparent secure persistence, scalable concurrent 

transaction handling and distributed deployment (including fully automated code generation to publish the various 

system functionalities as Ib services). The second is that the most advanced full life cycle software engineering 

methods and supporting CASE tools are based on the COI paradigm. This allows full integration of these CASE 

tools with COIP IDE and brings high gains in software productivity and quality. Thus, in today's practice, seamless 

integration of a CPP in applications, means encapsulating it as a Java or .Net component. 

 

To fulfill these requirements CHROME architecture is based on the following principles: 

1. To combine very expressive solving task modeling with rapid method customization and combination, use 

CHR∨∨∨∨ as uniform language to declaratively represent both the solving task and the solving method 

(except for a minimal set of CHR built-in constraints represented by Boolean operations of Component-

based Object-Oriented Platform (COIP) classes); 

2. To combine solution adaptation with solution explanation generation, incorporate the Justification-Based 

Truth-Maintenance (JTMS) techniques of [Wolf, 1999] and extend them to deal with disjunctive CHR; 

3. To provide rapid prototyping deploy the CHR∨
 engine as an Eclipse plug-in (Eclipse Foundation 2007) 

with a GUI to interactively submit queries and inspect solution explanations at various levels of details; 

4. To combine efficient solving implementation techniques with seamless integration in applications, build 

the first CHR
∨∨∨∨ to COIP compiler; 

5. To go one extra step towards reuse and extensibility, follow an object-oriented, component-based, model-

driven architecture for the overall CHR
∨
 engine; 

6. To go one extra step towards easy to customize declarative code, define the CHR
∨
 compiler as a base of 

object-oriented model transformation rewrite rules; 

7. To go one extra step towards separation of concerns, represent the JTMS and solving explanation 

generation processing models as orthogonal aspects separate from the core solving model and 

incorporated them by using Iaving model transformations. 

 

Our work covers principles 1-2 and 4-7. The CHROME GUI tracing and reasoning explanation module are currently 

being developed in other master thesis in our research group. 
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1.2 Scope of the Thesis 

From the software engineering point of view, the core of our research is to investigate how most recent advances in 

reusable Component-Based Software Engineering (CBSE) can be leveraged to build a versatile inference engine that 

fulfills the initial requirements of the ORC2AS framework. On the other hand, regarding the Automated Reasoning 

field, our hypothesis is that the CHR language extended with disjunctions and online features provide the necessary 

flexibility to develop a broad range of AR components reusing the same formalism.  

 

Our work is therefore an effort to harvest the benefits of the model-driven component-based approach and the 

flexibility of an enhanced CHR engine to provide the basis for the development of the ORC
2
AS framework. The 

scope of this thesis includes in the software engineering realm: 

• Precise metamodeling in MOF 2.0 and OCL 2.0, and/or UML 2.0 profiles of all computational languages 

used in CHROME. 

• Modeling using UML 2.0 and OCL 2.0 of all CHROME software components presented here. 

• Specifying automated transformations between models and between models and executable platforms using 

the Atlas Transformation Language (ATL). 

• Using upgraded KobrA method [Atkinson et al., 2001], a Component-based model-driven methodology, to 

design the artifacts of the CHROME Engine. 

 

In the Automated Reasoning realm the scope of our thesis includes: 

• Developing a complete metamodel for the CHR∨ language. 

• Developing CHROME, the model-driven inference engine for CHR∨ adopting the recent developments in 

Software Engineering as indicated above. 

• Incorporating the JTMS techniques of [Wolf, 1999] and extend them to deal with disjunctive CHR. 

1.3 Envisioned Contributions 

Our work combines recent developments in two areas that traditionally do not interact very often. However We 

believe that the techniques from both of them may contribute a great deal to each other bringing meaningful mutual 

benefits. On the one hand, automated reasoning is trapped into university laboratories where only research groups 

have the time and resources to keep solving theoretical important problems that unfortunately seldom reach the 

application market. On the other hand, as Software Engineering matures, it requires more and more of the formal 

approaches already handled in AR, such as form model checking, component certification, formal transformation 

languages and so on. The following items summarize the contributions of our work in sub-fields of both of these 

areas. 

1.3.1 Contributions to Rule-Based Automated Reasoning  
 

Recent research has shown that most existent reasoning tasks can be recast as other more primitive ones. Inheritance 

was recast as deduction [Yang, 2002], non-monotonic deduction under closed-world assumption and belief revision 

with truth maintenance as abduction [Kakas et al, 98], belief update and planning as deduction, abduction 

[Shanahan, 2000], and constraint solving [Thielscher, 1999]. Probabilistic deduction and abduction in Bayesian 

networks, as well as decision-theoretic optimization in influence diagrams were both recast as the integration of 

logical abduction with numerical constraint solving [Poole 2000]. CHR recasts symbolic and numerical constraint 

solving as logical deduction [Frühwirth, 1994]. CHR
v
 also subsumes the three main rule-based reasoning paradigms: 

production systems, term rewriting systems and CLP. These results suggest a layered assembly for the ORC
2
AS 

component library: monotonic logical deduction and abduction laying at the bottom level, symbolic and numerical 

constraint solving laying at the intermediate level and all the other reasoning services composed at the higher levels. 

These results also points to a CHR
v
 inference engine providing integrated support for deduction, abduction and 

constraint solving, as the most basic large grain component of the library. CHROME will constitute a first, 

preliminary but significant step towards a fully reusable and extensible suite of automated reasoning functionality 

based on a homogenous unified rule-based Constraint Logical Programming language and model-driven standards.  
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1.3.2 Contributions to Constraint Programming, CHR and ORC
2
AS 

 

Current Constraint-based platforms and CLP languages have evolved steadily in the past two decades. In the case of 

CHR, there are about a dozen implementations in Prolog, Haskell, and Java. CHR is also available for online 

experimentation with more than 40 constraint solvers [Webchr 2008].  

 

However, despite the great diversity of CHR platforms, CHR inference engines remain available either as libraries 

in Prolog environments or more recently as Java packages with few documentation and only source code as reusable 

artifact. This in practice makes the use of the language restricted to a small community of researchers. We expect 

that a Model-Driven Component-Based CHRv engine will support Constraint Logic Programming at a more abstract 

and hence flexible level. On the one hand, such platform will allow for easier and cost-effective integration of new 

constraint solvers (either rule-based or procedural) in the constraint-programming environment. On the other hand, 

Java implemented CHR-based AR components API calls can be generated automatically from domain model and 

constraints specified in UML and OCL. Such model can be constructed by mainstream developers with few or no 

background on CLP in cooperation with domain experts. 

1.3.3 Contributions to Component-Based Model-Driven Engineering and KobrA 
 

Although not yet widely adopted by industry, the MDE vision led by OMG has already spawned a set of standards 

based on semi-formal tight-coupled artifacts that support with great flexibility the software development process. In 

particular the pervasive UML is the most fundamental element that aggregates many facets of the vision. Basically 

MDE proposes to raise the level of abstraction of the software process, prescribing that the application development 

starts with a Platform Independent Model (PIM) and then be transformed manually or automatically into other  

models, called Platform Specific Models (PSM), until eventually executable artifacts such as source and deployed 

code. 

 

KobrA is the first Software Engineering method to integrate Model-driven Engineering with Component-Based 

Development. It defines a fine-grain recursive process together with a very precise list of mutually constrained 

artifacts to construct at each sub-step. It suffers however from various limitations that this work aims to overcome. 

First its scope is limited to the construction of the PIM. In contrast, [Atkinson, Robin, Stoll et al 2009] propose an 

updated version of the method, namely KobrA2, that also prescribe artifacts to use for the PSM (for selected target 

component platforms), as well as add steps to derive this PSM from the PIM, and then the code from this PSM. Such 

derivation cannot be fully automated from a KobrA PIM for it relies on a combination of UML 1.3 diagrams, tables 

and natural language artifacts. To overcome this limitation, KobrA 2 defines a UML2 profile that fully leverages 

OCL2 to specify an executable PIM, free from any vague natural language. 

 

Given the above, our mains contributions are:  

• For Kobra2, presenting the first large and behavioural complex case study in KobrA2, designing the 

CHROME engine using the prescribed artifacts in the update KobrA2 methodology.  

 

• For model transformations, specifying transformations for transforming CHR
v
 rules into an imperative 

representation and finally into executable Java code using the Atlas Transformation MD Language. 

 

• For (Component-based development) CBD, provide a case study for specifying and realizing a full 

inference engine by means of assembly model-driven components. 

 

• For MDE, demonstrate its feasibility building the first logical Inference Engine using a Model-Driven 

approach. 

1.3.4 Contributions to ORC
2
AS 

 

Our main contribution to ORC
2
AS is to provide the CHROME environment on top of which a set of AR 

components for deduction, abduction, belief revision, inheritance, finite domain constraint solving can be based. 

Furthermore while building CHROME We validate the model-driven approach we advocate by using the standards 
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and technologies prescribed by MDE. Hence, in the process of building the bottom component of ORC
2
AS, I also 

elucidate how to better use MDE standards and component-based MDE process, gathering technical knowledge for 

the further steps of the building of our AR component platform. 

1.4 Outline of the Thesis 

In chapter 2 we provide a summary of the Software Engineering background that we used for the development of 

our application. First we give an overview of MDE, its goals, principles and vision. Then we describe the common 

core UML 2.1 infra-structure for metamodeling and modeling. I then provide details on MOF 2.0 and UML 2.1 

respectively. After that I take on OCL 2.0 and show most of its metamodel, detailing the list of its main constructors. 

I follow with a discussion of MOF OCL based model-transformation platforms and a comparison of the two 

available proposals at the time: QVT and ATL. Then we proceed by briefly overviewing three of the most popular 

MDE tools. Finally we describe the CBD and AOD and how I combined both with MDE to update the KobrA 

method into KobrA 2. We end the chapter detailing the previous version of KobrA method and its upgraded version 

KobrA 2. 

 

Chapter 3 discusses the broad area of automated reasoning. We start by stating the current difficulties to integrate 

powerful AR techniques mostly because AR development remains using obsolete software engineering standards. 

Then we present a summary of existent AR services and the practical limitations of available Automated Reasoning 

components. We follow explaining our key ideas to low the cost of engineering AR components combining MDE, 

CBD and AOD techniques with Constraint Logic Programming to produce a complete reusable infra-structure for 

AR software. Finally we explain the advantages of CHR as being the language of choice for our work and list the 

main platforms in which CHR is available eliciting requirements for a new platform that overcomes the current 

drawbacks of the available engines. 

 

In chapter 4 we present the overall architecture of CHROME, its design principles and its complete PIM. In chapter 

5 I detail the model-driven CHR
v
 to Java Compiler, the fundamental component of CHROME. We proceed 

explaining the transformation pipeline: first the detailed ATL transformation from plain CHR
v
 to simplified CHR

v
 

and the CHR
v
 Metamodel, then the ATL transformation from CHR to UML activities and finally from UML 

activities to Java metamodel and Java code. 

 

Chapter 6 presents related work and a validating benchmarking study, namely the classical graph coloring problem, 

comparing CHROME with other CHR engines. Then we provide more automated reasoning examples to illustrate 

the versatility of CHROME: logic programming with integrity constraints and an example of abductive logic 

programming. 

 

Chapter 7 concludes this thesis summarizing our contributions, pointing the current limitations and proposing future 

developments. 
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2 Software Engineering Background 
 

In this chapter we describe the key technologies of software engineering we use to develop the components of our 

proposed application. In particular, we present the ideas of model-driven engineering and component-based 

development, a set of principles and technologies that provide the structural basis of this thesis. 

2.1. Model-Driven Engineering 

Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) was put forward by the Object Management Group, a consortium of large 

companies and academic centers, under the initiative known as Model-Driven Architecture (MDA). MDE proposes 

essentially to raise the level of abstraction where most of the development effort is spent from source code to 

models, metamodels and model transformations. 

2.1.1. MDE Goals, Principles and Vision 
 

The fundamental long-term vision of MDE is that systems may be specified and realized in a completely refined 

way in a so called platform independent model (PIM). Then this PIM is translated to platform-specific models, 

which in turn are translated to source code either manually or by model transformations. The MDE initiative expects 

several benefits from this shift. Among them are: platform-independent business model reuse, increasing 

productivity and increasing deployment speed, easier applications maintenance and as a consequence of all three, 

economic gains in the software life-cycle as a whole. Figure 2.1 and 2.2 compare the classical software engineering 

approach and the MDE approach. 

 

Current object-oriented (OO) software engineering processes start typically by defining a business domain, which 

encompasses the most general entities of a specific category. For example, if the domain is health care, then typical 

entities would be hospitals, patients, treatments, and so on. After domain engineering, a slightly more refined artifact 

containing categories of possible features a domain may include is produced. After that, a requirement engineering 

phase is performed where the functionalities of the desired system are all elicited in plain natural language. In fact, 

all previous phases rely on natural language to specify constraints, pre- and post-conditions of functionalities and 

other properties. From this requirement document, the engineers proceed by building a specification model and then 

a high-level design that encompasses functionalities specification together with data structures. From this final 

model, a manual translation to some programming language (usually involving also some set of APIs) is performed 

to finally deploy the system. 

 

In contrast, in MDE, all phases rely on UML and OCL to specify the artifacts of each phase.  After domain 

engineering, the next artifact to be produced is a Computer Independent Model (CIM), which is the equivalent of the 

refined domain model. After producing the high-level architecture, instead of jumping a long step manually 

translating this specification to code, the engineer must generate a complete platform independent model, which in 

turn is manually or automatically translated to a platform specific model and then to code.  
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Figure  2-1. Current mainstream OO software engineering. 

 
 

 
Figure  2-2. The Model-driven engineering process. 
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2.1.1.1. Goals 

 

Model-Driven Engineering pursues two related goals. The first is to minimize the cost of deploying the same 

functionalities on a variety of platforms, i.e. modeling once and having it deployed many times in different 

computational environments such as web services, EJB, .NET etc. The second goal is to automate an ever growing 

part of the development process required during the life cycle of an application.  

2.1.1.2. Principles to Achieve the Goals 

 

To achieve these goals, MDE switches the software engineering focus away from low-level source code towards 

high-level models, metamodels (i.e., models of modeling languages) and Model Transformations (MT) that 

automatically map one kind of model into another. MDE prescribes the construction of a fully refined Platform 

Independent Model (PIM) together with at least two sets of MT rules to translate the PIM into source code via an 

intermediate Platform Specific Model (PSM). 

2.1.1.3 Model Diversity: CIM, PIM, PSM 

 

In MDE, development starts by constructing a precise model of the application domain, which in MDE terminology 

is called a Computational Independent Model (CIM). This first artifact defines the common, more abstract 

entities of the business domain in question, allowing the engineers to understand the big picture in which the future 

software system will be placed. The CIM must also be described using UML artifacts (such as Use-cases, statechart 

diagrams etc) but must not include any information about the application realization nor its behavior. A CIM should 

come fully equipped with traceability links to its further refinements in order to provide (semi) automated translation 

to the next refined artifacts.  

 

A CIM generates a Platform Independent Model (PIM) of the application. This PIM should be a refinement of the 

software design down to the level of instructions available as built-in by the most widely used platform for a 

particular domain (e.g., Open GL or Direct3D methods for computer graphics, EJB or .Net for web information 

systems). It constitutes the most strategic, persistent, reusable asset of the MDE process. This is sharp contrast with 

classic OO practice in which the PIM is merely a disposable, high-level, visual blueprint to guide the 

implementation. In MDE, since refinement has entirely moved up to the PIM level, implementation thus reduces to a 

translating task from the PIM language to the source code languages of the various platforms onto which to deploy 

the software. Figure 2.3 and 2.4 shows an example of PIM used in this thesis. 

 

 

{inv: self.value->size()=self.justification->size()}

Entailment

Operations

+deref:Term

Term Justification

Attributes

Operations

+mergeJustification

Variable

value

0..1

0..1

 
 

Figure  2-3. Extract of a class diagram from the Entailment component of the CHRv compiler. 
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Figure  2-4. The deref operation from class Entailment as an activity diagram with OCL. 

 

To ease the automation of such translating task, MDE proposes to divide it in two stages: first from the PIM to a 

Platform Specific Model (PSM) shown in figure 2.5, and then from such PSM to source code. The PSM is still a 

hybrid visual and textual notation but it incorporates concepts that are specific to one target implementation 

platform. The modeling languages used for the PIM and PSM must be formalized by a metamodel. The translations 

from PIM to PSM can then be specified as transformation rules from a source metamodel pattern to a corresponding 

target metamodel pattern. Pattern matching is then used to generate the PSM from the PIM and the code from the 

PSM.  
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Figure  2-5. PSM Class diagram from PIM. 

 

Today, a MDE CIM, PIM and PSM can be fully specified using the UML2 standard [OMG, 2007] for it 

incorporates (a) a platform independent component metamodel, (b) the high level OO functional constraint language 

OCL2 [OMG, 2007] to fully detail, constraint and query UML2 models, and (c) the Profile mechanism to define, in 

UML2 itself, UML2 extensions with platform specific constructs for diverse PSM. MT for PIM to PIM and PIM to 

PSM to code translation can be specified using the rule-based, hybrid declarative-procedural Atlas Transformation 

Language (ATL) [ATL, 2006]. It reuses OCL2 in the left-hand and right-hand sides of OO model rewrite rules. 

These rules are applied by the ATL Development Tool (ATLDT), conveniently deployed as an Eclipse Plug-in 

[Eclipse, 2009].  In the next sub-chapters we will examine each one of these technologies. 
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2.1.1.4 Metamodeling 

 

To realize the MDA vision, a modeling language such as UML is not enough. It is also important to express the 

links among models (traceability) and transformations. It thus requires accessing elements not only at model level 

but also at the modeling formalization level. A metaformalism is a language to define the constructors of another 

language as well as their structural relationships, such as composition and generalization. It thus defines an abstract 

syntax of a language, called a metamodel, that ignores the ordering constraint among the constructors. A metamodel 

thus plays the role of a grammar, but at a more abstract level. MDE defines three levels of abstractions regarding 

model formalisms plus the object level (figure 2.6): the model, the formalism for modeling (metamodel) and the 

metaformalism. MOF (Meta-Object Facility) [OMGa, 2006] is the OMG choice to express de modeling formalisms 

or metamodels, which in turn express the models. MOF expresses itself as a metametamodel. MOF reuses at another 

level and for another purpose the UML class diagram. Whereas in UML these diagrams at level M1 are used to 

model the application, MOF uses these diagrams at level M2 and M3 to model languages. MOF thus allows OO 

visual representation of computational language grammars. Furthermore it extends the UML class diagram with a 

reflective API. 

 

 

Figure  2-6. The 4-level architecture of MDA. 

 

MOF allows specifying the complete metamodel of UML. The UML metamodel in turn allows one to express UML 

models in terms of UML constructs defined in its metamodel. Figure 2.7 shows an example of the metamodel for the 

Use Case diagram, one of many UML diagrams [Blanc, 2005]. The diagram contains three metaclasses: actor, 

system and UseCase. Metaclass Actor has a meta-attribute name of type String. Metaclass UseCase has a meta-

attribute title of type String and metaclass System has a meta-attribute name of type String. There is a recursive 

meta-association inherits from metaclass Actor to itself. Also there are two more recursive meta-associations from 

metaclass UseCase to itself namely extends and includes. Finally there is an aggregation meta-association between 

metaclass System and metaclass UseCase. 
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Figure  2-7. Use case metamodel. 

 

At modeling level, a use case diagrams must conform to its metamodel described above, i.e. it must have actors, 

systems and use cases. An Actor and a System have both an attribute ‘name’ and a Use Case has an attribute ‘title’. 

The metamodel also defines that actors may have inheritance relationships and may participate in several use cases. 

Furthermore Use Cases may participate in extension and inclusion relationships among themselves. Finally a 

System may contain several Use Cases. Figure 2.8 shows the relation between the Use Case metamodel and an 

instance of a Use Case model. 

 

 

Figure  2-8. Relation between the use case metamodel and a use case model. 

2.1.1.5 Automated Model Transformations 

 

In MDE, the generation of deployment artifacts and ultimately a running application is obtained through incremental 

translation of these models (e.g. PIM to PSM). These translations are encoded as model transformations, which 

establish the traceability links from abstract models down to the platform-specific deployment level. 

 

A transformation takes as input a source model accompanied with its metamodel (i.e. its specification) and generates 

a target model again according to a given metamodel (typically target and source metamodels are different, but not 

necessarily). Figure 2.9 shows this general transformation scheme. In MDE, a typical transformation pipeline would 

take as input a platform-independent model (and associated metamodel) and generate some PSM, according to a  
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Figure  2-9.  Typical MDE Transformation scheme. 

 

corresponding target metamodel. From the PSM another transformation in the pipeline would generate the final 

source code (this last step do not require a target metamodel). 

 

A transformation tool must obviously contain a way to express a description of how a model should be transformed, 

i.e. a transformation specification. The transformation relates concepts from the source language to the target 

language: for example from UML to Java or from UML class diagram to an Entity-relationship. In general, a 

transformation consists of a collection of transformation rules, which are unambiguous specifications of the way that 

the objects of the source model can be used to create the objects of the target model. A transformation is expressed 

at metamodel level; in fact a transformation expresses the structural mappings between the source metamodel and 

the target metamodel.  They are however applied and executed on the input models, not the input metamodel to 

produce the output model (again not the output metamodel). 

 

Figure 2.10 adapted from [Lawley, 2004] gives an example of a minimal metamodel for a classical UML class 

diagram and another metamodel for a relational database. Each metamodel describes the concepts involved in each 

one using MOF. A transformation between these two metamodels could be informally specified as a mapping 

involving all metaclasses in each one of them:   

 

The transformation is decomposed in the following steps: 

• The input metaclass class is transformed into the output metaclass Table;  

• each DataType has a corresponding Type; 

• each Attribute of each Class has a corresponding Column in the corresponding Table;  

• since the class model do not indicate which are the attributes that constitute keys on a table, it is also 

necessary to have a Column per table to store an object-id; 

• Finally if an Attribute’s type is a DataType, then the corresponding Column’s type would be the Type 

corresponding to the DataType, but if the Attribute’s type is a Class, then the corresponding Column would 

need to be a foreign key, so its type would be that of the (primary) key of the referenced table which is the 

object-id Column.  

 

OMG has released a standard model transformation language called QVT (Query, Views and Transformations) that 

reuses MOF to specify metamodels and OCL to specify queries on models. At the moment only one very partial 

implementation of QVT is available in the Borland Together Case Tool. In contrast, another OCL and MOF-based 

transformation-language called ATL (Atlas Transformation Language) from INRIA [ATL, 2008], which responded 

to the same OMG request for proposal that led to QVT is fully implemented with a high number of users and 

examples by the ATL development tool. It has thus become the de facto standard, which motivate our choice for 

using it to specify and implement the model transformations in CHROME. 
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Figure  2-10.  Source and a target metamodels: from Class-diagrams to relational databases. 

2.1.2 OMG's Common Structural Modeling and Metamodeling Core:  UML2.1.1 Metamodel 
 

With UML 2.0, 2.1 and the latest release, UML 2.1.1, one of the main goals of OMG was to align MOF, UML and 

OCL in a core metamodel that is called the UML Infra-Structure. This common metamodel contains the so called 

language units, which are collections of tightly-coupled modeling concepts each one covering a particular paradigm 

or formalism. The motivation for dividing the UML Infrastructure into language units is to allow users to reuse 

language constructs and restrict this reuse to a small coherent subset of the very large UML 2.1.1 specification 

needed for their particular modeling task.  

 

In the following we will overview a sub-set of the UML metamodel that we use in our thesis. We conclude with an 

illustrative example of a model using the main elements of the package.  

 

Figure 2.11 shows the Element meta-class hierarchy. 
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Figure  2-11. Element, NamedElement and accompaining UML metaclasses. 

Element is a metaclass with no superclass. It is used as the common superclass for all metaclasses in the 

infrastructure library. Element has a derived composition association to itself to support the general capability for 

elements to own other elements. NamedElement represents elements that may have a name. Meta-attribute visibility 

determines where the NamedElement appears within different name spaces within the overall model, and its 

accessibility, they can assume the following values: public, private, protected and package. qualifiedName is a name 

that allows the NamedElement to be identified within a hierarchy of nested Namespaces. 

 

MultiplicityElement is a metaclass that includes optional attributes for defining the bounds of a multiplicity. Meta-

attributes isOrdered and isUnique specifies whether the values in an instantiation of this element are sequentially 

ordered and unique respectively. Upper and lower specifies the bounds of the  multiplicity interval. 

 

A Relationship refers to one or more related elements. Association relatedElement specifies the elements related by 

the Relationship. A TypedElement is an element that has a type (association Type) that serves as a constraint on the 

range of values the element can represent. A ValueSpecification is a TypedElement. 
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Figure  2-12. ValueSpecification and accompanying metaclasses. 

 

A ValueSpecification is the specification of a (possibly empty) set of instances, including both objects and data 

values. It is used to identify a value or values in a model. It may reference an instance or it may be an expression 

denoting an instance or instances when evaluated. It is a specialization of TypeElement. Further specializations of 

ValueSpecification are: 

 

Expression: that represents a node in an expression tree, which may be non-terminal or terminal. It defines a symbol, 

and has a possibly empty sequence of operands that are value specifications. 

 

OpaqueExpression: is an Expression that contains language-specific text strings. OpaqueExpression binds the UML 

metamodel with OCL metamodel via its ExpressionInOCL specialization. 

 

LiteralSpecification: is further specialized in Boolean, Integer, String, UnlimitedNatural and Null; all primitive types 

to be instantiated in UML models. 

 

InstanceValue: is a value specification that identifies an instance. Attribute instance is the instance that is the 

specified value. 

 

InstanceSpecification: specifies existence of an entity in a modeled system and completely or partially describes the 

entity. Attribute specification refers to how to compute, derive, or construct the instance. 
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Figure  2-13. Constraint, Slot and accompanying metaclasses. 

 

A Constraint is a condition or restriction expressed in this thesis always in OCL. A Constraint may contain a 

ValueSpecification that specifies additional semantics for one or more elements. From figure 2.12 we see that 

ExpressionInOCL is a specialization of ValueSpecification. In this thesis we use exclusively OCL to express 

constraints over our models.  

 

An InstanceSpecification specifies existence of an entity in a modeled system and completely or partially describes 

the entity. A Slot is owned by an InstanceSpecification. It specifies the value or values for its defining feature, which 

must be a StructuralFeature of a Classifier of the instance specification owning the slot. A StructuralFeature is a 

typed feature of a Classifier that specifies the structure of instances of the Classifier. 

 

A Classifier depicted both in figure 2.13 and 2.14 describes a set of instances that have features in common. It can 

own generalizations meaning that it is possible to define generalization relationships to other classifiers.  
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Figure  2-14. Classifier metaclass. 

 

A Generalization relates a specific classifier to a more general classifier, and is owned by the specific classifier. 

 

Figure 2.15 details the how a classifier represents its structure and behavior. 

 

A Classifier is associated to Feature that may be further a StructuralFeature or a  BehavioralFeature.  

 

An Operation is a specialization of BehavioralFeature of a classifier that specifies the name, type, parameters, and 

constraints for invoking an associated behavior. 

 

A Property is a StructuralFeature. A Property related to a Classifier by Attribute represents an attribute, and it may 

also represent an association end. It relates an instance of the class to a value or collection of values of the type of 

the attribute. 

 

Figure  2-15. Feature, StructuralFeature, BehavioralFeature and their specializations. 
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Figure 2.16 displays metaclass Class, an specialization of Classifier. Class has as features attributes and operations. 

Attributes of a Class are represented by instances of Property that are owned by the Class. Some of these attributes 

may represent the navigable ends of binary associations. 

 

NestedClassifier references all the Classifiers that are defined (nested) within the Class. 

 

OwnedAttribute references the attributes (i.e., the properties) owned by the Class. The association is ordered. 

 

OwnedOperation referes to the operations owned by the Class. 

 

An Association is also a specialization of classifier and specifies a semantic relationship that can occur between 

typed instances. It has at least two ends represented by properties, each of which is connected to the type of the end. 

More than one end of the association may have the same type.  

 

MemberEnd: Each end represents participation of instances of the classifier connected to the end in links of the 

association.   

 

ownedEnd: The ends that are owned by the association itself. 

 

navigableOwnedEnd : The navigable ends that are owned by the association itself. An end property of an 

Association that is owned by an end class or that is a navigable owned end of the association indicates that the 

association is navigable from the opposite ends, otherwise the association is not navigable from the opposite ends. 

 

 

 

Figure  2-16. Class, Property, Operation and accompanying classes. 
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Figure 2.17 shows a class diagram model that exemplifies the main metaclasses described in the two previous 

figures. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure  2-17. Example UML metaclasses and corresponding elements. 

2.1.3 Metamodeling and MOF2.0 
 

The CMOF Model is the metamodel used to specify other metamodels such as UML2. It is built from EMOF and 

the Core::Constructs of UML 2. The Model package does not define any classes of its own. Rather, it merges 

packages with its extensions that together define basic metamodeling capabilities. 

2.1.3.1. Elements Reused from UML2.1.1 Infra-Structure 

 

MOF reuses the Core package of UML infrastructure and then extends it with additional packages. Figure 2.18 

shows the package architecture of MOF. EMOF stands for essential MOF and is a subset of the complete MOF 

(CMOF) that closely corresponds to the facilities provided by most OO programming languages. A primary goal of 

EMOF is to allow simple metamodels to be defined using simple concepts while supporting extensions (by the usual 

class extension mechanism in MOF) for more sophisticated metamodeling using CMOF. 

 

In essence the package Basic contains the Core constructs except for associations, which appear only in Constructs. 

The Reflection Package shown in figure 2.21 allows the discovery and manipulation of meta-objects and metadata. 

The Identifiers package provides an extension for uniquely identifying metamodel objects without relying on model 

data that may be subject to change and the Extension package supports a simple means for extending model 

elements with name/value pairs. We will detail only the reflection package, the most relevant for our thesis. 
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Figure  2-18. EMOF and CMOF package architecture. 

2.1.3.2. Overview of the MOF2.0 Metamodel in itself 

 

As pointed above, the basic elements from MOF are merged or imported from the InfrastrucutreLibrary::Core 

package. Figure 2.19 shows the contents of the Identifier package from the EMOF architecture. What follows is a 

brief description of this package: 

 

An element has an identifier in the context of an extent that distinguishes it unambiguously from other elements. An 

Extent is a context in which an Element in a set of Elements in a set can be identified. An element may be a member 

of zero or more extents. Identifiers can simplify serializing references to external objects for interchange. They can 

serve to coordinate data updates where there has been replication, and can provide clear identification of objects in 

communication, such as from user interfaces. 

 

An URIExtent is an extent that provides URIs (unique resource identifiers). An URIExtent can have a URI that 

establishes a context that may be used in determining identifiers for elements identified in the extent. 

Implementations may also use values of properties with isID==true in determining the identifier of the element. 

 

 

 

Figure  2-19. Identifiers package. 
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Figure 2.20 shows the Common package. This package defines common elements used throughout MOF.  

 

 

Figure  2-20. Common Package. 

 

ReflectiveCollection is a reflective class for accessing properties with more than one possible value. The operations 

are typical add, remove, clear and size operation of collections. 

 

The Reflection package is shown in figure 2.21. Reflection extends a model with the ability to be self describing. 

This means they enable use of objects without prior knowledge of the objects’ specific features. In a MOF context, 

an object’s class (i.e., its meta-object) reveals the nature of the object - its type, its features. The Reflection Package 

allows this discovery and manipulation of meta-objects and metadata. 

 

From the diagram we see that every Element has a Class that describes its properties and operations. The Element is 

an instance of this Class. The getMetaClass() operation returns the Class that describes the element, whereas 

container()returns the parent container of this element if any, otherwise the operation returns null. A container is a 

collection of instances of a classifier. Also an Element may be created from a Factory. A Factory is an instance of 

the MOF Factory class. A Factory creates instances of the types in a Package. The create(metaClass:Class) creates 

an element that is an instance of the metaClass. 

 

Figure  2-21. Reflection package. 

 

2.1.4 Modeling and UML2.1.1 
 

The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a diagrammatic and textual language for visualizing, specifying, 

constructing, and documenting artifacts of software systems. At the user level, UML is composed of several 
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graphical diagrams, which allows systems engineers to have multiple views of the system they are building.  These 

diagrams represent the structural and behavioral aspects of the system: Structural diagrams model the static points of 

a system, representing elements that are either conceptual or physical; behavioral diagrams model the dynamic part 

of a system, representing changes over time and space. UML metamodel is completely specified using complete 

MOF. In the following sub-chapters we give a brief description of UML 2.1.1 metamodel. We focus on the main 

building blocks necessary to our development.  

 

UML 2.1.1 concrete visual syntax allows grouping type restricted subsets of model elements into different types of 

diagrams. There are two main type of diagrams: structural diagrams and behavior diagrams. The structural diagrams 

are shown in figure 2.22. In our thesis we only use the class diagram, component diagram, object diagram, activity 

diagram and state machine diagram (shown with gray background). 

 

 

 

Figure  2-22. UML 2.1.1 diagrams. 

2.1.4.1 Overview of the UML2.1.1 MetaModel 

 

Two complementary specifications, the UML infrastructure and UML superstructure, constitute the complete 

specification for the UML 2. The first defines the foundations of the language, i.e. the basic building blocks for 

constructing UML 2 more complex artifacts. The second, the UML superstructure, provides the user level constructs 

required for UML 2.  

2.1.4.2. Components, Interfaces, Ports and Assembly 

 

The component package provides the constructs needed to realize the concepts of component-based development. A 

component is a modular unit with well-defined interfaces that is replaceable within its environment [OMG, 2007]. 

Figure 2.23 shows an excerpt of the Component metamodel, from there we see its main associations: provided and 

required interfaces and zero or more realizations. 
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Figure  2-23. Component metamodel. 

 

In component-based development are built by assembling components through their provided and required 

interfaces.  

2.1.4.3. Protocol State Machines 

 

A UML state machine is in essence a finite automaton. A UML Protocol State machine is a simplifying 

specialization of a UML state machine for the purpose of specifying interaction protocol between components in an 

assembly. Why are they needed? They are needed when the post-condition of one operation of the component 

interface changes the state of the component in a way that alters the pre-conditions of another operation of its 

interface. This forces the component client to call its required interface operations in a specific restricted sequence to 

respect its contract. Such complex contract cannot be modeled by pre and post-condition only. Figure 2.24 shows 

the diagram for ProtocolStateMachine and (an excerpt of) the StateMachine. As we see ProtocolStateMachine is a 

specialization of StateMachine, i.e. it is associated with State instances and in addition Ports and Interfaces can also 

participate in Protocol State Machines. 

 

 

 

Figure  2-24. Protocol State Machine and StatMachine metaclasses. 
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2.1.4.4 Activities and Actions 

 

An action is the primitive behavior unit. It takes a set of input data and converts them into a set of output data. It can 

also modify the state of the system in which the action executes. Activities are the containers of actions and support 

the modeling of sequencing of actions and conditions for coordinating their execution, commonly known as control 

flow and object flow models. Figure 2.25 shows meta-classes Activity, ActivityNode, Action and its relation to OCL 

expressions (see next sub-chapter). 

 

As we will see later in this chapter and in the complete detailed model of our CHR engine, the activity diagrams 

adorned with OCL post-conditions for each action support the modeling of all algorithmic intensive functionalities 

of the engine. Also they are included in the intermediate representation (OO PIM) of the CHR bases presented to the 

compiler. To include OCL expressions in these artifacts we use the fact that an Action may be associated to a post-

condition in the form of a Constraint and that this constraint can be specified using an OpaqueExpression, from 

which an ExpressionInOCL is a specialization. Figure 2.26 shows the relation between Operation and Activity 

exhibiting their parent metaclasses BehavioralFeature and Behavior and thus establishes the links between 

operations on Classes and Activities. 

 

 

Figure  2-25. Activity, Action and relation to OCL expressions. 

2.1.5 Precise Modeling and Metamodeling with OCL2.0 
 

The Object Constraint Language (OCL) is a semi-formal specification with a hybrid functional object-oriented 

syntax. It is used to define constraints and queries over UML models and MOF metamodels. OCL expressions can 

be used to specify invariants over classes, pre- and pos-conditions over operations execution, derived attributes of a 

class and finally side-effect free operations as queries over a model. UML modelers can use OCL to specify: 

• Arbitrary complex structural constraints among potentially distant elements of an application UML 

structural diagram or language metamodel; for this purpose OCL has the expressive power of first-order 

logic, and allows specifying class invariants and derived attributes and associations;  

• Arbitrary complex algorithms that combine behavior of class operations or message passing; for this 

purpose is Turing-complete and allows specifying operations preconditions read-only operation bodies and 

read-write operations post-conditions. 

 

Figure 2.26 shows the association between operations and OCL expressions. There are three kinds of constraints that 

might be associated to Operations: pre-conditions, pos-conditions, body (for query-only operations). 
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Figure  2-26. Activity, Operation and Constraints. 

 

Also there are 2 kinds of constraints for Properties, init (initialize attributes) and derive (to calculate a value of a 

new attribute from existent ones). Finally there is one kind of constraint for Classes, which are defined as invariants 

(inv). Invariants are used to express logical conditions that must always hold for every instance of a Class. 

 

As we already showed in figure 2.12 constraints expressed in OCL are linked to the UML metamodel via 

OpaqueExpression and ExpressionInOCL meta-classes. 

2.1.5.1. Overview of the OCL2.0 Metamodel 

 

OCL is a strongly typed language, i.e. all OCL expressions must evaluate to a value of a well-defined type. Figure 

2.27 is the metamodel for all OCL types. The meta-classes in white background are common to the UML 

metamodel, the rest are exclusively OCL types. 

 

 

Figure  2-27. Metamodel for OCL types. 

 

OCL supports the abstract CollectionType whose concrete subclasses are: OrderedSet (ordered unique elements), 

SequenceType (ordered, repeated elements authorized), BagType  (non-ordered, repeated elements authorized) and 

SetType (non-ordered unique elements). It also supports PrimitiveType (from UML 2) to handle primitive elements. 

TupleType (informaly known as record type or struct) combines different types into a single aggregate type. 

PrimitiveType specialize in Real, proper to OCL, Integer, Unlimited Integer, String and Boolean reused from UML. 
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Figure 2.28 is the core part of the metamodel for OCL abstract syntax. It defines the structure that OCL expressions 

can have. An OclExpression always has a type, which is usually not explicitly modeled, but derived. Each CallExp 

has exactly one source, identified by an OclExpression. A FeatureCallExp generalizes all property calls that refer to 

Features in the UML metamodel. OCL allows also conditional expressions (IfExp meta-class) and iteration 

expressions (LoopExp meta-class and its sub-classes). 

 

 

Figure  2-28. Metamodel for OCL operations. 

2.1.5.2. Class Invariants 

 

OCL allows the specification of invariant conditions that must hold for the system being modeled. For example, 

using OCL it is possible to specify that an attribute balance of a class BankAccount cannot authorize negative 

values. This can be accomplished using a simple constraint on both the class and the specific attribute; below we 

show it in OCL concrete syntax. 

 

 

context BankAccount  
inv: balance > 0 

2.1.5.3. Derived Attributes 

 

OCL allows developers to specify attributes or associations which instances can be derived from those of others in 

the model. For example figure 2.29 a simple model adorned with an OCL expression to derive a new attribute for 

the class Customer: 

 

 

context Customer::golden : Boolean  
derive: account->exists(a | a.balance > 100,000) 

Figure  2-29.  OCL derivation example. 

 

The OCL expression derives the value of attribute golden by checking if the customer has an account which is 

greater than a given amount of money. This construction allows using OCL as a business rule specification language 

over business domains modeled as UML class diagrams. 
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2.1.5.4. Operation Pre-conditions 

 

OCL pre-conditions may accompany an operation to detail which are the requirements to execute that operation, i.e. 

a pre-condition is a Boolean expression that must be true prior to the operation execution. The example below gives 

a simple example of a pre-condition: the withdrawing operation is only allowed if the balance is greater than or 

equal to the required amount. 

 

 

Context BankAccount::withDraw(amount:Real) 
pre: balance >= amount 

Figure  2-30. OCL pre-condition example. 

2.1.5.6. Write Operation Post-Conditions 

 

OCL post-conditions express the state of the system after the operation is executed, including changes of objects 

states as well. In our example, the withdrawing operation is adorned with the following: 

 

context BankAccount::withDraw(amount:Real) 
post: balance = balance@pre – amount 
 
The @pre postfix indicates the previous value of the balance and the post-condition states that the new balance will 

be this previous value subtracted from the amount withdrawn. Hence the @pre postfix specifies the value change by 

a write operation before the execution of that operation.  

2.1.5.7. Read Operation Bodies 

 

OCL may also be used to query models for specific collection of objects. These queries are read-only operations 

because all they do is to return a collection of instances already in the model, i.e. they cannot create nor remove any 

object from the system. OCL provides the special constructor body to specify such queries; body is always 

associated with a (query) operation of some class in the model. In the example below the allGodenCustomers() 

operation selects all golden customers from the customer base. 

 

context Customer::allGoldenCustomers() : Set(Customer) 
body: self.select(c | c.golden) 

2.1.5.8. OCL Expressions in Protocol State Machines 

 

OCL can be used to precisely specify the pre-conditions, actions and post-conditions of a State Machine transition in 

particular of protocol state machine transitions. A transition from a protocol state to another may be bound to a prior 

state of an object or a set of objects and may result on a different state of those objects. OCL is also useful to specify 

such pre- and post-conditions for protocol state machines. Suppose a user saving a file on a UML editor. After the 

operation is executed, there should be a test if it was successful (HD was not full for example). The OCL 

expressions in square brackets realize these transitions: if the HD is full, status is set to error otherwise remains 

unchanged. 

 

 

Figure  2-31. Protocol State Machine and OCL pre- and post-conditions. 
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2.1.5.9. OCL Expressions in Activities 

 

In activities diagrams OCL can be used to specify conditions between actions, to refer to actual parameters values 

and to provide the full specification of atomic actions. To better clarify this, let us look to the activity diagram in 

figure 2.32. It describes the withdraw() operation in terms of activity nodes and OCL. The first activity node tests if 

the balance is greater than the amount, if this is the case it proceeds to update the new balance using the OCL post-

condition already shown if chapter 2.1.5.6. The next activity uses OCL reserved word result to set the Boolean 

return value of the operation to true, after that the activity ends. If the balance does not permit a withdrawing, result 

is immediately set to false and the activity ends. 

 

 

Figure  2-32. Activity Diagram and OCL. 

2.1.6 MDE Model-Transformation Platforms 

 

Model-Transformation Platforms (MTP) are a fundamental piece to realize the MDA vision. By using a MTP and a 

set of transformations, developers can focus primarily on specifying a fully detailed PIM to be translated to PSM 

and then code. MTPs also support automated traceability along this translation chain. 

 

Apart from this fundamental role in MDE, model-transformations can be used on a variety of model engineering 

activities such as:  

� Reverse engineering from code to PIM through PSM. 

� Aspect model weaving at PIM or PSM level including for product-line variation handling. 

� PIM component Assembly. 

� PIM framework instantiation. 

� PIM refinement through the application of design patterns. 

� PIM refactory. 

� Automated generation of test suite. 

 

All of these activities require a specific mapping from a source to a target artifact that can be realized as a model-

transformation. In this thesis we focus on the code generation use of MTP. 

2.1.6.1 Requirements of Model Transformation Platforms 

 

Model-transformations languages should ideally:  

• Be executable; 

• Be implementable in an efficient way; 

• Be fully expressive, yet unambiguous; 

• Facilitate developer productivity with precise, concise and clear descriptions: 

• Their source model selection rules must be different from rules for producing the target model; 

• Provide tools for development and testing;  

• Provide a means to combine transformations to form composite ones (reuse); 

• Provide means to define scheduling; 
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• Offer graphical constructs;  

• Be declarative and with a sound formal semantics;  

• Be defined by a Metamodel. 

(Professor Jacques Robin personal communication in 2007). 

2.1.6.2. Object-Oriented Imperative Programming Platform 

 

Existent object-oriented imperative programming languages such as Java, C#, C++ and other may be used to write 

transformations. Typically by using an imperative language the developer must state how each element from a 

metamodel is mapped. Existing APIs (such as the Java Metadata Interface, JMI MOF-compliant) for the chosen 

platform might easy the development, however as rule-based expressions are not native in object-oriented, 

transformation rules must be handled from scratch using the available imperative constructs. Finally imperative 

languages are typically not formal languages, i.e. are not associated to a formal semantics and consequently 

statements in these languages cannot be proved correct.  

2.1.6.3. Object-Oriented Rule-Based Logic Programming Platform 

 

Combining object-oriented features with rule-based constructors yields a declarative model-transformation platform 

that allows developer to focus on what must be mapped while relying on a rule-engine to realize such mapping. 

Frame Logic is an example of an object-oriented rule-based language that provides syntactical integration between 

the Object-oriented paradigm and rule-based programming.  Flora is an implementation for Transaction Frame logic 

over XSB Prolog. It also possesses a well-founded model theoretic semantics. 

 

The declarative approach for building transformation rules is usually more abstract and less verbose than the 

imperative one. However using Flora or other purely declarative programming language has the drawback of 

incompatibility with most current standard software development platforms as the rule engines are in general 

monolithic blocks of software with no ready-to-use interoperability interfaces with mainstream imperative object-

oriented languages, leading the developers back all the way to develop glue code to bridge the applications. Further 

Flora has a small user community, which result in paucity of libraries, didactic material and example repositories. 

2.1.6.4. Dedicated Model Transformation Platforms based on MOF, OCL and Rules 

 

In the following subsections I briefly discuss the two most used alternatives for model transformation languages. 

 

2.1.6.4.1 QVT 

 

OMG posted a Request For Proposal (RFP) for a standard language to write model queries, views and 

transformations. Several groups around the world answered this RFP. All groups except one merged their proposal, 

which was published as an OMG standard in 2006 under the name of QVT. QVT transformations can be either 

atomic transformations or arbitrary complex transformations combining multiple transformations. On an attempt to 

ease the adoption of QVT, OMG adopted OCL 2.0 for specifying queries over models and also for metamodel and 

model navigation. 

 

The QVT architecture (figure 2.33) comprises three kinds of language transformations: relations, core and 

mappings. Relations and Core are declarative languages at two different levels of abstraction, with a normative 

mapping between them. The Relations language has a graphical concrete syntax. The relations are multi-directional 

and declarative specifications, whereas the mappings are uni-directional imperative specifications. a mechanism 

called QVT/BlackBox for invoking coded in other languages, allowing reuse of legacy transformation. Developers of 

QVT engine can choose between four options: implementing only the relations, implementing only the mappings, 

implementing both independently of one another, implementing both by compiling the relations onto mapping. The 

high level metamodel of QVT is given in figure 2.34 that shows the package dependencies in the QVT metamodel 

provided by the QVT specification. This specification defines three main packages: QVTCore, QVTRelation (for 
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relations) and QVTOperational (for mappings). All QVT depends on the EssentialOCL package from OCL 

2.0. As can be seen, both the relations and mappings reuse OCL to query models. This reuse occurs by letting OCL 

expressions appear in the left-hand and right-hand sides of QVT rules.  

 

 

Figure  2-33. QVT architecture. 

 

Figure  2-34. Package dependencies in the QVT MOF metamodel. 

 

We do not use QVT because when we started writing model transformations for the development of our thesis 

prototype there was no complete engine for the language and the set of examples from the specification did not 

allow an in-depth comprehension of the language in practice. 

 

2.1.6.4.2 ATL 

 

ATL was initially developed by the ATLAS INRIA & LINA research group [ATL, 2006] and was proposed as a 

response to the OMG QVT RFP. Although not adopted as a standard by OMG, it has since become an Eclipse open 

source project, aggregating a large following. ATL is a full implementation of a rule-based, hybrid declarative-

procedural model transformation language that allows developers to specify how a given set of source models 

produce a set of target models. Source and target models must conform to their respective metamodels, which are 

associated to the transformation. The ATL Development Tool (ATL-DT), conveniently deployed as an Eclipse Plug-

in, provides development support for ATL transformation development and deployment. 

 

ATL abstract syntax is specified as a MOF [MOF, 2007] metamodel where each element possess a corresponding 

textual concrete syntax. Figure 2.35 illustrates ATL basic constructor module that encapsulates all model 

transformations, elements, libraries and also indicates the source and target metamodels. OclModel contains a Ecore 

metamodel (see 2.1.7.1). 
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Figure  2-35. ATL module. 

 

A ModuleElement is either a Rule or a Helper as seen in figure 2.36.  Helpers work as classic object-oriented 

methods either associated to the context of the module or to a specific meta-class from the source metamodel. 

Helpers with zero arguments are attributes. 

 

 

Figure  2-36. ATL Module Element. 

 

ATL distinguish among three kinds of rules: 

• matched rules that are purely declarative and are only fired once by means of pattern matching,  

• lazy matched rules that can fire more than once,  

• And called rules that can be explicitly evoked inside other rules; target model elements for called rules are 

triggered by explicit calls inside imperative blocks rather than indirectly through patter matching like 

matched and lazy rules. They thus lack a pattern part; instead they have called parameters input. 

 

A rule may also contain an action block (imperative block), which specifies a sequence of instructions that are to be 

executed after the generation of the output pattern. 

 

A matched rule specifies an input pattern, which describes a set of model elements coming from the source 

metamodel, associated to variable names and optionally filtered using an OCL Boolean expression. These source 

elements are mapped to output patterns. Both are typed as OCL types. An output pattern is a set of model elements 

from target metamodels and associated to variable names and bindings. When the rule containing the output pattern 

is executed, the target elements are created. A binding specifies the value used to initialize a specified property of an 

instance. Figure 2-37 shows the metamodel for the input and output patterns. 
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Figure  2-37. ATL input and output patterns. 

 

ATL reuses most of the syntax of the Object Constraint Language (OCL). Figure 2.38 shows the basic elements of a 

module: target and source metamodel, libraries, attributes and helpers extracted from ATL user guide. 

 

 

Figure  2-38. ATL module, header, libraries, attributes and helpers. 

 

Figure 2.39 shows the concrete syntax for a matched rule. 

 

                

Figure  2-39. An ATL matched rule. 

 

Figure 2.40 shows the concrete syntax for a called rule. 

 

 

Figure  2-40. An ATL called rule. 
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The code below is a small excerpt of the first transformation of our proposed compiling pipeline where two rules are 

shown (some assignments were removed for space reasons).  

 

(0)  helper context CHR!CHRProgram def : generateVars : Sequence(CHR!VariableSymbol) = ... 

(1)  rule CHRProg2CHRProg  

(2)  { 

(3)  from p : CHR!CHRProgram 

(4)  to h : CHR!CHRProgram ( 

(5)    variables <- p.variables->union(p.generateVars), 

(6)    rules <- p.rules->collect(r | thisModule.simpagation2simpagation(r,p)) 

(7) ) 

(8) } 

(9)  rule simpagation2simpagation (r : CHR!Simpagation, p : CHR!CHRProgram) 

(10)  { 

(11)  using { 

(12)  co : Sequence(CHR!Term) =  

          thisModule.allConstantSymbols(r.keep->union(r.remove))->union(r.allRepeatedVars); 

(13)    v : Sequence(CHR!VariableSymbol)= p.generateVars; 

(14)          } 

(15)  to ro : CHR!Simpagation ( 

(16)    keep <- r.keep->collect(uc | thisModule.udc2udc(uc,r,p)), 

(17)    remove <- r.remove->collect(uc | thisModule.udc2udc(uc,r,p)), 

(18)    guard <-  r.guard->union(co->iterate(c; acc : CHR!Bic = Sequence{} | 

(19)    acc->including(thisModule.newBic(eq,c,v->at(co->indexOf(c)))))), 

(20)    disjunctiveBody <- r.disjunctiveBody 

(21)  ) 

(22)  do { ro; --returns an instance of a new output Simpagation rule } 

(23) } 

The first rule creates the new CHRProgram instance (line 1). The helper generateVars (line 0) generate fresh 

variants for each constant variables that apperar  more than once in the constraints in the body. Finally to generate 

the rules for the output program, a called rule is invoked taking as parameters the rule itself and the CHRProgram 

input instance (line 6). 

 

The second rule first defines two local variables (12-13): co that stores all constant symbols and all the repeated 

variables of the input rule being transformed and v, a sequence of all fresh variables created. Then the keep and 

remove sequences are created by called rules that takes as parameters the current rule and program (lines 16-17). 

The new equalities for the guard are also created using a called rule. For each constant or repeated variable a new 

equality is produced and added to the output guard (line 18-20). 

 

ATL Queries 

 

Apart from modules and their rules, ATL provides also libraries and queries constructors. A Library is analogous to 

the same classical concept in programming languages: a set of functions (ATL helpers) in a separate file that can be 

used by an ATL module or query via a uses command. Libraries are basically a way to factorize ATL code. A Query 

is an operation that computes a value of a primitive data type (a String, an Integer and so forth) from a set of source 
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models. Typically a query is used to extract a concrete textual representation from a given model. Modules, queries 

and libraries reuse most of the syntax and semantics of the Object Constraint Language (OCL), which is part of the 

emerging Model-driven Architecture initiative. 

 

An example of an ATL query from our compiler (chapter 5) is the following: 

 

query JavaToFile = J2SE5!PackageDeclaration.allInstances()->first().ownedElements 
->collect(e | e.toString().writeTo('C:/compiledConstraints/' + e.name.replaceAll('.', '/') + '/' + e.name + '.java')); 
 
uses J2SE52String; 
 

This query scans a collection of instances of a J2SE5 metamodel, e.g. a Java Metamodel (see chapter 5) and evokes 

the helper toString(), which produces the textual Java code equivalent to a generated Java model. The method 

writeTo() saves the result in a file with the same name as the name attribute of each element from the collection 

ownedElements. The query refers to the library J2SE52String, which defines the required the toString() methods, 

called in ATL helpers. For more on ATL queries please refer to chapter 5 where we give a detailed description of 

this query. 

2.1.6.5 Comparative Evaluation 

 

Table 2.1 evaluates strengths and weaknesses of afore mentioned model-transformations platforms. 

 

 FLORA QVT ATL 

Concise x X x 

Well-known    

Efficient x  x 

Executable x  x 

Expressive x X x 

Metamodel-based  X x 

Formal Semantics x   

Standards  X x 

All OO/MOF concepts  X x 

Tools   x 

Composite transformations x X x 

Scheduling    

Table 2.1. Model-transformation platforms comparison. 

2.1.7 MDE Tools 
 

In the moment of this writing, existent MDE tools available still do not integrate properly all OMG standards. The 

Eclipse Model Framework (EMF), proposed by IBM as an open-source project, is a common platform for both 

ATL, Borland Together and IBM Rational. Because of that, we chose EMF as the metamodel building platform for 

this work. In the next chapter we give a brief description of EMF, Borland Together and ATL: the three applications 

used to build the MDE artifacts that validated our work. 

2.1.7.1 Eclipse Modeling Framework 

 

EMF is an open source framework that is deployed as a plug-in of the Eclipse platform. In EMF, it is possible to 

define a metamodel and to generate tailored interfaces to edit the instances of this metamodel reusing Eclipse GUI. 

EMF defines ECORE as the metamodeling language, which is very similar to essential MOF (EMOF) seen in 

chapter 2.1.3.1.  

 

EMF users can generate automatically from a metamodel, a graphical editor that supports a tree-like view of a 

model. The metamodel can be fed to EMF in several formats. The native format is an XMI file, but EMF can also 
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read Rational Rose class diagrams, annotated Java files, or XSD files (XML Schema Definition by W3C). Figure 

2.41 shows the metamodel view of EMF interface. When creating an EMF metamodel the developer must state the 

name of the source file. EMF renders it on a tree-view producing a genmodel file. 

 

 

Figure  2-41. EMF Model tree-viewer. 

 

From the genmodel file, EMF generates a bare bones editor for model editing that conforms to the metamodel 

supplied. Figure 2.42 depicts an example of an EMF generated interface. The editor provides a standard table and 

property sheet views. If the generated editor is not sufficient, it is possible to customize it adding more code. Figure 

2.42 depicts the generated editor for the metamodel below. 

 

 

Figure  2-42. EMF generated editor from a genmodel file. 

2.1.7.2 Borland Together Architect 

 

Borland Together Architect is a visual modeling tool deployed as a set of plug-ins of the Eclipse platform. The tool 

supports all UML 2.0 diagrams, syntactical checking for OCL, the procedural mapping part of QVT. Figure 2.43 

illustrates the look-and-feel of the environment. 

 

 

Figure  2-43. Example of look and feel of Borland Together. 
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We have used ATL KM3 language for designing the metamodels necessary for our thesis and injected them directly 

into EMF, since the injection procedure is provided by ATL-DT, it saved us time for concentrating on our prototype. 

2.1.7.3. ATL-DT 

 

The ATL developer tool is also deployable as an Eclipse plug-in. The ATL environment allows writing ATL code, 

to parse, execute and debug transformations. Figure 2.44 shows a snapshot of ATL-DT. 

 

 

Figure  2-44. Snapshop of ATL-DT. 

 

To create the source and target metamodels ATL provides KM3 language, a simple textual format to express 

metamodels according to the ECORE metametamodel. KM3 is actually a sub-set of ECORE but KM3 metamodels 

can be directly injected (transformed) into an ECORE file. This functionality is built-in in the ATL-DT. 

2.2 Component-Based MDE 

A Component-Based MDE process [Atkinson et al, 2001] structures the PIM, PSM and source code as assemblies 

of reusable components, each one clearly separating the services interfaces that it provides to and requires from 

other components from its encapsulated realization of these services (itself potentially a recursive sub-assembly). 

2.2.1 Component-Based Software Engineering 

While Model-driven Development fosters reuse of application models across platforms, CBD fosters reuse of 

functionalities across applications. A software component encapsulates a set of basic functionalities whose need 

recurs in diverse applications. It contains metadata that specifies how to assemble these functionalities with those 

encapsulated in other components to build more complex functionalities through assembly. 

 

According to [Eriksson et al., 2003] “a component is a self-contained unit that encapsulates the state and behavior of 

a set of classifiers”. All the contents of the components, including its sub-components, are private. A component is 

always associated to provided and required interfaces. The key feature of CBD is the ability to promote the reuse of 

software components. The full encapsulation and separation of interface from implementation enables a component 

to be a substitutable unit that can be replaced at design time or run time by another component that offers equivalent 

functionality. 

 

In an assembly, a given component may act as both a server to some component and a client to another component. 

The assembly structural meta-data of a component includes provided interfaces, the operations (together with their 

input and output parameter types) that are available by connecting to the server ports of the component. It may also 

include required interfaces, the operations (together with their input and output parameter types) that the component 

expects to be available in the deployment environment through connections to its client ports. A component may 

also include assembly behavioral meta-data that describes the pre- and post-conditions of the operations provided 

and required at its ports in terms of its states and the states of its clients and servers in the assembly. Such meta-data 

allows defining a contract between a client-server component pair. Such design by contract permits black-box reuse, 

which is ideal for leveraging third party software and more cost-effective than the white-box reuse by inheritance in 

object-oriented frameworks. A component can be substituted at any time by another one that is internally different 

but respect the same contracts at its ports, without affecting the rest of the software. 
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2.2.2 The KobrA-1 CBMDE Method 
 

The KobrA method recently integrated Component-based development, MDE and product-line engineering, 

together with standard techniques such as top-down refinement and object-oriented development, in a coherent and 

comprehensive whole. It is a significant breakthrough in CBMDE because: 

• It promotes reuse over the entire range of development stages, from requirement to modeling, implementation, 

testing, quality insurance and maintenance; 

• In contrast to previous methods, it provides precise guidelines for most software engineering aspects, including 

a finely grained recursive process, the artifacts to specify at each step, well-formed rules for each of these 

artifacts as well as for the relations between them and quality metrics and control;  

 

It is fully platform and tool independent by relying on the UML standard as to specify all the software artifacts
1
.  

 

A fundamental feature of KobrA is the distinction between products (software artifacts) and processes (software 

engineering tasks). A KobrA project defines the products independently from the processes that might be applied. 

Many methods mix up the description of what to do with how to do it. This makes difficult to decide what is 

absolutely necessary to perform and what is optional. This distinction has recently been adopted as an OMG 

standard in the Software Process Engineering Metamodel 2.0 (SPEM). 

 

Other important concerns that KobrA distinguishes are the organization of the method in terms of three orthogonal 

dimensions: the first dealing with the level of abstraction; the second dealing with the level of genericity; and the 

third dealing with the level of composition. In a typical KobrA project development begins with a generic, abstract, 

black-box description of the system. To create an application from this first black-box it is necessary to: i) remove 

the genericity of the black-box (instantiation), ii) decompose the black-box into smaller parts (decomposition) and 

iii) reduce the level of abstraction to create an executable version of the system (embodiment). 

 

In KobrA all three dimensions can be dealt with separately. The genericity dimension is tackled by the product line 

engineering approach; the composition dimension comes under the umbrella of component modeling, and 

development concerning the abstraction dimension comes under the component embodiment activity. These 

concerns can be tackled in various orders, and even arbitrarily interwoven [Atkinson et al, 2001]. 

2.2.2.1 Principles  

 

A central goal of KobrA is to enable the full expressive power of the UML to be used in the modeling of 

components. To this end the use of the UML in KobrA is driven by four basic principles: 

  

Uniformity: Every behavior-rich entity is treated as a Component, and every Component is treated uniformly, 

regardless of its granularity or location in the containment tree. In particular, the system as a whole is viewed and 

modeled as a Component, albeit a large-grained one. This endows a Component containment tree (and the 

applications created from them) with the property of a fractal, since the products (and the accompanying processes) 

are identical at all levels of granularity. It also promotes reuse, because any Component, anywhere in a containment 

tree, can be made into a system if it satisfies the needs of some customer. 

 

Encapsulation: The description of what a software unit does is separated from the description of how it does it. 

Encapsulating and hiding the details of how a unit works facilitates a “divide and conquer” approach in which a 

                                                
1
 Except for code that is beyond the scope of the UML and for which KobrA puts forward the “Normal Object 

Format”, an abstract language that integrates the semantically common constructs of C++, Java and C# while 

abstracting from their syntactic differences. 
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software unit can be developed independently from its users. This allows new versions of a unit to be interchanged 

with old versions provided that they do the same thing. 

 

Locality: All descriptive artifacts represent the properties of a Component from a local perspective rather than a 

global perspective. This means that there are no diagrams, or other descriptive artifacts, that take a global 

perspective and cover all aspects of the system. Even the largest Component at the root of the containment tree only 

has a black-box view of its sub-Components, and thus its models only describe its local properties. By reducing the 

coupling between components this promotes reuse. Figure 2.45 illustrates this principle. 

 

 

Figure  2-45. Locality Principle of KobrA. 

 

Parsimony: Every descriptive artifact should have "just enough" information, no more and no less. This means that 

all models and diagrams should contain the minimum amount of information needed to describe the necessary 

properties, but no more. Including more model elements than necessary simply obscures the essential information, 

and complicates the models. 

2.2.2.2. Artifacts 

 

In the most abstract level, KobrA prescribes a software product-line approach. A framework as defined by the 

methodology is a set of generic artifacts that might create several similar applications. There is a decision model 

associated with each artifact in order to indicate how to instantiate the framework into a specific application. This 

information is gathered together in the context realization, which is the initial analysis and modeling of the 

environment in which the systems it is to execute. The KobrA context realization produces the same artifacts as the 

realization of Komponents we describe below. 

 

The intermediate level of granularity of KobrA is the component-based paradigm. Applications are organized in 

terms of hierarchical composition of reusable KobrA logical components (usually referred as Komponent). Each 

Komponent is built using the same artifacts in a recursive fashion. At development time a containment tree that 

composes recursively Komponents and sub-Komponents until the most basic component level represents a system. 

 

A Komponent is modeled in terms of a specification, which describes what kind of services the Komponent provides 

for other Komponents that might be associated to it through a client-sever or ownership relation, hence a 

Komponent specification is a description of the requirements that the Komponent is expected to fulfill. The 

Komponent Specification artifacts prescribed by KobrA are:  
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• A Structural Model: that defines classes, operations, attributes and the other required Komponents, and 

relationships of the structural part of the Komponent. 

• A Behavioral Model: that specifies via pre and post-conditions in OCL the behavior of each operation of 

the Komponent. Defines via state charts the internal states of the Komponent, the available services of the 

Komponent in each state and how the operations trigger the transitions to each state. 

 

A Komponent may also have one realization associated to its specification, which describes precisely how a 

Komponent implements its specification (partly with the help of server Komponents). The Komponent Realization 

artifacts prescribed by KobrA are:  

• A Strucutral Model: that defines the classes, operations and attributes and relationships of the structural 

part of the Komponent. 

• A Behavioral Model: that defines via OCL expressions, activity and sequence diagrams, the algorithms that 

realize the operations shown in the specification view. 

 

Figure 2.46 illustrates the two views of a Komponent. 

 

 

Figure  2-46. Komponent Structure. 

 

Finally, Komponent embodiment is concerned with reducing the abstraction level of the artifacts. There are two 

basic strategies for achieving a deployed version of a Komponent: developing it from scratch or reuse an existing 

Komponent that is capable of providing conformant properties. Reuse is of course the less expensive way of 

realizing a Komponent implementation, but it is not always the case there is available reusable Komponents. 

Developing a Komponent from scratch must deliver a tool processable form of a Komponent that can be 

automatically transformed in executable binary elements. In many development environments this is source code. 

However KobrA separates the transformation process into distinct refinement and translation steps. Refinement is 

concerned with describing model elements at a lower level of detail, but using the same notation, while translation is 

concerned with mapping model elements into program elements. Separating these concerns allows KobrA to be 

quite conformant to the MDA approach. 

2.2.2.3. Process 

 

The shape of the KobrA process is tightly coupled to that of the product, with many activities usually taking the 

same name as that artifact, which they create. At the highest level of granularity is Framework Engineering that is 

concerned with the construction of a framework, which captures all the properties of a product-line in a generic way 

by explicitly highlighting variant features and indication to which variants of the system each feature belongs. 

Framework engineering involves Komponent modeling and Komponent embodiment.  
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A sub-activity of Framework engineering is the context realization activity. Its goal is to create the set of artifacts 

that make up a context realization. It follows the use-case analysis strategy but accommodates genericity to include 

analysis of variabilities and commonalities in a product line.  

 

The other sub-activities of Framework engineering are the Komponent Specification, which creates the artifacts for 

the Komponent specification from the previous realization; and the Komponent specification that is based on the 

same underlying approach as context realization. Data and activities are initially analyzed independently, and are 

then integrated by focusing on interaction modeling. 

 

Application engineering can involve all the activities of the framework engineering activity but without the parts 

dealing with the variabilities and commonalities. Instead of this, it includes activities dealing with the instantiation 

of the framework, namely: i) the context realization instantiation, which analyses if a given generic context 

realization can be tailored to a specific domain or if it is better to start from scratch; ii) specification and realization 

instantiation which deals with recursively instantiating the Komponents within the framework by resolving the 

decision models and removing the irrelevant features. 

2.2.2.4. Strengths 

 

KobrA is a very detailed and extense methodology and thus it is difficult to summarize its positive and negative 

issues. I list here what currently is considered by our group as the main strengths of the current version of the 

methodology: 

1. Only comprehensive full life cycle reused oriented software method. 

2. Follow a few simple principles and apply them uniformly. 

3. Thorough separation of concerns by integrating MDE with CDB and PLE. 

4. Fully prescriptive for the UML artifact to produce at each step of the process. 

5. Detailed guidelines on how to produce those artifacts. 

2.2.2.5.  Weaknesses 

 

As with the strengths, it is not trivial to summarize the first version of KobrA weaknesses. According to our  current 

research considerations, the main drawbacks of the methodology are as follows: 

1. Based on UML 1.4, tables and natural language which prevents the most advanced model-transformation based 

flavor of MDE.  

 

2. Says nothing specifically for GUI modeling. 

 

3. PLE approach presupposes that framework model contains all artifacts of all possible product instantiation, which 

is unpractical in many real cases. 

 

4. Focuses on PIM modeling, saying very little on PIM to PSM and PSM to code translation tasks. 

 

5. Not modeled explicitly in SPEM. 

 

6. No capability and maturity model to adopt it incrementally, which is a very serious practical barrier due to its 

artifact heavy nature and incorporation of three cutting edge reuse oriented techniques that are not yet wide spread. 

 

7. Focuses on software engineering for reuse, saying very little about software engineering with reuse of legacy 

software. 

 

8. Last but not least, has a very limited set of case studies that can serve as models for software engineering teams. 

 

Except for the last one, most of these weaknesses are shared by most other software engineering methods. 
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2.2.3 The KobrA2 CBMDE Method 

 

KobrA2 is the updated KobrA methodology aligned with the latest OMG standards, namely UML 2.1 and OCL 2.0. 

Specification and Realization views are described via a metamodel that reuses and extends a minimal, consolidated, 

UML2 core, restricting model elements and enforcing consistency between views via OCL expressions. Kobra2 

Components remove all natural language in the artifacts, replacing it by OCL expressions. 

A KobrA2 model is a multi-view specification that covers software requirements, architecture and design (going 

from component to classes and from operations to step-by-step algorithms for each operation). In our work we use 

three type of KobrA2 software units: 

1. Component classes which typically have a single running instance in CHROME, all of them being persistent 

from one run of the whole system to the next; 

 

2. Diagrams which are purely design time model element groups.  

 

3. Views, each one composed of one or more diagrams, which correspond to one projection of the whole system 

model along a set of largely orthogonal concerns.  

 

As seen if figure 2.47, KobrA2 component classes are specializations of both UML2 components from the 

PackageableComponents package and UML2 classes from the CommonBehaviors package and are composed by 

one or more CommonBehaviors. KobrA2 views and diagrams are modeled as UML2 packages.  

2.2.4 KobrA2 link to UML 2.0 
 

KobrA2 metamodel is specified in MOF2 and OCL2 and reuses a subset of UML and OCL metamodels. “As shown 

in figure 2.47, the KobrA2::SUM::Structure::Class package introduces the four key KobrA2 constructs concerning 

class modeling:ComponentClass, Nests, Acquires and Creates. In this figure, the new specialized KobrA2 elements 

are grey boxes, whereas the elements merged from the UML2 are white boxes.  

 

The first new KobrA2 element is ComponentClass that specializes both 

UML::PackageableComponents::Component, to inherit its meta-association 

with PackageableElement, and UML::CommonBehaviors::Class to inherit its meta-association with Behavior as 

well as its IsActive meta-attribute. At the concrete syntax level, component classes wear the «ComponentClass» 

stereotype whereas object classes wear no stereotype. 

  

In addition to ComponentClass, the three other new constructs introduced in 

the KobrA2::SUM::Structure::Classes package are three specializations of the UML association: Nests, 

Creates and Acquires. All three are directed associations. At the concrete syntax level, they are distinguished from 

regular UML associations by the stereotypes «nests», «creates» and «acquires».  

 

Nests is used to represent nesting of one KobrA2 component class into another. In KobrA2, a container component 

which realization constitute of an assembly of nested component creates by default all its immediately nested 

components. That is to say, the constructor operation of the container component calls the constructor operation of 

its immediately nested components. Whenever, as an exception to this default rule, a component C1 which 

immediate container component is C0 creates another component C2 which immediate container component is also 

C0, then there must be a Creates association from C1 to C2. The Acquires association is needed to specify that a 

component C1 uses the services of another component C2 that is neither a container of C1 nor a generalization of C1 

nor a generalization of a container of C1.  By "usage" here we mean that an operation of C1 either accesses an 

attribute of C2 or calls an operation of C1.” (cited from [Atkinson, Robin and Stoll, 2009]) 
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Figure  2-47. The KobrA2::SUM::Structure::Classes package. 

 

Below we describe briefly the main views we use from Kobra2 in the specification of CHROME (chapter 4). 

Methodologically KobrA2 separates 16 concerns/aspects of each PIM component into 16 small partial views 

(profiled UML2 packages) of underlying whole model. A comprehensive technical report about KobrA2 is to appear 

in [Atkinson, Robin and Stoll, 2009]. 

 

Figure 2.48 shows the top-level view of CHROME component detailed in chapter 4. 

 

 

Figure  2-48. Top-level CHROME Component View Structure. 

 

In the Specification we use the following views from KobrA2: 

 

Specification Structural Class Service view (SSCS): in this view we simply exhibit the operations (and eventual 

parameters) that a component provides as a server to other client components. Figure 2.49 shows de SSCS for 

CHROME. The view is a UML package that contains one componentClass, CHROME and its operations for the 

external environment. Each operation has also a set of parameters namely CHRBase, Solution and Constraint that 
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are specified in the next view. 

 

 

Figure  2-49. Example of Specification Structural Class Service View. 

 

Specification Structural Class Type view (SSCT): In this view all non-primitive parameter types that occur in the 

operations shown in structural class service view are specified. Please refer to figure 4.3 and 4.4 to see an example 

of this view for CHROME.  

Specification Behavioral Protocol view (SBP): in this view, a protocol state machine for the component may be 

specified when necessary. Figure 2.50 shows an example for CHROME. 

 

 

Figure  2-50. Example of Specification Behavioral Protocol View. 

 

Specification Operational Type View (SOT): in this view we specify in OCL any operation encapsulated by the 

types from (SSCT). For example the OCL expression below defines the operation clone from the class Variable 

(package CHRConstructors seen in figure 4.4 of chapter 4): 

 

Context Variable::clone() : Variable 
post: result.oclIsNew() and result.name = self.name and self.value = value 
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In the realization we use: 

 

Realization Structural Class Service view (RSCS): in this view, the sub-components of the main component are 

specified (in KobrA2, we call it the subject component, the one which is being specified). Figure 2.51 illustrates the 

view. 

. 

 

Figure  2-51. Example of Realization Structural Class Service view. 

 
Realization Behavioral Algorithmic view (RBA): in this view, we specify the operations using activity diagrams 

when necessary. Figure 2.52 shows the activity diagram for the CHROME solveOne operation. 

 

 

Figure  2-52. SolveOne activiy diagram. 

 

Realization Operational Service view (ROS): in this view, the behavior of each operation is specified using OCL 

expressions (either postconditions or body clauses). For example the OCL expression below specifies the solveAll 
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operation of CHROME, which is handled but one of its subcomponents namely QueryProcessor. 

 

Context CHROME::solveAll(query:Sequence(Constraint)) : Sequence(Solution) 
post: result = QueryProcessor.solveAll(query) 
 

 

KobrA2 leaves for the developers the choice between using either RBA or ROS or both for specifying a given 

operation. It recommends using ROS alone when the behaviour being modeled is so algorithmically simple that the 

RBA would be reduced to a simple sequence of actions with no control nodes. In some cases it is impossible to 

express what the behaviour is realizing declaratevily without explaining algorithmically how it does it. In such cases 

KobrA2 leaves the possibility of having an RBA without a corresponding ROS. 

 

Realization Strucutral Class Type View (RSCT): This view shows required types that are used by operations 

specified either in ROS or RBA. Figure 2.53 shows an example from PropagationHistory Component. 

 

Figure  2-53. PropagHistory Realization Structural Class Type View. 

 

 

In chapter 4 we show the detailed specification of CHROME, the first large case-study of KobrA2. 
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3 Automated Reasoning 
 

This chapter summarizes the automated reasoning concepts that are sought to be synthesized in the proposed AR 

component framework in this thesis. It discusses our motivation for such a synthesis and proposes a unified 

representation for AR services by combination of constraint solving techniques via CHR
v
, a logic-programming 

Turing-complete language to be used to express such services.  

3.1 The Current Automatic Reasoning Paradox 

Over the last two decades, Automated Reasoning (AR) has undergone an impressive modernization resulting in ever 

more rigorously defined concepts and scalable techniques [Russell and Norvig, 2002]. Over the same period, 

embedded AR functionalities have become the key competitive edge for many practical, real-world applications 

such as business intelligence, resource optimization, product recommendation and customized configuration, 

robotics, simulations and games.  

 

Yet, AR techniques remain very rarely used in such commercial software. Why? Mainly because the cost of 

developing and incorporating AR functionalities into mainstream software applications remains prohibitively high. 

This in turn is primarily due to the old school software engineering approach with which AR software continues to 

be developed and deployed today. It overemphasizes performance scalability while neglecting practical usability and 

ignoring reusability. It also essentially still conceives the development process as a pure programming task, while 

overlooking architectural design, platform independent problem modeling, testing, and life cycle evolution through 

incremental requirement extensions.  

 

In the AR context, usability has many facets. It includes support to visually explain the reasoning at multiple 

abstraction levels and to automate systematic knowledge base testing. Current AR software rarely provides such 

support. Usability also includes the ability to be deployed in multiple contexts and to be straightforwardly embedded 

within applications based on mainstream IT standards. This is also rarely the case of current AR software, which 

tends to be based on exotic, non-standard Prolog extensions with very limited middleware.  

 

Difficult to use, current AR software is even harder to reuse, for it generally comes as one large monolithic piece of 

source and executable code with no accompanying visual abstract model to clarify its design. This prevents reusing 

part of its functionalities in a new context and explains why each new inference engine is essentially built from 

scratch at a very high cost. This is a terrible waste since conceptually, most advanced AR techniques are really 

compositions of several previous techniques [Russell and Norvig, 2002]. For example, first-order deductive logic 

programming essentially composes propositional backward chaining with unification. By further composing it with 

inheritance, Bayesian probability calculus, abductive hypothesis formation, inductive hypothesis formation or 

domain-specific constraint solving, one respectively obtains object-oriented logic programming, Bayesian logic 

programming, abductive logic programming, inductive logic programming and constraint logic programming. If 

each of these minimal reasoning tasks was encapsulated in a corresponding reusable software component, a wide 

variety of reasoning services, each one customized to the specific AR needs of a given application, could then be 

assembled at low-cost. 

3.1.1 The Increasingly Ubiquitous Need for Automatic Reasoning Services 
 

Application domains of automated reasoning ranges from education, the military, networking, aeronautics, 

healthcare, games, the stock market, web search engines, robotics, logistics, manufacturing, e-commerce and more. 

Automated-reasoning applications include, among others, scheduling and planning, natural language processing, 

diagnostic reasoning, and cognitive simulation. 

 

One measure of the growth of practical applications is the number of U.S. patents mentioning the term artificial 

intelligence and related terms (knowledge based, fuzzy logic, expert system, genetic algorithm). According to the 

U.S. Patent Office a decade ago only about 100 patents mentioned AI specifically; last year, about 1700 mentioned 

artificial intelligence, with another 3900 or so mentioning related terms. About 2200 patents are specifically 
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classified in the Patent Office’s class for artificial intelligence, which means that the invention or technique is 

specifically directed to something new in knowledge based systems, machine learning, fuzzy logic, or neural 

networks. Other patents using AI techniques might be classified in an area of application such as medicine 

[Buchanan, 1999]. 

 

It is important to note that automated reasoning technology is more likely to be embedded in some larger system 

than embodied in a stand-alone system. The difference between the 5600 patents mentioning any kind of term 

related to automated reasoning and the 2200 specifically classified as AI, is about 3400 patents, in which AI 

contributes something in a larger context. 

 

Constraint-solving technology alone is commercially successful since the early 90´s; a broad number of applications 

are available throughout a variety of domains.  Among the companies and academic ventures in the field are SICS, 

IC-PARC, ILOG and also big names like Siemens with IF/Prolog. The worldwide revenue of only one company, 

ILOG, is estimated in circa 133 million dollars in 20062. 

3.1.2 The Current Diversity of Automatic Reasoning Services  
 

Reasoning is a systematic mechanism, which allows inferring or deriving new knowledge from new perceptions 

and/or previous knowledge. Examples of reasoning are: attribute inheritance among classes, sub-classes and objects, 

theorem proving by refutation, resolution and unification and probability calculus using Bayes Theorem. 

 

The diversity of automated reasoning services is illustrated in figure 3.1. Those services can be classified along 3 

axes: the first axis defining the reasoning task, that is to say what kind of knowledge is passed as input and expected 

as output of the service. The other two axes are characteristics of the language used to represent the knowledge 

processed by the engine.  We now describe the variation along each of these axes. 

 

 

Figure  3-1. Automated reasoning services classification. 

 

                                                
2
 ILOG Google Finance: http://finance.google.com/finance?q=ILOG 
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3.1.2.1 Automatic Reasoning Tasks 

 

As seen from figure 3.1, AR services can be classified along a reasoning task axis, an ontological axis and an 

epistemological axis. The reasoning task axis corresponds to what kind of reasoning activity is performed: 

entailment, satisfiability, subsumption, classification, inheritance, default reasoning, abduction, belief revision, 

belief update, temporal projection, planning, constraint solving, optimization, induction and analogy. 

3.1.2.2. The Ontological Commitments of Knowledge Representation Languages 

 

The second axis of the classification of AR services is the knowledge representation language: propositional, first-

order relational, first-order object-oriented, high-order relational or high-order object-oriented. A knowledge 

representation language is always associated to an ontological commitment, which is the ontological distinction 

provided as built-in about the entities of the reasoning domain and the richness of their internal structures and 

relations.  

3.1.2.3. The Epistemological Commitments of Knowledge Representation Languages 

 

Epistemological commitment are assumptions that are made about the diversity and structure of beliefs that an agent 

can hold about the ontological elements describing the domain. It defines the degree of uncertainty the system has 

about the world. These can be categorized into: 

• Boolean: all beliefs evaluate either true or false; 

• Ternary: as in case of boolean all sentences may be true or false, but they may be also undefined; 

• Probabilistic: all sentences are associated with some probability that express the uncertainty degree of each 

sentence either being true or false. 

• Plausibilistic: estabilishes a complete ordering but with no distance among degrees of beliefs.  

 

As shown in figure 3.1, the three categories above may be combined either with the close-world assumption, which 

holds that any statement that is not known to be true is false, or with the open-world assumption that assumes 

nothing if the statement cannot be proved true nor false by the current knowledge base. 

3.1.3 The Practical Limitations of Available Automated Reasoning Components 
 

Despite the numerous breakthroughs achieved in the last three decades of research, much of AR technology remains 

limited to academic circles and very specialized companies. Below we list four main limitations that hold AR 

technology from going mainstream.  

3.1.3.1 Interoperability and Integration in Larger Systems 

 

Front the point of view of interoperability, current available automated reasoning software provides artifacts that are 

ad-hoc, unsystematic and purely code-driven, which in turn demands a great deal of effort in building glue code for 

putting together AR engines and the target systems. Furthermore there is virtually no testing artifact, much less a 

systematic testing sub-process, to guarantee robustness after system integration.  

3.1.3.2 Software Architecture and Extensibility 

 

There are no abstract pre-code artifacts for the AR engines beyond blueprints in arcane mathematical notations that 

conveniently finesse over most of the key design refinement issues that are only dealt at the code level. As a result 

of this, typical AR systems are monolithic software architectures that do not reflect the conceptual reuse among the 

AR techniques they implement, preventing cost-effective partial code reuse, customization and extension. This leads 

to most of the software providing only a few, fixed subset of AR services (e.g., constraint solving over finite 

domains or deduction, default reasoning and inheritance) working with only one KR language (e.g., first-order 

relational Horn ternary logic), which together are only appropriate for a limited set of applications 
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3.1.3.3 Exotic Formalisms and Training 

 

Most of AR software is implemented using exotic platforms with small user communities. This translates into very 

limited or completely lacking application example bases, didactic literature and built-in service libraries. 

3.1.3.4 Reasoning Explanation Interfaces 

 

Understanding the inference process behavior is an essential part of the development life-cycle of AR applications. 

Current platforms lack visual IDE to browse reasoning explanations at variable granularity as needed for productive 

debugging. 

3.2 ORC
2
AS Principles: Key Ideas to Lower Automated Reasoning Engineering Cost 

Due to these flaws, reusing AR software in an industrial application which AR requirements evolve over its lifecycle 

is prohibitively costly: it involves understanding, wrapping and extending poorly documented and non-modularly 

structured source code in a hard to learn language without the help of a visual IDE. The alternative - developing 

from scratch an AR functionality for the special purpose of a given application using mainstream modeling and 

programming languages without any inference service available as built-in - is even more costly. Due to this cost 

barrier, the most advanced, versatile and scalable AR techniques generally remain neat publications and brittle, 

purely academic proof of concept prototypes that never get transferred to industry, even though they would 

aggregate high-value services to an ever growing range of applications. The goal of the ORC
2
AS project is to break 

this cost barrier to turn the most conceptually advanced AR as cost-effectively and widely adopted as distributed 

transactional databases or computer graphics are today. It is based on three key ideas: 

1. Systematically reflect in AR software architecture, the conceptual reuse that pervades AR techniques; 

2. In particular, exploit the fact that deduction, abduction, default reasoning, belief revision, belief update, 

planning, constraint solving and optimization (in logic, plausibilistic and probabilistic settings) have been 

shown to be easily reformulated as special cases of rule-based Constraint Programming (CP) [Abdennadher, 

2001], [Poole 2000].  

3. Thus, integrate in synergy: (a) Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) based on formal models, metamodels, and 

Model Transformations (MT) [Robin and Vitorino, 2006] of objects and components with logical rule-based 

CP. 

3.2.1 Software Reuse through Model-Driven Component-Based Engineering 
 

MDA and CBD address orthogonal and complementary types of reuse. CBD aims at reusing the same functionality 

across applications whereas MDE aims at reusing software models across platforms. The fundamental idea of 

components is to turn the process of software application development on a matter of assembling prefabricated 

parts, which may stem from a variety of sources and can be combined and versioned to accommodate the 

functionality needed for a given project. Model-driven components adds the required flexibility to make these 

combinations the least expensive possible in terms of time and effort. This is accomplished by raising the level of 

abstraction of component interfaces to a platform independent level and hence making any adaptation necessary for 

component assembling much more cost-effective than in specific platform level or in raw code level. 

 

Figure 3.2 illustrates the assembly of inference engines as components in the automated reasoning services space. 

By combining simpler services via component assembly and model-transformations it is possible to have more 

complex services in this space. 
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Figure  3-2. Component Assembly in the AR space. 

3.2.2 Software Reuse AR problem reformulation using model transformations 
 

More complex language constructors may be reformulated in terms of simpler ones by using model transformations. 

For example, OO-rules constructors may be transformed into first-order predicates. Figure 3.3 illustrates the 

reformulation in the AR services space. 

 

   

Figure  3-3. AR services reformulations via model transformations. 
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3.2.3 The Versatility of Rule-Based Constraint Programming 
 

Versatility is the main reason that motivates our choice of rule-based constraint programming and in particular 

CHR
v
 (chapter 3.3.2) for the lowest layer of the ORC

2
AS framework. First, it subsumes and combines the strengths 

of guarded production rules, conditional term rewrite rules, concurrent constraint programming and constraint logic 

programming. Second, while it uses open-world assumption by default, propagation rules with disjunctive bodies 

can be used to selectively use close-world assumption on desired constraints. Third, it has also been shown to 

subsume description logics, as well as Abductive Constraint Logic Programming (ACLP). It is thus a very versatile 

starting point. Figure 3.4 shows the how the several AR services are subsumed by CHRv and extensions. 

 

 

Figure  3-4. Rule-based constraint programming and AR services. 

3.3 Rule-Based Constraint Programming 

Constraint Solving is a versatile paradigm for symbolic, numerical and hybrid symbolic-numerical automated 

reasoning. It relies on AI search, term rewriting, operation research and mathematical inference algorithms. Rule-

based Constraint Programming, also known as Constraint Logic Programming (CLP), a sub-category of constraint-

based programming combines the advantages of logic programming and constraint solving. CLP emerged from the 

combination of knowledge-representation languages, in particular first-order logic based languages, with constraint 

solvers techniques. In CLP solvers are described in a declarative way using rules that rely on a common inference 

engine. Constraint problems are then solved by feeding the constraint model into the engine, which in turn performs 

constraint propagation, simplification and search to explore solutions.  
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3.3.1 Rule-Based Constraint Programming Services 
 

Constraint programming is the cutting-edge IT to automate and optimize tasks such as resource allocation, 

scheduling, routing, layout and design verification in the most diverse industries. A constraint program models an 

application domain using a subset of first-order logic restricted to atom conjunctions. Each model consists of: 

• A set of variables X1, ..., Xn; 

• For each variable Xi, a corresponding domain Di of possible values (i.e., constant symbols), e.g., {red, green, 

blue} or floating point numbers; 

• For each domain Di a set of functions fi
1
, ... fi

o
 with domain and range in Di (e.g., mix, +, **); 

• A logical formula F of the form C1 ∧ ... ∧ Cp where each Ci is an atom that relates terms formed from variables, 

constants and functions (e.g., X1 ≠ X2, X1 = blue, X1 = mix(red,blue), X1 ≥ 2.0000 * 3.1416 * X2). 

 

Each Ci in F is called a constraint because it restricts the possible value combinations of the  variables X1, ... Xn that 

occur in it within their respective domains D1, ... Dn. A solver takes as input a constraint problem instance Pi in the 

form of a conjunctive formula Fi. If Pi is exactly constrained (e.g., X,Y,Z∈N ∧ X+Y=Z ∧ 1<X ∧ X<Z ∧ X<Y ∧ 

Y<Z ∧ Z<6) the solver returns as output a formula Fo in determined solved form (i.e., of the form X1 = v1 ∧...∧ Xn = 

vn with Xis variables and vis constants) that is logically equivalent to Fi (e.g., X=2 ∧ Y=3 ∧ Z=5). If Pi is 

overconstrained, (e.g., X,Y,Z∈N ∧ X+Y=Z ∧ 1<X ∧ X<Z ∧ X<Y ∧ Y<Z ∧ Z<4) the solver returns false. If Pi is 

underconstrained (e.g., X,Y,Z∈N ∧ X+Y=Z ∧ 1<X ∧ X<Z ∧ X<Y ∧ Y<Z ∧ Z<7)  the solver returns a formula Fo 

logically equivalent to Fi but syntactically simpler (e.g., (X=2 ∧ 3≤Y ∧ Y≤ 4 ∧   5≤ Z ∧ Z≤6), or (X=2 ∧ ((Y=3 ∧ 

Z=5) ∨ Y=4 ∧ Z=6).  

 

Key simplicity factors include fewer constraints, fewer variables, shorter atoms, higher proportion of atoms in 

determined solved form or (undetermined) solved form (i.e., of the form X1 = t1 ∧...∧ Xn = tn where each Xi is a 

variable and each ti a term not containing occurrences of X1, ..., Xi-1, Xi+1, ..., Xn).  

 

Figure 3.6 gives a simple illustrative example of a constraint solving task and solution. It is an instance of the classic 

map coloring problem: how to allocate variables representing regions on a map to values from a finite domain of 

colors, such that any two neighboring regions are allocated different colors? Figure 3.6 shows the problem as a 

constraint graph, with one node per variable/region and one arc per neighboring constraint. Above or below each 

node, the variable domain is shown (with r, b, and g respectively abbreviating red, blue and green). In logic, this 

problem is represented as: (R1=r ∨ R1=b ∨ R1=g) ∧ (R2=r ∨ R2=b ∨ R2=g) ∧ (R3=r ∨ R3=b ∨ R3=g) ∧ (R4=r ∨ 

R4=b ∨ R4=g) ∧ (R5=r ∨ R5=b ∨ R5=g) ∧ (R6=r ∨ R6=b ∨ R6=g) ∧ (R7=r ∨ R7=b ∨ R7=g) ∧ ¬(R1=R2) ∧ 

¬(R1=R3) ∧ ¬(R1=R4) ∧ ¬(R1=R7) ∧ ¬(R2=R6) ∧ ¬(R3=R7) ∧ ¬(R4=R5) ∧ ¬(R4=R7) ∧ ¬(R5=R6) ∧ 

¬(R5=R7). In Figure 3.6, onecolor allocation solution is indicated by the grey boxes in each domain. Logically, is it 

represented by: R1=g ∧ R2=b ∧ R3=r ∧ R4=r ∧ R5=g ∧ R6=r ∧ R7=b. A CCP integrates the constraint task 

modeling syntax with that of a general purpose host programming language.  It typically works by interleaving three 

main subtasks: simplifying a set of constraint into a simpler equivalent one (i.e., leaving some of them implicit) 

propagating some logical consequences of a set of constraint (i.e., making explicit some constraints they entail) and 

searching the space of possible variable combination values. 

3.3.2 CHR∨∨∨∨ 

 

We have seen that many AR tasks can be formulated as semantically equivalent of constraint solving in CHR
v
. We 

have also seen that CHRv subsumes the three main rule-based language paradigms. It also integrate the three main 

constraint services: propagation, simplification and search. These are the motivation for choosing to build the CHR
v
 

engine as the first building block of Orcas framework to be reused by all other components. 

 

CHR was proposed by Frühwirth in 1998 as a declarative language to design constraint solvers. It was initially 

conceived to bring rapid method customization and combination to the CLP scheme by making it fully rule-based. 

The idea is to substitute by a CHR base each procedural built-in solver of a CLP engine. With CHR
v
, CHR extended 

with disjunctions, (Abdennadher, 2001), it became a third, truly general purpose CP paradigm, allowing the 

declaratively specification not only of CP tasks and solution, but also of CP methods, while delegating only a very 
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small set of constraints processing such as true, false, =  (syntactic equality among first-order atoms) and < (order 

over integers or reals) to an underlying host, general-purpose, programming platform.  

3.3.2.1 CHR
∨
 by Example: Graph Coloring Problem 

 

handler graphcoloring. 

constraints edge/2, neq/2, indomain/2. 

symmetry @ edge(X,Y) <=> neq(X,Y), neq(Y,X). 

notEqual @ neq(X,X) <=> false. 

ground1stOf3 @ indomain(X,[X,B,C]) <=> true. 

ground2ndOf3 @ indomain(X,[A,X,C]) <=> true. 

ground3rdOf3 @ indomain(X,[A,B,X]) <=> true. 

ground1stOf2 @ indomain(X,[X,B]) <=> true. 

ground2ndOf2 @ indomain(X,[A,X]) <=> true. 

prune1stOf3 @ neq(X,Y) \ indomain(X,[Y,B,C]) <=> indomain(X,[B,C]). 

prune2ndOf3 @ neq(X,Y) \ indomain(X,[A,Y,C]) <=> indomain(X,[A,C]). 

prune3rdOf3 @ neq(X,Y) \ indomain(X,[A,B,Y]) <=> indomain(X,[A,B]). 

prune1stOf2 @ neq(X,Y) \ indomain(X,[Y,B]) <=> X=B. 

prune2ndOf2 @ neq(X,Y) \ indomain(X,[A,Y]) <=> X=A. 

Figure  3-5. A CHR program for graph-coloring problems with at most 3 colors. 

 

Figure 3.5 shows a CHR base that handle graph-coloring problem with at most 3 colors where any two nodes 

connected by a common edge must not have the same color. The constraints are the edges between the nodes of a 

graph or the domains of the nodes, i. e. their possible colors. The CHR constraint edge(A,B) means that there is an 

undirected edge between the nodes A and B. The CHR constraint neq(A,B) means that the nodes A and B must have 

different colors. Figure 3.6 shows an instance of the color graph problem with 3-color. 

 

 

 

Figure  3-6. An instance of the map colouring problem. 

 

The CHR constraint indomain(A,L) means that the node A may be colored with one of the values in the list L. In 

general, there are three kinds of rules: simplifications, propagations and simpagations. Simplifications and 

propagations are special cases of simpagations. The general form of a simpagation rule is: 

 

R @ H1 \ H2 <=> g | B . 

 

where R is the optional name of the rule. If the name of the rule is omitted, then the delimiter ‘@’ is omitted, too. 

H1 as well as H2 are possibly empty sequences of rule-defined constraints: the head constraints. Either H1 or H2 

might be empty but not both. If one is empty, then the delimiter ‘\’ is omitted. If H1 is empty, then the rule is a 

simplification rule. If H2 is empty, then the rule is a propagation rule. To discriminate these both rule types, the 

symbol ‘<=>’ is replaced by ‘==>’ in case of propagations. g is a possibly empty sequence of builtin constraints: the 

guard constraints. In case of an empty sequence of guard constraints the delimiter ‘|’ is omitted or made explicit by 

true. B is a possibly empty sequence of CHR or builtin constraints: the body constraints. An empty sequence of 

body constraints is considered as true, too. Finally, a sequence of CHR is called a CHR program. In Figure 3.5 only 

special instances of two out of three kinds of rules are presented: simplification rules, e. g. like ground1stOf3 @ 

indomain(X,[X,B,C]) <=> true and simpagation rules, e. g. like prune2ndOf2 @ neq(X,Y) \ indomain(X,[A,Y]) <=> 

X=A. 
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Logically, the first rule means that if a node X is colored by the first value in its domain no other color is possible 

then the domain information is redundant. Operationally, this means that the domain information is removed. The 

second means that if there is an edge from node X to node Y and the node Y is labeled with the second color in the 

domain of node X, then X is labeled with the first color in its domain because there is no other color. Operationally, 

this means that the domain information of node X is replaced by a simple equation. 

 

In CHR
v
 the body B of a rule r @ H1\H2 () g | B. is a possibly empty sequence of multiple subsequences of CHR or 

builtin constraints: choices of (conjunctions of) constraints separated by the delimiter ‘;’. Thus any CHR program is 

a CHRv program, too. We now extend the CHR program of figure 3.5 with the following disjunctive rules: 

 
label3 @ label(X), indomain(X,[A,B,C]) <=> X=A; X=B; X=C. 

label2 @ label(X), indomain(X,[A,B]) <=> X=A; X=B. 

 

This simple extension allows the solution of graph-coloring problems because it either replaces any node X in a 

graph “declared” to be labeled via the constraint label(X) having a domain with three or two colors by a disjunction 

that equals the node with the colors in the domain. For instance, the CHR constraints label(N), indomain(N, [red, 

green, blue]) will be replaced by the disjunction of equations N = red; N = green; N = blue. Then, these alternatives 

of the variable’s labeling are tried in separate branches of a derivation tree. 

 

To illustrate the operational semantics of CHRv consider the following query: 

 
edge(U, V ), edge(V,W), edge(W,U),  

indomain(U, [red, green]), indomain(V, [red, green]), indomain(W, [red, 

green]), 

label(U), label(V ), label(W) 

 

The first three edge constraints make the symmetry rule to fire three times, and add to the constraint store (the CHR 

structure that stores the new constraints added by the firing of a rule) the neq(X,Y) constraints. The constraint store 

contents are then (we omit the constraints in the initial query): 

 

neq(U,V), neq(V,U), neq(V,W), neq(W,V), neq(W,U), neq(U,W) 

 

After this, the only constraints that can fire rules are the label constraints. Label2 rule is fired for the combination 

label(U), indomain(U,[red,green]) adding the choice U=red ; U=green. At this point the first choice is added to the 

constraint store that is updated to: 

 
U=red, neq(U,V), neq(V,U), neq(V,W), neq(W,V), neq(W,U), neq(U,W) 

 

Next the constraint combination neq(V,U), indomain(V,[ red,green]) fires rule prune1stOftwo adding V=green to 

the store and removing the indomain constraint (realize that this rule prunes the search tree because it propagates the 

consequences of assigning the color red to U). The new constraint store becomes: 

 
V=green, U=red, neq(U,V), neq(V,U), neq(V,W), neq(W,V), neq(W,U), neq(U,W) 

 

The same then happens to constraint combination neq(W,V), indomain(W,[red,green]) that fires rule prune1stOftwo 

again adding constraint W=.green. At this point constraint neq(V,W) fires rule notEqual because (V=green and 

W=green) yelding false and adding it to the constraint store. A backtrack mechanism proceeds to undo the last 

choice, which was U=red and tries the other possibility namely: U=green, which in turns yields V=red and 

W=green. It turns out that in this case the query is not satisfiable and the engine comes to a halt without a solution. 
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3.3.2.2 Abstract Syntax: MOF Metamodel 

 

Figure 3.7 shows the complete MOF metamodel of CHR
v
. At this abstract syntax level all CHR

v
 are generalized as 

simpagation rules. The meta-associations  keep and del from the CHR
v
 meta-class to the Constraint meta-class 

respectively represent the propagated and simplified heads of the rule. The heads must be instances of RDC (rule-

defined constraints). A guard of a rule must be a collection of BIC (builtin constraints). Both RDC and BIC are 

specializations of Constraint meta-class.  

 

The body of a CHR
v
 rule is a collection of alternative conjunctions. Conjunctions are composed by both RDC or 

BIC, e.g. a collection of instances of meta-class Constraint. The original CHRv base has a special RDC (OR) to 

indicate disjunctions in the body. The collection of all rules of a CHR program is a CHR Base. 

 

 

Figure  3-7. Metamodel of CHR
∨
 and CHR data structures. 

 

Each constraint is composed by a constraint symbol and a collection of zero or more arguments, e.g. a collection of 

terms (meta-class Term). A Term further specializes into: functional terms, non-functional terms, ground terms and 

non-ground terms. A Constant is both a non-functional term and a ground term and a Variable is a non-ground term 

and a non-functional term. Finally a functional term is further composed by a Function Symbol and a collection of 

zero or more arguments, which are in turn recursively defined as instances of meta-class Term. The constraint 

domain meta-class aggregates all term symbols allowed. The metamodel displays also the internal structures of the 

engine, namely: the constraint store and the constraint queue. The first stores the constraints added by firing rules, 

the second is a processing queue that tracks which is the next constraint to be processed. 

3.3.2.3 Concrete Syntax 

 

Figure 3.8 summarizes the syntax of CHR
v
. 

 

Built-in constraint:  G1, G2 ::= true  false  g(t1,…,tn)  G1 ∧ G2, n ≥ 0  

Rule-defined constraint:  H1, H2 ::= h(t1,…,tn)  H1 ∧ H2, n ≥ 0  

Goal:    B1, B2 ::= G1  H1  B1 ∧ B2  B1 ∨ B2 

CHR Rule:   R        ::= H1 \ H2 <=> G1 | B1  H1 <=> G1 | B1  H1 ==> G1 | B1 

CHR Program:   P         ::= R1 … Rm , m ≥ 0 

Figure  3-8. CHR
v
 syntax. 
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The CHR grammar uses two disjoint sets of predicate symbols for two categories of constraints: built-in constraint 

symbols and rule-defined constraint symbols (also referred to as user-defined constraint or CHR constraint). 

 

There are three types of rules in CHR. A simpagation rule is of the form H1 \ H2 <=> G1 | B1. A simplification rule is 

of the form H1 <=> G1 | B1 and a propagation rule is of the form H1 ==> G1 | B1, where the heads H1 and H2 are rule-

defined constraints, the guard G1 is a built-in constraint and the body B1 is a goal. A simpagation rule subsumes both 

categories, since it allows to define heads that are kept and heads that are removed when the rule fires. 

 

A CHR program is a finite set of rules. 

 

A rule-defined constraint is defined in a CHR program if it occurs in the head of a rule. A guard true can be omitted 

together with the commit symbol |. 

3.3.2.4 Declarative Semantics in Classical First-Order Logic  

 

Given a simplification rule H1 <=> G1 | B1, the declarative semantics of such rule in first-order logic is: 

∀(G1 ⇒ (H1 ⇔ ∃yB1), where y is a set of variables that only appear in the body B1. 

 

Given a propagation rule H1 ==> G1 | B1, the declarative semantics of such rule in first-order logic is: 

∀(G1 ⇒ (H1 ⇒ ∃yB1), where y is as defined above. 

3.3.2.5 Limitations of the Classical First-Order Logic Semantics 

3.3.2.6 Abstract Operational Semantics 

 

To define the abstract operational semantics of CHR, firstly we define an execution state <G,C>, where G is a goal 

and C is a built-in constraint store. The goal G is a multi-set (repeats are allowed) of constraints to be executed.  

 

An initial state is of the form <Goal,true>. A final state <E,C> is successful if no more transitions are allowed and C 

is different from false. Hence a successful state can have a non-empty goal store, provided the goals are all CHR 

constraints and no transition is possible anymore. A final state is called failed if it is of the form <E,false>.  

 

Figure 3.9 defines the transition relation � by introducing three transition rules. 

 

Simplify 

if (H´ <=> G' | B') is a fresh variant (i.e. renamed variables that do not occur elsewhere) of a rule H <=> G | B in P 

with variables x,  

and CT |= ∀(C ==> ∃x(H'=H ∧ G')) 

then <H ∧ Goal',C> � <B' ∧ Goal', (H'=H) ∧ G' ∧ C > 

 

Propagate 
if (H´ <=> G' | B') is a fresh variant of a rule H <=> G | B in P with variables x,  

and CT |= ∀(C ==> ∃x(H'=H ∧ G')) 

then <H ∧ Goal',C> � < B' ∧ H ∧ Goal', (H'=H) ∧ G' ∧ C > 

 

Solve 

if CT |= (C ∧ C1) ⇔ C2 

then <C ∧ B, C1> � <B,C2> 

Figure  3-9. CHR transition rules for Abstract Operational Semantics. 
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To simplify a CHR Constraint H means to remove them from the state <H ∧ Goal',C> and to add the body B' of a 

fresh variant of a simplification rule H´ <=> G' | B' to the goal store and the equation H'=H and the guard G to the 

constraint store, provided H matches the head H' and the guard G' is implied by the built-in constraints in C. The 

propagate transition is similar to simply, except that the constraint H are kept in the constraint store. The solve 

transition checks if the selected goal (conjunction of constraints) is a built-in, if this is this case, it is removed from 

the goal store and added to the constraint store. 

3.3.2.7 Limitations of the Abstract Operational Semantics 

 

The main limitation of the presented abstract operational semantics is that it does not make explicit many important 

aspects of a real CHR implementation. In particular variable matching, built-in constraint store and guard 

entailment, local variables on guards and suspended and re-activated constraints are features that must be understood 

in order to write correct CHR bases. 

 

Also this semantics leaves to the developer other choices such as the order that constraints in the constraint store are 

processed, the order that rules are processed and the order in which partner constraints are picked. The refined 

semantics proposed in [Duck, 2004] makes some of these details more explicit, but during our modeling phase we 

found many aspects that are so to speak hidden from the developer.  

3.3.2.8 CHR
∨
 Platforms vs. Procedural Constraint Programming Platforms 

 

Procedural Constraint Programming Platforms (PCPP) are composed of library of classes or a component 

framework in a (component) object-oriented language (typically Java or C++) , summarized in Figure 3.10.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure  3-10. Procedural Constraint Programming architecture. 

 

This is the case for example of the Java firstcs library [Wolf, 2001] and the commercial C++ ILOG Solver [Puget, 

1994]. Constraint Programming with such approach consists in writing an object-oriented program that uses the CP 

API to first create variables in the domains built in the API, then create constraints among these variables for which 

solvers are built in the API and finally call the primitive operations for constraint propagation and finite domain 

combinatorial search. These primitive operations process the variable and constraint objects created by the previous 

calls which together defined the constraint solving task. They return a collection of solution objects for that task.  

 

The first weak point of this architecture is to provide the least expressive constraint task modeling language: with 

the constraints, functions and constants all from the closed, fixed set implemented by the class library. Another 

drawback of the PCPP architecture is its poor customizing facility, which is possible only through time-consuming 

low-level imperative code alterations. A PCPP API provides some low-cost method combination facilities through 

component assembly. But the generation of solving step justifications for adaptation and explanations are cross-

cutting concerns that cannot be encapsulated as separate components. To the best of our knowledge, there is neither 

an aspect-oriented nor comprehensively adaptive PCPP API available to date. The main strengths of the PCPP API 

architecture are implementation efficiency for the fixed set of available methods, seamless constraint solving 

services integration in application as components or classes, and the availability of PCPP IDE and GUI development 

API. 
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An open-architecture of a CHR
∨
 engine would allow the definition of any number of built-in constraints to handle 

different domains and different functionality, while having minimal impact to the existent rule-based solvers. Also 

the declarative nature of CHR provides a faster way to customize and prototype solvers. 

3.3.2 Main Existing CHR Platforms 

3.3.2.1 Prolog-Based CHR
∨
 Platforms: Architecture, Pros and Contras 

 

A Prolog-based CHR
v
 platform consists of a CHR

v
 engine that relies on the underneath Prolog engine for the 

fundamental services provided to process the rule-defined constraints that are solved by forward chaining CHR. 

CHR forward chaining stops when the store simplifies to false and there are no more alternatives (from the 

disjunctive bodies) to be processed, or when it reaches a fixed point, i.e., when no applicable rules can further 

simplify the store nor add new constraints to it. 

 

All currently available implementations of CHR
∨
 are Prolog-based. Their architecture is shown in Figure 3.11. As 

for the hybrid Prolog + CHR architecture, some implementations interpret the CHR
∨
 rules, while others compile 

them into imperative style Prolog rules. CHR
v
 expressivity allows modeling complex domain knowledge with high-

level concepts declaratively defined from built-in constraints using rules. Since these rules can be recursive and can 

contain function symbols, CHR
v
 provides a Turing-complete declarative constraint modeling language. It also 

provides a constraint query language: queries are simply headless rules.While this architecture uses CHR∨ instead of 

CLP rules to model the solving task and to implement the arbitrary symbolic constraints, it nevertheless still relies 

on Prolog rules to define the CHR
∨
 built-in constraints and on Prolog's naive Chronological Backtracking search to 

process disjunctive bodies and underconstrained finite domains. This makes them significantly slower than 

procedural libraries that rely on more efficient methods for these tasks such as Conflict-Directed Backjumping 

(CDBJ) or stochastic local search [Russell and Norvig, 03]. They also inherit the other weaknesses from Prolog: (a) 

no adaptation, (b) verbose, reasoning trace rarely presented in user-friendly GUIs supporting browsing at multiple 

abstraction levels, and (c) extremely difficult integration within applications for lack of components, interfaces, 

encapsulation, concurrent execution, and standard API for databases and GUI. More often than not, Prolog engines 

only offer brittle bridges to C, C++ or more rarely Java as sole mean of integration. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure  3-11. The Prolog with CHR
v
 Architecture. 
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The Prolog CHR
∨
  architecture: 

• Represents the solving task declaratively by CHR∨ disjunctive conditional rewrite rules; 

• Represents the solving method declaratively by CHR
∨
 disjunctive conditional rewrite rules and Prolog 

Horn rules; 

• Deploys the code as a hybrid CHR∨, Prolog rule base processed by a CLP-CHR engine which is accessible 

from an application via programming language bridges. 

• Use Prolog rules to declaratively compile the CHR∨ and Prolog rules into a CLP virtual machine code and 

then from such intermediate code to native code.  

 

Prolog engines SICStus [SICStus, 07] and ECLiPse [ECLiPSe CPS, 07] offer all three Prolog-based CPP 

architectures. 

3.3.2.2 JCHR: Architecture, Pros and Contras 

 

KLeuven JCHR (KU Leuven, 2006) is an integration of CHR and Java. It provides a Java-like CHR syntax and 

allow developers to define Java packages that encapsulates Handlers, which are rule containers. The user can also 

import a variety of Java data types, including Lists, Strings, Float numbers and associated methods. JCHR is typed 

but it supports generic handlers, which encapsulates CHR programs that accept generic parameters, i.e. polymorphic 

handlers. Finally JCHR provides arithmetic built-in constraints, logical equality and object equality. All these 

constraints are called ask constraints and can be used in the guards of a rule. The main advantage of the JCHR 

compiler is that it is not a direct translation of the operational semantics of CHR like an interpreter. It embeds a 

compilation scheme that yields an efficient mechanism to fire the rules and look for matching constraints and 

variables. It benefits from several optimization ideas from CHR Prolog compilers and also from Java data structures 

and access methods. JCHR does not include disjunctive bodies yet, although this feature is expected in future 

versions.  Figure 3.12 shows the basic generic architecture of JCHR (which is rather similar to DJCHR in the next 

chapter). 

 

 

 

Figure  3-12. Generic CHR to Component object-oriented Platform. 
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3.3.2.3 DJCHR: Architecture, Pros and Contras 

 

DJCHR [Wolf, 2001] is also a Java compiler inspired in the early CHR-to-Prolog compilation scheme. It presents a 

unique adaptation feature, namely it embeds a justification-based adaptive algorithm that supports arbitrary removal 

of constraints while maintaining logical consistency. In practical terms, the engine allows modifying the constraints 

of a problem without having to recalculate every step of the solution, only the parts the update affected. In real 

world problems this is an essential feature, since planning, scheduling and other classical constraint solving 

problems are typically dynamic. The architecture of this compiler is very similar to KLeuven JCHR: it allows the 

declaration of rules and then it compiles them to specific source code in Java. DJCHR does not allow disjunctive 

rules either, but [Wolf, 2005] shows how DJCHR can be integrated with several standard search algorithms to 

provide constraint solving labeling services, figure 3.13 shows the general architecture of DJCHR including the 

optional search component that can be integrated in DJCHR rule bases.  

 

The strongest point of both compilers is their superior performance, when compared to CHR interpreters. Also the 

fact that both generate Java code makes them better candidates for integration with other systems. The main 

disadvantages of them are first the lack of support for disjunctions, and additionally for JCHR the absence of an 

adaptation mechanism. Furthermore both tools provide the developer no other artifact but pure-code. Hence 

development and integration of CHR constraint solvers with other software must be done by gluing the generated 

code into systems via Java. Unfortunately DJCHR is also not available as an open source project and in principle it 

cannot be broadly used. 

 

 

Figure  3-13. DJCHR Architecture. 
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4 The Platform Independent Model of CHROME 
 

In the last chapters we explained how automated reasoning technology has steadily evolved during the last decades 

but still failed to be thoroughly adopted by the industry, mainly because available AR software is still difficult to 

integrate, being deployed in monolithic platforms without few or none modern software engineering tool support. 

That point made we proceeded to explain how constraint handling rules extended with disjunctions (CHRv) can be 

used as the basis for a reusable component framework that realizes much of the existent automated reasoning 

services. We then argued that a model-driven component-based architecture is the choice most aligned with our 

primary goal of delivering such a suite of reusable artefacts that can be easily integrated in everyday software. This 

chapter details the architecture of CHROME, our proposed realization of such a framework. 

 

CHROME architecture is divided into two main sub-components (see figure 4.6):  

i) The ATL-pipeline compiler (CHRCompiler component) that takes as input a relational declarative 

CHRv base and produces an efficient constraint handling imperative object-oriented component 

assembly whose operation execution is semantically equivalent to the interpretation of the input rule-

base according to adaptive CHR
v
 detailed operation semantic [WRV, 2007]. 

ii) The CHROME run-time engine (shown in figure 4.6 as the QueryProcessor component) that provides 

the services and data structures necessary to execute a CHRv base given a particular query (collection 

of constraints).  

 

In the next sub-chapters each component of the CHROME run-time is described in terms of UML2.1 according to 

our defined KobrA2 methodology (see chapter 2). We start with the top-level CHROME component and then 

present each of its sub-components using specification and realization views prescribed by KobrA2. Each view 

shows a structural or behaviour aspect of the component, in such a way that following carefully each of them the 

reader can understand both what the engine does as well as how it is done. 

 

Current UML case tools do not support UML metamodel extension followed by modeling with the extension. They 

do support UML profile definition followed by modeling with the profile checking for the profile constraints. There 

is no conceptual reason for that it is just a lacking feature of the current tools versions.  

 

Writing a metamodel extension is much clearer visually and more concise in terms of OCL metaconstraints hence it 

is far easier to think the extension in terms of metamodel but then with current tools limitations to model with the 

extension and get help from the tool one needs to convert the metamodel extension into a profile.  

 

By the time of this writing, there were no tools/plug-in available for this task. Furthermore the KobrA2 team has 

only released a UML metamodel extension, not yet a profile. Therefore in this thesis we present the KobrA2 

metamodel and model CHROME without the profile. The fact that we are using stereotypes in our model do not 

mean that a profile is being used because one can attach stereotype to metaclasses in a metamodel extension. 

 

The model-driven CHR
v
 compiler used to compile the rules into executable Java code is explained in the next 

chapter. 

4.1 Top-Level CHROME Component 

The top-level CHROME component encapsulates all sub-components that compose the CHROME environment. Its 

interface provides methods to compile a rule base, to solve a query (displaying one or more solutions for such 

query), to adapt a solution when a given set of justified constraints is deleted and to clear the constraint store for 

processing a new query. 
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4.1.1  Top-Level CHROME Component View Structure 
 

 

Figure  4-1. Top-level CHROME Component View Structure. 

4.1.2 Top-Level CHROME Component Specification View 

According to KobrA2 metamodel the CHROME specification is composed by the following views: 

- Specification Structural Class Service view 

- Specification Structural Class Type view 

- Specification Behavioural Protocol view 

- Specification Operational Type view 

 

Furthermore, in the specification view we do not include: 

 

The Specification Structural Instance Service and Specification Structural Instance Type views will not be used in 

any of the components of the engine because there is only one possible component assembly configuration for 

CHROME. 
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4.1.2.1 Top-Level CHROME Component Specification Structural Class Service View 

 

 

Figure  4-2. CHROME Specification Structural Class Service View. 

 

CHROME provides the following services: 

 

- compile(chrb:CHRBase[*]): compile a given CHR
v
 base into a collection of Java classes. 

 
- solveAll(query:Constraint[*]) : Solution[*]: process a given query against a particular CHR

v
 base. It returns all possible 

solutions (if there are disjunctive rules), i.e. all final simplified constraint stores. Solve can also be used to add more 

constraints to a current processed constraint store. 

 

- solveOne(query:Constraint[*]) : Solution: process a given query against a particular CHR
v
 base. It returns one possible 

solution for the given query. 

 

- solveNext(query : Constraint[*]) : Solution: process a given query and returns the first final constraint store.  

 

- del(js : Justification) : Constraint[*] : adapts the constraint store by removing the constraints justified by the parameter js 

and returns the adapted constraint store. The adaptation procedure is implemented according [Wolf, 1999]. 

 

- getStore(): Constraint[*] : returns the current content of the constraint store. 

 

- clearStore() : clears the constraint store in order to process a fresh query. 
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4.1.2.2 Top-Level CHROME Component Specification Structural Class Type View 

 

CHROME specification type view merges the CHRConstructors package as seen in figure 4.3. 

 

 

Figure  4-3. CHROME and CHRConstructors. 

 

It is important to note that the package CHRConstructors is part of an MDA M1 level KobrA2 PIM, whereas the 

CHR metamodel shown in chapter 3 is an M2 level MOF. The M1 level structure of the CHRConstructor package is 

largely isomorphic to the M2 level structure of the CHR metamodel, because my idea was to exploit the OO design 

used to describe the structure of a language at the M2 level to describe, at the M1 level, the design of OO data 

structures manipulated by an engine that encapsulates the operation semantics of the language. This kind of reuse 

across MDA levels is exploited by the OMG language stack itself which reuses the same M1 level UML2 infra-

structure at both the M1 level of the UML2 super-structure and the M2-M3 levels of the MOF. 

 

Even though the name and relationship of the CHR Constructors are largely equal to those of the CHR metamodel, 

they are distinct entities modeling at different MDA levels; so for example the Constraint class in the CHR 

Constructor is an entirely distinct modeling entity than the corresponding Constraint meta-class in the CHR 

metamodel. 

 

Figure 4.4 shows the CHRConstructors package. It stores the basic types shared by all run-time components. 

CHRConstructors package is partially derived from the CHR
v
 metamodel (chapter 3). Some of the metaclasses were 

not included in the run-time implementation for optimization reasons and do not appear in the package. Furthermore 

the following new classes were added: 

• Solution: a sequence of constraints that stores a final state of the constraint store (a solution). 

 

• Justification: stores a sequence of integers that represent a justification for each constraint in the constraint 

store (used for solution adaptation and for the conflict-directed backjumping algorithm). 

 

• Subject and Observer: implements for Constraint and Variable classes the Subject/Observer design pattern 

[GangOf4, 1994]. This is used for the engine every time a variable is assigned a value.  

 

• VarBindings: stores all (global) variables at the beginning of a new query processing. For example, the 

initial query p(X,f(g,X),Y), c(A), q(Z,Z,X,X,Y) corresponding to the VarBindings sequence {X,Y,A,Z}. As 

seen in the figure each Variable has an association called value to the class Term, which contains bindings 

between variables and values. In CHROME the CHR built-in store is therefore represented by these lists, 

whose first element is always a global variable. 
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Please note that the typical use of the subject/observer design pattern is to model the change of a state that must be 

reflected in another object without keeping the objects tight coupled. It consists of two classes: 

• Observer: abstract class defining the operations to be used to notify this object. 

 

• Subject: abstract class defining the operations for attaching and de-attaching observers to the client. 

 

The flow works as follows: the application instantiate the Subject object; then it instantiates and attaches the 

observers to it, using the methods defined in the Subject. Each time the state of the subject is changing, it notifies all 

the attached Observers using the operation defined in the Observer. When a new Observer is added to the 

application, it is enough to instantiate it in the main framework and to attach it to the Observable object. The classes 

already created will remain unchanged. 

 

This is precisely the case of the relation between Constraints and Variables in CHR: when a variable gets 

instantiated it has to notify immediately all constraints in which the variable occurs. This is a perfect fit for this 

design pattern, making Constraints the observer classes and Variables the subject classes. 



 

 

Figure  4-4. The CHRConstructors package. 



4.1.2.3 CHROME Component Specification Operational Type View 

 

context Variable::clone() : Variable 
post: result.oclIsNew() and result.name = self.name and self.value = value 
 
context Variable::unbind() 
post: value.oclIsUndefined() = true 
 
context Variable::registerObserver(o : Observer) 
post: observers->includes(o) 
 
context Variable::notifyObservers() 
post: observers->forAll(o: Observer | o^notification()) 
 
context Variable::notification() 
post: observers->forAll(o: Observer | o^notification()) 
 
context Constraint::notification() 
post: cs.getStore()->includes(this) 
 
context FunctiontalTerm::varsInFunctionalTerm():Sequence(Variable) 
body: self.args->select(v|  
             v.oclIsTypeOf(Variable))->union(self.args->select(fu|  
               fu.oclIsTypeOf(FunctionalTerm))->collect(v |  
               v.oclAsType(FunctionalTerm).varsInFunctionalTerm() ) )->collect(t:Term |  
             t.oclAsType(Variable)) 
 
context Justification::isJustifiedBy(js : Justification) : Boolean 
body:  js.label->intersection(self.label)->notEmpty() 
 
context Justification::mergeJustification(js:Justification) 
post: self.label =self.label@pre->union(js.label) 
 

4.1.2.4 Top-Level CHROME Component Protocol View 

 

Figure 4.5 shows the possible states of the component CHROME. The user must start by compiling a rule base via 

the compile transition. From the compiledBase state the system then may perform transition solve or solveFirst reaching 

the state queryProcessed. From this state the user may recover the current constraint store (getStore), or add new 

constraints to the query and process them obtaining all solutions (solve) or only the first one (solveNext), deleting any 

desired justified constraints and returning the adapted solution (del) and clearStore, clear the constraint store. At any 

given state the system may perform a new compilation (transition compile). 
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Figure  4-5. CHROME Protocol View. 

4.1.3 Top-Level CHROME Component Realization View 
 

KobrA2 CHROME realization is composed of the following views: 

- Realization Structural Class Service View. 

- Realization Operational Service View 

 

Furthermore, in the realization view we do not include: 

- The Service Realization View, because there are no sub-components.  

- The Instance Realization view, because there is only one possible component assembly configuration. 

- The Behavioral Algorithmic View, because OCL expressions suffice to model the interface operations. 
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4.1.3.1 Top-Level CHROME Component Realization Structural Class Service View 

 

These views show the sub-components that CHROME requires. The Component basically dispatches all its 

provided services to sub-components Compiler, QueryProcessor and ConstraintStore.   

 

Figure  4-6. CHROME Realization Structural Class Service View. 

4.1.3.2 CHROME Realization operational service view 

 

All solve operations are dispatched to component QueryProcessor, which is specified in the next chapter. 

 

context CHROME::solveAll(query:Sequence(Constraint)) : Sequence(Solution) 
post: result =qp.solveAll(query) 
 
context CHROME::solveOne(query:Sequence(Constraint)) : Solution 
post: result = qp.solveOne(query) 
 
context CHROME::solveNext() : Solution 
post:  result = qp.solveNext() 
 
context CHROME::del(js : Justification) : Sequence(Constraint) 
post:  result=qp.del(js) 
 
context CHROME::getStore() : Sequence(Constraint) 
body: cs.getStore() 
 
context CHROME::clearStore() 
post:  cs.clearStore() 
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4.2 Query Processor Component  

The main component for the CHROME run-time is the QueryProcessor. Its interface provides methods to solve a 

query (displaying one or more solutions for such query), to adapt a solution when a given set of justified constraints 

is deleted and to clear the constraint store for processing a new query. 

4.2.1 Top-Level Query Processor Component View Structure 

 

Figure  4-7. Top-level QueryProcessor Component View Structure. 

4.2.2 Query Processor Component Specification View 

As shown in figure 4.7 the component includes the following views: 

- Specification Structural Class Service view 

- Specification Structural Class Type view 

- Specification Structural Operational Service view 

 

Furthermore, in the specification view we do not include: 

-Specification Operational Type view because there are no extra operations in the types. 

-Specification Behavioural Protocol view because all operations from the component may be invoked at any time. 

 

For all other sub-components these views will also not be included for the same reasons. 
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4.2.2.1  Query Processor Component Specification Structural Class Service View    

 

Figure  4-8. QueryProcessor Specification Structural Class Service View. 

4.2.2.2 Query Processor Component Specification Structural Type View 

 

Figure 4.9 shows the specification structural class type view for the component QueryProcessor. The association 

qQueue stores a copy of the initial query to be processed (see algorithmic view). 

 

 

Figure  4-9. QueryProcessor Specification Structural Class Type View. 

4.2.3 Query Processor Component Realization View 

The Component realization is composed of the following views: 

- Realization Structural Class Service View. 

- Realization Operational Service View. 

- Realization Behavioral Algorithmic View. 

 

Furthermore, in the realization view we do not include: 

- The Service Realization View, because there are no sub-components.  

- The Instance Realization view, because there is only one possible component assembly configuration. 

- Realization Structural Class Type View, because there are no new types nor new operations added to this view. 
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4.2.3.1 Query Processor Component Realization Structural Class Service View 

 

 

Figure  4-10. QueryProcessor Realization Structural Class Service View. 
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4.2.3.2 Query Processor Component Realization Operational Service View 

 

Operation solveOne(…) and solveNext(…) are realized in the algorithmic view. 

 
context QueryProcessor::solveAll(query: Sequence(Constraint)) : Sequence(Solution) 
post: let aSolution : Solution = solveOne(query)  
          in result = aSolution->asSequence()->union(self.solveNextOnes()) 
 
context QueryProcessor::solveNextOnes() : Sequence(Solution)   
post: let aSolution : Sequence(Constraint) = solveNext()  
          in result = if aSolution->isEmpty() then Sequence{} else aSolution->union(self.solveNextOnes()) endif 
 
del(js: Justification) triggers the adaptation procedure removing all the constraints justified by js, “undoing” 

simpagation rules that might have been fired by these constraints and re-adding corresponding removed constraints.   

 

context QueryProcessor::del(js : Justification) : Sequence(Constraint) 
post: let constraints : Sequence(Constraint) = self.cs.delJustCsReturnCsToPutBack(js,0,Sequence{})   
          in constraints->forAll(c :Constraint | self.cs^add(c)) and  
            result = self.cs.getStore() 
 
context QueryProcessor::getStore() : Sequence(Constraint) 
body: cs.getStore() 
 
context QueryProcessor::clearStore() 
post: cs.clearStore() 
 
context QueryProcessor::removeJustifiedVarBindings(js : Justification) 
post: let justifVars : Sequence(Variable) = self.cs.allVars.variables->select(v:Variable |  
               v.js.label->asSet()->intersection(js.label->asSet())->notEmpty())  
          in justifVars->forAll(v:Variable |  
            v.value->isEmpty() and v.js->isEmpty() and v^notifyObservers()) 
 
context QueryProcessor:: loadAllVars(query : Sequence(Constraint)) 
post:  let funcTerms : Sequence(FunctionalTerm) = query->collect(a:Constraint |  
                a.args->select(v |  
                  v.oclIsTypeOf(FunctionalTerm)))->collect(c: Term|  
                  c.oclAsType(FunctionalTerm))   
           in self.cs.allVars.variables = funcTerms->collect(f:FunctionalTerm |  
             f.varsInFunctionalTerm())->union(query->collect(c:Constraint |  
               c.args->select(v |  
                 v.oclIsTypeOf(Variable)))->union(self.cs.allVars.variables)->collect(c: Term |  
             c.oclAsType(Variable))) 
 



4.2.3.3 Query Processor Component Realization Algorithmic View 

 

Figures 4.11 and 4.12 shows the realization of provided operation solveOne() and solveNext() as the 

activity diagrams for the component QueryProcessor. Both activities uses submachine tryToBackTrack 

shown in figure 4.13. 

 

 

Figure  4-11. Activity Diagram for QueryProcessor::solveOne(...) 

 

First it loads all (existential) variables from the query parameter in allVars (a sequence of Variables) data 

structure (see CHRConstructors package in figure 4.4). After loading the variables it executes the first 

constraint in the query and checks if the query parameter is empty or if the constraint store became 

inconsistent. If none of these conditions are true it executes the next constraint in query. If an 

inconsistency is detected it attempts to perform backtracking using the submachine tryToBackTrack. If no 

backtracking is possible, i.e. there was no returned conjunction, or if there was no inconsistency detected 

the operation returns the current constraint store and halts.  

 

Figure 4.12 shows the activity diagram for solveNext(). This operation is very similar to solveOne(…), the 

only difference is that it starts not with a query, since it already processed one, but trying to backtracking 

for the next solution. 

 

 

Figure  4-12. Activity Diagram for QueryProcessor::solveNext(...) : Sequence(Constraint) 

 

Below is the submachine tryToBacktrack: it triggers the backtrack operation from the CDBJ component 

and if there is a conjunction left in the backtracking stack it add to the Component attribute qQueue and 

clear the justification for failure, preparing the machine to further process this new conjunction: it 

removes all dependent applied rules given a justification js from the FiredRules component (see FiredRules 
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description), then it proceeds by removing every constraint justified by js from the constraint store and re-

adding the removed constraints from the simplification rules that must be undone. Finally it adds to the 

query the next conjunction from the disjunctive rule processed by the backtracking. The submachine 

returns true if the backtracking is possible and false otherwise. 

 

 

Figure  4-13. Activity Diagram for submachine tryToBackTrack() 

4.3 Entailment Component  

The Entailment component encapsulates the entailment service that is used every time a guard must be 

checked. It takes as parameters a set of existential variables (the ones that may be bound during the 

procedure) plus two terms instances (see the CHR
v
 metamodel). The goal is to check if these two terms 

are syntactically equivalent given the current state of all variable bindings in the constraint store. To 

clarify this let us give a small example:  

 

Suppose you have only three (query or global) variables: X, Y, Z and the equalities X=2 and Y=3. The 

following table illustrates the output of the entailment procedure. The cases should be sufficient for the 

reader to understand the procedure. 

 

Entailment Output Bindings 

entails(Sequence{},X,Y,Sequence{}) False None 

entails(W,X,W,Sequence{}) True W=X=2 

entails(Sequence{},Y,Z,Sequence{}) True Z=Y=3 

entails(Sequence{},f(g(X,Y)),f(g(X,3),Sequence{}) True None 

entails(Sequence{},f(g(X,Y)),f(g(2,3),Sequence{}) True None 

entails(Sequence{},f(g(X,Y)), g(X),Sequence{}) False None 

entails(W,f(g(W,Y)),f(g(X,3),Sequence{}) True W=X=2 

entails(Sequence{},f(g(X,Y)),f(g(Y,X),Sequence{}) False None 

entails(W,f(g(f(X),Y)),f(g(f(W),W),Sequence{}) False W=X=2 

entails(W,f(g(f(Y),Y)),f(g(f(Y),W),Sequence{}) True W=Y=3 

Table 4.1. Entailment between two terms: example cases. 

 

The fourth parameter of entails() is the union of the two terms justifications. The procedure carries these 

justifications into the possible performed bindings. 
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4.3.1 Entailment Component PIM View Structure 

 

Figure  4-14. Top-level Entailment Component View Structure. 

4.3.2 Entailment Component Specification View 

Entailment specification uses only the Specification Structural Class Service view because there are no 

new types or new operations over types. 

4.3.2.1  Entailment Component Specification Structural Class Service View 

 

 

Figure  4-15. Entailment Specification Structural Class Service View. 
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4.3.3  Entailment Component Realization View 

KobrA2 Entailment realization is composed of the following views: 

- The Structural Class Service View 

- The Operational Service View 

4.3.3.1 Entailment Component Realization Structural Class Service View 

 

 

Figure  4-16. Entailment Realization Structural Class Service View. 

4.3.3.3 Entailment Component Realization Operational Service View 

 

As seen in its realization service view, besides the entails operation, the Entailment component defines 

two more private operations. We give here the realization of each of all public and private operations 

using OCL post-conditions. 

 

context Entailment::deref(t : Term, js : Justification): Term 
post: if t.oclIsTypeOf(Variable) and not t.oclAsType(Variable).value.oclIsUndefined()  
          then if t.oclAsType(Variable).value.oclIsTypeOf(Variable)  

   then js.label = js.label->union(t.oclAsType(Variable).js.label) and 
             result = self.deref(t.oclAsType(Variable).value,newjs)  
                   else  
             result = t.oclAsType(Variable).value 
                   endif 
          else  
                   result=t  
          endif          
 

 

Every Variable has an association named value to a Term (please refer to package CHRConstructors). 

Hence the run-time stores the equalities between variables and terms as a chained list. Following the 

specification of the deref(…) operation we will have:  

i) First it verifies if the term is a variable and its value field is defined, if this is the case it will check if the 

value is itself a variable and will recursively call deref() over this variable. If the value is not a variable it 

just returns it.  

 

ii) In case the term is not a variable or its value is undefined it returns the term itself. 

 

Next page we give the entails(…) operation. 
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context Entailment::entails(existentialVars:Sequence(Variable),t1:Term,t2:Term,js:Justification):Boolean 
post: let d1:Term = self.deref(t1,js), 
               d2:Term = self.deref(t2,js)  
          in result = if not (d1.oclIsTypeOf(FunctionalTerm) and d2.oclIsTypeOf(FunctionalTerm)) and d1=d2    
                           then true 
                           else  if  d1.oclIsTypeOf(Variable) and existentialVars->includes(t1.oclAsType(Variable)) and 
                                        d1.oclAsType(Variable).value.oclIsUndefined() 
                                    then  self^bind(d1.oclAsType(Variable),t2,js)  
                                    else if d2.oclIsTypeOf(Variable) and  
                                               existentialVars->includes(t2.oclAsType(Variable)) and                             
                                               d2.oclAsType(Variable).value.oclIsUndefined()  
                                            then  self^bind(d2.oclAsType(Variable),t1,js)  
                                            else if d1.oclIsTypeOf(FunctionalTerm) and d2.oclIsTypeOf(FunctionalTerm)   
                                                     then if d1.oclAsType(FunctionalTerm).args->size()=                 
                                                                 d2.oclAsType(FunctionalTerm).args->size() and      
                                                                 d1.oclAsType(FunctionalTerm).name =           
                                                                 d2.oclAsType(FunctionalTerm).name  
                                                              then d1.oclAsType(FunctionalTerm).args->iterate(a; acc:Boolean = true |  
                                                                       let i :Integer = d1.oclAsType(FunctionalTerm).args->indexOf(a)   
                                                                       in  acc = acc and                      
                                                                         entails(existentialVars,a,d2.oclAsType(FunctionalTerm). 
                                                                         args->at(i),js)) 
                                                              else false 
                                                              endif 
                                                    else  false 
                                                    endif 
                                            endif 
                                    endif 
                           endif 
 
entails(…) starts by de-referencing the two terms given as parameters t1 and t2. For example if t1 is X, but 

X is bound already to value 2, entails manipulates this value. Same case if we have W=X=2 or Z=K=f(2,Y). 
Given the de-referenced values, the operation proceeds in the following steps: 

i) Checks if the terms are not functional terms (i.e. either variables or constants); if this is the 

case, checks if they are equal and returns true if positive. 

ii) If (i) is not succeeded then it checks if first de-referenced term d1 is an unbound existential 

variable; if this is the case it can be bound to d2 and entails also returns true. 

iii) Being (ii) not successful entails() checks if d2 is a unbound existential variable, in which 

case d2 is bound to d1. 

iv) If none of the above is true, either they are both functional terms that will be further 

processed in step (v) or the entailment must fail (given that no binding was possible and that 

they are not equivalent variables or constants). 

v) If both are functional terms, with the same arity and the same functor entails() is called 

recursively for each function argument. Otherwise it returns false. 

 

Below is the bind(…) operation of the Entailment component. It takes a Variable v and a Term t and sets the 

value attribute for v to t, while merging the current v justification with the justification given as input 

parameter. 

 

context Entailment::bind(v : Variable, t : Term, js : Justification):OclVoid 
post: v.value = t and v.js.label= v.js.label@pre->union(js.label) 
 

 



4.3.3.4 Entailment Component Realization Operational Service View 

 

 

Figure  4-17. Entailment Realization Behvioural Algorithmic View. 



4.4 ConstraintStore Component  

Component ConstraintStore provides the data structures to store constraints either processed or generated 

by rules. Of course it also provides read/write/removal operations as well as maintenance operations that 

will be described below.  

4.4.1 Constraint Store Component View Structure 

 

Figure  4-18. Top-level ConstraintStore Component View Structure. 

4.4.2 Constraint Store Component Specification View 

The following KobrA2 specification is composed by the following views: 

-Specification Structural Class Service view 
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4.4.2.1  Constraint Store Component Specification Service View 

 

 

Figure  4-19. ConstraintStore Specification Structural Class Service View. 

4.4.3  Constraint Store Component Realization View 

The following KobrA2 realization is composed of the following views: 

- Structural Class Service View 

- Structural Class Type View 

- Operational Service View 

4.4.3.1 Constraint Store Component Realization Structural Class Service View 

 

 

Figure  4-20. ConstraintStore Realization Structural Class Service View. 
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4.4.3.2 Constraint Store Component Realization Structural Class Type View  

 

 

 

Figure  4-21. ConstraintStore Realization Type View. 

4.4.3.3 Constraint Store Component Realization Operational Service View 

 

Below is the realization as OCL post-conditions of all operations provided by ConstraintStore. The first 

group of functionality specifies just simple reading, writing, retrieving and removing constraints in the 

constraint store. 

 

context ConstraintStore::getPartners(c : Constraint):Sequence(Constraint) 
body:  cs->select(partners | partners.name=c.name and partners.args->size()= c.args->size()) 
 
context ConstraintStore::del (c : Constraint) 
post : cs->excludes(c) 
 
context ConstraintStore::add(c : Constraint) 
post: cs->includes(c) 
 
context ConstraintStore::setFailureJustif(js : Justification) 
post: self.failureJustification=js 
 
context ConstraintStore:: getFailureJustif():Justification 
body: self.failureJustification 
 
context ConstraintStore::clearFailureJustif() 
post: self.failureJustification.label->isEmpty() 
 
context ConstraintStore::getStore() : Sequence(Constraint) 
body: cs 
 

The next operation, delJustCsReturnCsToPutBack (…) deletes all justified constraints by the instance 

Justification js from constraint store. It also removes any justified constraints from the parameter 

csToBeReadded, in order to re-add only the constraints that were not part of an inconsistency.  
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context ConstraintStore::delJustCsReturnCsToPutBack (js:Justification,jumpTo:Integer, 
csToBeReadded:Sequence(Constraint)) : Sequence(Constraint) 
post: self.allVars.variables->select(v:Variable |  
            v.js.label->asSet()->intersection(js.label->asSet())->notEmpty())->forAll(v:Variable |  
              v.value->isEmpty() and v.js->isEmpty() and v^notifyObservers()) and      
            self.cs->select(c |  
              c.js.label->asSet()->intersection(js.label->asSet())->notEmpty())->forAll(c |  
                cs->excludes(c) and c.js->isEmpty()) and 
              let ctbr:Sequence(Constraint) = csToBeReadded->select(c | not c.js.isJustifiedBy(js))             
              in  ctbr->forAll(c | self^eliminateJsGreaterOrEqualThanJ(c.js,jumpTo)) and  
                self.cs = self.cs@pre->union(ctbr) and result = ctbr 
 

eliminateJsGreaterOrEqualThanJ(…) takes a justification instance and eliminates any integers greater than j. 
 

context ConstraintStore::eliminateJsGreaterOrEqualThanJ(js : Justification,j : Integer) 
post: js.label = js.label@pre->asSet() - js.label->select(l | l > j)->asSet() 

4.5 Fired Rules Component 

The main purpose of FiredRules component is to store the fired rules history in order to undo any rules in 

case of a backtracking event. The Component keeps internally a collection of entries, each of which stores 

the rule Id from a given fired rule, the corresponding removed constraints, if any, that must be re-added in 

case of backtracking, the justification of the constraints used to fire the rule and whether the rule is either 

disjunctive or composed only by conjunctions. 

4.5.1 Fired Rules Component View Structure 

 

Figure  4-22. Top-level FiredRules Component View Structure. 
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4.5.2 Fired Rules Component Specification View 

FireRules specification is composed of the following view: 

Specification Structural Class Service view 

4.5.2.1  Fired Rules Component Specification Structural Class Service View 

 

 

Figure  4-23. Top-level FiredRules Specification Structural Class Service View. 

4.5.3  Fired Rules Component Realization View 

The following KobrA2 realization is composed of the following views: 

- Structural Class Service View 

- Operational Service View 

4.5.3.1 Fired Rules Component Realization Class Type View 

 

 

Figure  4-24. FiredRules Realization Structural Class Type View. 

4.5.3.2 Fired Rules Component Realization Operational Service View 

 

Below is the specification of FiredRules provided interface as OCL post-conditions. The add(…) operation 

performs a simple appending of a new FiredRuleEntry instance in the FiredRules table. The 

removedDependentRules() operation remove all entries justified by the input parameter js. It also checks if 

the last fired rule has a disjunctive body, in that case, the rule is not removed yet because it may have an 

alternative conjunction to execute. 
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context FiredRules::add(ruleId : Integer, removedConstraints:Sequence(Constraint),js:Justification,isDisj:Boolean) 
post: f.oclIsNew() and f.oclIsKindOf(FiredRuleEntry )and f.ruleId = ruleId and f.isDisj = isDisj and 
          f.removedConstraints = removedConstraints and f.js = js and fre->includes(f) 
 
context FiredRules::removeDependentRules(js: Justification) : Sequence(Constraint) 
post: let candidates : Sequence(FiredRuleEntry) = self.fre->select(e |  
                 e.js.label->asSet()->intersection(js.label->asSet())->notEmpty()), 
               lastRemovedEntryPos : Integer = self->size() - candidates->size() + 1, 
               lastRemovedEntry : FiredRuleEntry = candidates->at(lastRemovedEntryPos), 
               candidates2 : Sequence(FiredRuleEntry) =  
                 if lastRemovedEntry.isADisjRule  
                 then candidates->excluding(lastRemovedEntry) 
                 else  candidates 
                 endif  
          in result = candidates2->collect(candidates2.removedConstraints) and 
            candidates2->forAll(c | fre->excludes(c)) 
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4.6 Propagation History Component  

Every time a combination of keep constraints fires a rule they have to be stored in order to assure that 

future applications of the same rule will not be used the exact same combination of keep constraints. The 

reason for this is to avoid trivial non-termination of propagation rules. The PropagHistory component 

tracks each combination of keep constraints that were used to fire a given rule. 

4.6.1 Propagation History Component View Structure 

 

Figure  4-25. Top-level PropagHistory Component View Structure. 

4.6.2 Propagation History Component Specification View 

Specification Structural Class Service view of PropagationHistory component specifies the operations 

used by the engine to handle trivial loops in CHR propagation rules. 

4.6.2.1  Propagation History Component Specification Structural Class Service View 

 

 

Figure  4-26. PropagHistory Specification Strucutral Class Service view. 
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4.6.3  Propagation History Component Realization View 

The following KobrA2 realization is composed of the following views: 

- Structural Class Type View 

- Structural Class Service View 

- Operation Service View. 

4.6.3.2 PropagationHistory Component Realization Strucutral Class Type View 

 

 

Figure  4-27. PropagHistory Realization Structural Class Type View. 

4.6.3.3 Propagation History Component Realization Operational Service View 

 

Below is the realization of PropagHist provided interface in OCL. add(…) operation creates a new 

instance of PropagHistEntry and add it to the PropagationHistory collection. applied(…) operation (figure 

4.26) checks if a given ruleId and a collection of constraints is already in the PropagationHistory 

collection, if so it returns true, otherwise returns false. 

 

context PropagationHistory::add(ruleId : Integer, cons: Sequence(Constraint), e : PropagHistEntry) 
post: e.oclIsNew() and e.ruleId=ruleId and e.constraints->includes(cons) and propHist->includes(e) 
 
context PropagationHistory::applied(ruleId:integer,constraints:Sequence(Constraint)):Boolean 
body: let fRulesSet : Sequence(PropagHistEntry) = self.entries->select(e : PropagHistEntry | e.ruleId=ruleId)  
           in  fRulesSet->exists(f:PropagHistEntry | f.constraint->forAll(c | f.constraint->exists(fc | fc = c))) 
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4.7 CDBJ Search Component  

The CDBJSearch component provides the functionality to perform either chronological backtracking or 

backjumping to handle disjunctive bodies. 

4.7.1 CDBJ Search Component View Structure 

 

Figure  4-28. Top-level CDBJSearch Component View Structure. 

4.7.2 CDBJ Search Component Specification View 

The following KobrA2 specification is composed of the following views: 

-Specification Structural Class Service view 

-Specification Structural Class Type view 

4.7.2.1  CDBJ Search Component Specification Structural Class Service View 

 

 

Figure  4-29. CDBJSearch Specification Structural Class Service View. 
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4.7.3  CDBJ Search Component Realization View 

The following KobrA2 realization is composed by the following views: 

- Structural Class Service View. 

- Structural Class Type View. 

- Operational Service View. 

4.7.3.1 CDBJ Search Component Realization Structural Class Service View 

 

 

Figure  4-30. CDBJ Realization Structural Class Service View. 

4.7.3.2 CDBJ Search Component Realization Structural Class Type View 

 

 

Figure  4-31. CDBJSearch Realization Structural Class Type View. 

 

Figure 4.31 shows the Realization Structural Class Type View for this component. The component 

maintains a ChoiceStack, which is a collection of Choice instances. A Choice represents in turn a 

disjunctive body, which is a collection of conjunctive bodies each one encompassing a collection of 
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constraints. Furthermore, the component is associated to a ConflictSet that is an auxiliary data structure 

for the backumping algorithm. A ConflictSet is a collection of integers (each representing a level of the 

search tree where a conflict occurred). 

4.7.3.2 CDBJ Search Component Realization Operational Type View 

 

Below we give the specification of remove() operation from Choice expressed as a post-condition in OCL. 

Basically it removes the first conjunctive body of a Choice. 

 

context Choice::remove():ConjBody 
post: let cb : ConjBody = self.conj->first()  
          in result=cb and self.conj->excludes(cb) 
 

Below is the specification and realization of ConflictSet operations expressed as a post-condition in OCL.  

 

update() takes the relative initialLevel of the search tree and the justification of the inconsistency. It then 

filters out every integer less than initialLevel and includes the rest in the ConflictSet. 
 

context ConflictSet::update(initialLevel:Integer,js:Justification) 
post: self.label = self.label = self.label@pre->union(js.label->select(i | i >= initialLevel)) 
 
removeMax() removes and returns the maximal value of the ConflictSet. 

 
context ConflictSet::removeMax():Integer 
post: let maxElem : Integer = self.label->iterate(i ; acc : Integer = -1 | if i > acc then i else acc endif)  
          in self.label->excludes(maxElem) and result = maxElem 

4.7.3.3 CDBJ Search Component Realization Operational Service View 

 

context CDBJSearch::getCurrentLevel():Integer 
body: nextLevel - 1 
 
context CDBJSearch::insertElementAt(ch : Choice) 
post: insertElementAt (ch, nextLevel - initialLevel) 
 
context CDBJSearch::insertElementAt(ch : Choice, l : Integer) 
post: cStack.choices->insertAt(l,ch) 
 

Below is the realization of the backtrack(…) operation expressed as a post-condition in OCL. It first 

checks if there is any choices left, if none is found it returns an empty sequence indicating that 

backtracking is not possible. Otherwise it checks if the inconsistency justification includes the current 

level (nextLevel-1) of the search tree or if there is no inconsistency (this happens in the event of a search 

for more solutions). If this is the case a chronological backtracking should be performed: the first 

conjunction available of the disjunctive body is taken and stored in variable currentConjunction. If the 

currentChoice collection is empty it should be removed from the Stack. Finally the ConflicSet is updated 

with the current inconsistency justification and it returns the current conjunction to be processed. 

 

If the inconsistency justification exists but does not include the current level of the tree, then the operation 

updates the conflicSet with the current inconsistency justification and evokes the backjump(…) operation. 
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context CDBJSearch::backtrack(falseJustif : Justification, bkJumpJs : Integer) : Sequence(Constraint) 
post: if cStack->isEmpty()  
          then result = Sequence{} 
          else let  goChronoBT : Boolean = falseJustif.label->includes(nextLevel-1) or falseJustif->isEmpty()  
      --if falseJustif is empty or  try to find next Solution by chronological backtracking  
      --OR if immediate previous level is included in falseJustif perform chronological backtracking 
                  in if goChronoBT  --chronological Backtrack() 
                      then let currentChoice : Choice =  cStack.choices->at(nextLevel-initialLevel),  
                                    currentConjunction : Sequence(Constraint) = currentChoice.remove().constraint  
           --if currentChoice is empty choiceStack excludes currentChoice 
                               in if currentChoice.conj->isEmpty()  
                                   then self.cStack.choices->excludes(currentChoice)  
                                   else true  
                                   endif and 
                                 self.confSet^update(falseJustif ,initialLevel) and result = currentConjunction 
                      else  self.confSet^update(falseJustif ,initialLevel) and result=self.backjump(falseJustif,bkJumpJs) 
                      endif  
          endif 
 
To conclude this sub-chapter we present the specification and realization of the backjump(…) operation 

expressed as a post-condition in OCL. First it checks if the conflict set is empty, if this is the case it 

returns an empty collection. Otherwise it proceeds by accessing the Stack using the greatest integer in the 

conflict set as index (hence performing a jump). After retrieving the currentChoice and given that jumpTo is 

part of the inconsistency justification (if not it calls recursively backjump, see the bottom of the 

expression), it checks if the currentChoice is empty, if so it calls recursively backjump(…); otherwise, if 

currentChoice is not empty it proceeds by removing the next conjunction and created a new justification 

with the jumped levels that will be used to remove all rules that fall inside the justified range. It then sets 

the next level for jumpTo+1 and returns the retrieved conjunction to be processed.  

 

context CDBJSearch::backjump(js : Justification,jumpTo : Integer) : Sequence(Constraint) 
post: if confSet.label->isEmpty()  
          then result = Sequence{} 
          else let jumpTo : Integer = self.confSet.removeMax(), 
                       currentChoice : Choice = self.cStack.choices->at(jumpTo-initialLevel+1)  
                  in if js.label->includes(jumpTo)  
                      then if currentChoice.conj->isEmpty()  
                               then result = backjump(js) 
                              else let currentConjunction : Sequence(Constraint) = currentChoice.remove().constraint  
                                      in js.oclIsNew() and js.oclIsKindOf(Justification) and   
                                        Sequence{jumpTo..(nextLevel-1)}->forAll(a:Integer| js.label->includes(a)) and 
                         self.nextLevel = jumpTo+1 and confSet->isEmpty() and result = currentConjunction 
                              endif 
                      else result = self.backjump(js)  
                     endif 
          endif 

 4.8 Compiler Component 
 

The compiler component is a pipeline of 4 ATL transformations that are explained in the next chapter. 

The Specification of the component compiler provides as expected only one operation, namely compile, 

that writes a Java file operationally equivalent to the CHR
v
 base. Figure 4.32 shows the specification of 

the Component. 
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Figure  4-32. Compiler Structural Class Service. 

 

The realization of the Compiler component is shown in figure 4.33. Each ATL transformation is depicted 

here as a component that takes instances of CHRCore and UMLOCL metamodels (see next chapter) and 

produces Java instances that will then be translated in to concrete Java syntax and written in 

corresponding Java files. 

 

 

Figure  4-33. Compiler Realization Strucutral Class Service. 

4.9 Summary 
 

In this chapter we presented the detailed model-driven architecture of CHROME. This architecture 

encompasses: 

- 8 KobrA2/UML2 Components 

- 40 KobrA2/UML2 Classes 

- 34 KobrA2 view packages (counting only the ones populated by diagrams) 

- 30 UML2 diagrams 

- 87 lines of OCL2 expressions 

 

CHROME component assembly instantiates only once each of the components. QueryProcessor controls 

the most external loop, executing each constraint and activating the backtracking and backjumping search 

when necessary as well as reading and writing Constraints to the constraint store. A prototype of 

CHROME runtime engine was implemented in Java by translating manually all architecture components 

into Java code. In the next chapter we present the CHR
v
 compiler that relies on CHROME engine services 

to automatically translate a CHR base into Java classes invoking the engine operations. 
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5 CHROME's Model-Driven CHR
∨∨∨∨  to Java Compiler 

 

The purpose of building a compiler using only model transformations is to demonstrate that the standard 

set of languages and processes prescribed by MDA are sufficient for designing the two concrete artefacts 

to build in our thesis: the versatile inference engine for CHR
v
 and its compiler component that generates 

from a CHR
v
 base the source code of Java classes which together efficiently implement to the exact 

behaviour of such a base and when working in conjunction with the CHRv base independent part of the 

engine for execution (i.e., its run-time components). In chapter 4 we explained that the run-time engine 

model was implemented in Java manually since it is reusable across all applications. In contrast CHR
v
 

rule that changes with each application was compiled to Java through model transformations. 

 

In this chapter, we detail the architecture of the CHR
v
 compiler, which is based on a pipeline of four 

model transformations implemented in ATL.  

5.1. Design Principles 

ATL is a hybrid rule-based and imperative language that uses forward chaining of guarded pattern 

matching, rules with embedded procedure calls to transform a input model into at output model. 

Unfortunately, ATL is not fully object-oriented because it is not possible to structure the transformation 

into a class hierarchy, where each class encapsulates data and operations over this data defined by rules 

and procedures. However the source and target models for the transformation are collection of complex 

objects and therefore it is possible to benefit from data and operation encapsulation at this level. 

Furthermore, the language used to manipulate these objects is OCL, which is also used for both model 

and metamodel specification. In fact, most part of an ATL transformation consists of OCL expressions 

embedded in ATL rule declarations, making ATL very easy to learn for developers who already mastered 

OCL. 

 

Given these essential ATL attributes, our approach was to divide the compiler in four layers in order to 

make each transformation as simple as possible. Each layer generates from its source model a target 

model that is semantically equivalent while being significantly structurally closer to the final pipeline 

result, i.e., deployable Java source code. The main difficulty in building each layer originated from the 

structural differences between the metamodel of its source and target models to express the same deep 

semantic concept. This is due to the large structural distance and paradigm mismatch between the input 

language of the compiler, CHR
v
, declarative, relational and logical , and its output languages, Java, 

procedural, object-oriented and imperative. The structural mismatch at each layer, made necessary the 

generation of several output objects for most input object. This is turn prevented simple pattern matching 

rules to form the core of each layer. Instead, this core had to consist of ATL "called rules" which are in 

essence procedures and ATL "helpers" whose purpose is to encapsulate long OCL expressions that need 

to be reused in many places and many rules. Helpers help leaving the transformation rules much more 

abstract, concise and consequently readable and maintainable. 

5.2 A Model Transformation Pipeline 

The CHR
∨ 

to Java compiler is a pipeline of four main Model Transformation (MT) rule bases illustrated 

in the figure below.  The first transforms a CHR
∨
 base into a core syntax CHR base optimized for fast 

procedural execution. The second MT rule base transforms this core CHR relational declarative 

representation into a fully refined OO procedural PIM model consisting of UML2 class diagrams and 

OCL2 full structural and behavioral constraints. This UML2/OCL2 PIM of the compiled input CHR∨ 

base relies on the services provided by the CHR base independent run-time component assembly of 

CHROME whose fully refined UML2/OCL2 model was presented in Chapter 4. The third MT rule base 

translates this UML2/OCL2 PIM into corresponding Java 6 PSM. The last MT rule base translates this 

PSM into Java source code text file that can be then compiled by a Java compiler and deployable as an 

executable Java program. The resulting procedural compiled constraint handler base relies on the services 

of CHROME's run-time component assembly, manually implemented in Java from the UML2/OCL2 PIM 

presented in chapter 4.  
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Each stage of the compiler was carefully designed to maintain operational equivalence of the source and 

target code or model based on in-depth studies of the available specifications of the semantics for both the 

source and target languages, either formal (as in the case of CHR) or semi-formal (as in the case of UML, 

OCL and Java), and the previous work on compilaton scheme from the source to the target language.  

 

The resulting overall equivalence was partially tested by running the compiled code on benchmarks CHR 

rule bases and verifying that the results of their executions were equal to the results of their executions on 

the reference SWI Prolog CHR engine implementation. However, it remains beyond the scope of the 

thesis to formally prove the semantic equivalence of the source and target model at each stage of the 

compiler. Such endeavors is in fact not doable in the current state of the art, since the languages involved 

as source or target in three out of four stages in the compiler pipeline, i.e., UML, OCL and Java do not yet 

possess a standard integrated formal semantics for both their structural and behavioral aspects. While 

there are many publications that investigate providing formal semantics for these languages, they all deal 

with only targeted partial semantic aspects, and each one introduce a mapping to a different set of formal 

languages. The integration of these efforts into a complete coherent whole has not even being started by 

OMG, JCP (Java Community Process) or any other standardization body.  

 

 

Figure  5-1.  CHR∨ to Java compiler as a pipeline of four Model Transformations. 

5.3 The Full CHR
∨∨∨∨ to Core CHR Transformation 

This first transformation reduces the syntactic complexity of a declarative CHR
v
 base in order to provide 

a more straightforward transformation to an object-oriented imperative PIM for the next step. The 

following sub-chapters details this MT and shows a small example including source and target output. 

5.3.1 Goals 
 

The first MT transforms the original CHRv base into a restricted core of CHR from which it is simpler to 

generate a procedural representation. This MT focuses on constraints in the head of the rule and its 

arguments. It puts them in a canonical form that simplifies latter compiler steps that implement the pattern 

matching of rule heads onto the constraint store in distributed fashion through the interaction of optimized 

objects representing each constraint class appearing in the input CHR
∨
 base. This pattern matching 

constitutes one of the two main efficiency bottleneck of a CHR
∨
 engine, the other being  with the search 

of the disjunctive rules' body combination space.  This MT processes the rule head and its argument it 

two substeps. The first shifts each constant arguments c in the CHR
∨
 head constraints to the guard by 

adding a new equality p.at(i) = c in the guard. p.at(i) means the i
th

 argument of constraint p.  To illustrate 

this step consider the CHR
∨ 

rule: 

 

k(a,X) \ d(Y,c) <=> g | b. 
 

The first MT transforms it into: 

 

k \ d <=> g, k.at(1) = a, d.at(2) = c | b. 
 

To accomplish this the target metamodel introduces a new meta-class called UniversalTerm that represents 

the arguments of each constraint as its name and the position in the argument collection (e.g., k.at(1) 

corresponds to the constraint a), see figure 5.2. 

 

The second task of this MT is to substitute any duplicated variable in the heads by corresponding 

equalities in the guard. For example, the rule p(X,X) <=> true is transformed into p <=> p.at(1)=p.at(2)| true. 

CHR2CHRCore 

CHRv 
CHRCore UMLOCL 

JAVA Java 
code 

CHRCore2UMLOCLJ.atl UMLOCL2JAVA.atl 

JAVA2String.atl 
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Note that in the output core CHR of both transformations, all the input head atoms have been simplified 

into zero arity atoms consisting only of a constraint symbol. Their arguments have been moved to the 

guard which now subsumes all the variable binding constraints that would result from matching the head 

against constraints in the store. Variables that occur more than once in the input rule head are similarly 

shifted to the guard in the output rule.  For example p(X),q(f(X)) <=> true is transformed into p,q <=> 

p.at(1)=X, q.at(1)=f(X) | true. 

 

The motivation behind this transformation is to simplify the matching procedure for firing rules. In 

essence, this transformation compiles into a single symbol equality test, an otherwise complex and costly 

head matching process. By transferring all constants and repeated variables from the heads to equalities 

on the guards, it will not be necessary to identify such elements at run-time anymore. For example, if the 

rule p(X,X), q(X) ==> body should be treated as is, the first step would be to compare all arguments in 

the head constraints and record which must be the equivalent in the partners constraints in the store. By 

making these relations explicit in the guard, i.e. by transforming this rule into p, q ==> p.at(1)=p.at(2), 

p.at(1)=q.at(1) | body, the first step can be skipped altogether, and entailment operation calls are invoked 

for as many equalities as there are in the guard. These invocations can be established at compile time by 

inspecting the equalities guards. 

5.3.2 The Target Core CHR Metamodel 
 

The full CHR∨ metamodel input to the first transformation stage in the pipeline was given in figure 3.7 in 

the chapter 3. Figure 5.1 shows a version of this metamodel and table 5.1 illustrates the correspondence 

between a rule in textual format and the CHR
∨
 source metamodel. All CHR

∨
 rules are generalized as 

simpagation rules. The meta-associations keep and remove from the CHR∨ meta-class to the Constraint 
meta-class respectively represent the propagated and simplified heads of the rule. The metamodel 

distinguishes between rule-defined constraints (RDC, occurring in keep, remove and body) and   built-in 

constraints (occurring in guard and body). Disjunctions are modeled as meta-class Disjunction which is 

axiomatized as a specialization of Constraint. A Disjunction has an association to Choice, which in turn is 

associated to many conjunctive bodies (meta-class ConjunctiveBody). Each ConjunctiveBody is 

associated to a collection of Constraints. A constraint has arguments (Term instances) that can be 

functional terms, constants or variables. Below is the textual representation of an instance of a disjunctive 

simpagation rule. Table 5.1 shows the correspondence of each textual element and its meta-class instance.  

 

label(X), indomain(X,l(A,l(B,l(C)))) <=> true | X=A; X=B; X=C. 
 

CHR
v
 Textual notation Meta-class Instances 

label(X), indomain(X,l(A,l(B,l(C)))) Simpagation.remove 

- Simpagation.keep 

label(X) label(X):RDC; X:Variable 

l(A,…) l:FunctionalTerm(A:args) 

True true:BIC 

X=A; X=B; X=C Disjunction 

X=A Choice, ConunctiveBody, Equality; X:Variable; A:Variable 
Table 5.1.  CHRv textual notation and corresponding meta-classes instances. 
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Figure  5-2. Excerpt of CHR
∨
 metamodel. 

 

The target metamodel, core CHRv, introduces one new meta-class: UniversalTerm that represents the 

arguments of each constraint as its name and the position in the argument collection. This meta-class 

models the p.at(i) terms introduced in the first MT (see above sub-chapter). Figure 5.2 shows the new 

introduced meta-class UniversalTerm added to the original CHR
v
 to produce the CHR

v
 core.  

 

Term

UniversalTerm

Attributes

+argpos:Integer[1]

Constraint

constraint

args

*

 

Figure  5-3. New meta-classes introduced in CHRv core. 

5.3.3 Detailed compilation procedure from CHRv to CHRCore 
 

The CHR
v
 to CHRCore ATL transformation is about 900 lines long. It scans every head constraint and its 

parameters and proceeds to shift repeated variables, constants, functional terms (and parameters 

appearing exclusively in them) to the guard. The goal is to make the next transformation to UML/OCL 

simpler, since the variety of head constraints and parameters are now normalized into built-in equalities in 

the guard. 
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Table 5.2 shows general source and target patterns that summarizes this first transformation: 

 

Source Pattern Target Pattern 

Variables occurring more than once in heads: 

 

P(X),Q(X,…,X) 
 

UniversalTerm´s equalities 

 

P.at(1)=Q.at(1), Q.at(1)=Q.at(3) 

Constants: 

 

P(2),Q(3) 

UniversalTerm´s equalities 

 

P.at(1)=2, Q.at(1)=3 
 

Functional terms: 

 

P(f(X)), Q(f(Y),Y) 

UniversalTerm´s equalities 

 

P.at(1)=f(X), Q.at(1)=f(Q.at(2)) 
 

Table 5.2. Source patterns and corresponding target patterns for the CHR2CHRCore transformation. 

 

The transformation relies on UniversalTerm instances to generate the new equalities in the guard. 

According to CHRCore metamodel, a UniversalTerm represents a given parameter of a constraint instance 

and it is composed by a reference to the constraint and the parameter position it represents. The 

transformation prescribes that whenever repeated variables, constants or functional terms occur, there 

must be an equality between the corresponding UniversalTerm and the object itself, as the table above 

shows. 

 

The starting point of the CHR2CHRCore ATL transformation is the following rule: 

 

-- CHR!Base to CHRCore!Base 
rule CHRBase2CHRBase 
{ 
  from p : CHR!CHRBase 
  to h : CHRCore!CHRBase ( 
    name <- p.name, 
    constrSymbols <- p.constraintSymbols->union(thisModule.generateNewEquality(p.constraintSymbols)), 
    rules <- p.rules->collect(r | thisModule.simpagation2simpagation(r,p,h.constrSymbols)), 
    ruleFuncSymbols <- p.functionSymbols, 
    ruleTerms <- p.variables->  
    union( p.constants)->union(p.rules->collect(r| r.generateUniTerms))-> 
    union(p.functionTerms->union(h.rules->collect(r |r.allfunctionTerm))) 
) 
} 
 
This rule matches a CHRBase object from the source metamodel CHR and generates an equivalent 

CHRBase object instance of the CHRCore metamodel. Function symbols are left as they are, however 

constraint symbols must include the new equalities and universal terms added to the guard,  rules are 

transformed using the simpagation2simpagation called rule and additional rule terms are created using the 

helpers generateUniTerms (for generating universal terms) and allfunctionTerm (for handling functional 

terms). 

 

Below is the Simpagation2simpagation rule: 
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-- CHR!Simpagation to CHRCore!Simpagation 
01  rule simpagation2simpagation (r : CHR!Simpagation, p : CHR!CHRBase, allSymbols:  
02  Sequence(CHRCore!ConstraintSymbols)) 
03 { 
04  using { 
05    allRptVFC  : Sequence(CHR!Term) = r.allRepeatedVarsWithoutRecursion; 
06    smallestRptvfcSet : Sequence(CHT!Term) = thisModule.repeatSet(allRptVFC);   
07    equalitySymbol: CHRCore!ConstraintSymbol = allSymbols->select(e|e.name = 'eq')->first();   
08    utSet: Sequence(CHRCore!UniversalTerm) = r.generateUniTerms; 
09    guardFlavors :Sequence(CHRCore!Bic) = 
10    thisModule.createNewGuards(smallestRptvfcSet,allRptVFC ,utSet,equalitySymbol); 
11    newFunctionsTerms: Sequence(CHRCore!FunctionalTerm) = 
12    guardFlavors->iterate(c; acc: Sequence(CHRCore!FunctionalTerm) = Sequence{} | 
13    acc->union(thisModule.allFuncInsideCHRCore(c.arg) ) ); 
14    guard2guard: Sequence(CHRCore!Bic) =   
15    thisModule.guard2guard(r.guard,allRptVFC ,utSet,allSymbols,newFunctionsTerms); 
16    newGuard: Sequence(CHRCore!Bic) = guard2guard->union(guardFlavors); 
17  } 
18  to ro : CHRCore!Simpagation ( 
19    name <- r.name, 
20    ruleid <-r.ruleid, 
21    keep <- r.keep,  
22    remove <- r.remove, 
23    guard <- newGuard, 
24    body <- r.body->iterate(c; acc: Sequence(CHRCore!Constraint) = Sequence{} |  
25    if c.oclIsTypeOf(CHR!Disjunction)  
26    then acc->including(thisModule.generateDisjunction(thisModule.choice2Choice 
27            (c.djBody,allRptVFC ,utSet,newFunctionsTerms),c.symbol) ) 
28    else if c.oclIsTypeOf(CHR!True) or c.oclIsTypeOf(CHR!False)  
29           then acc->including(c) 
30          else if c.oclIsKindOf(CHR!Bic)  
31                 then acc->including(thisModule.newBodyBic(c,allRptVFC,utSet,newFunctionsTerms)) 
32                 else  acc->including( thisModule.newBody(c,allRptVFC ,utSet,newFunctionsTerms))  
33                 endif 
34          endif 
35    endif) 
36  ) 
37  do {  ro; 
38  } 
39} 
 
The simpagation2simpagation transforms a CHR rule to a CHRCore rule. The variable definition clause (4) 

right at the start of the rule gathers the number of repeated Variables, the functional terms and Constants 

(5). It also declares a set to eliminate repeated Terms (6) and retrieves the equality symbol (7). 

Also,variable utSet stores all UniversalTerm instances (8) that is used to define all new guards in variable 

guardFlavors (9). 

 

As a result of this helper functional terms can be created, so it is necessary to find and store them (11) in 

order not to duplicate them if any appears in the body of the rule. Guard2guard (14) handles the rule built-

ins and if necessary adds new Equalities. NewGuard (16) gathers the BICs that were created. 

generateDisjunction handles the Disjunctions (lines 26-28) and if there is a built-in constraint (BIC) in the 

body  newBodyBic (34) is invoked otherwise newBody is (36). 

 

As a result of the transformations made in guard, functional terms may be created. And if these functional 

terms appear in the body, they will not be created again because all functions created are passed as 

parameters. The transformation in the body uses the new functional terms and the universalTerm 

instances which are created for the repeated variables, functional terms and constants. They are handled in 

two ways to generate the correct model instances: if it is a built-in constraint newBodyBic() is invoked, 
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otherwise newBody() is invoked. These two helpers will create new functional terms if they were not 

already created and corresponding universalTerm instances. 

 
--Create Universal Terms 
helper context CHR!Simpagation def: generateUniTerms : Sequence(CHRCore!UniversalTerm) = 
   self.allRepeatedVarsWithoutRecursion->iterate(c; acc:Sequence(CHRCore!UniversalTerm)  = 
     Sequence{} | acc->including( thisModule.newUniversalTerm(acc->size() + 1,  
     self.keep->union(self.remove), self.allRepeatedVarsWithoutRecursion ) ) ); 

5.3.3 Example Output: The Map Coloring Problem in CHRCore 
 

Throughout this chapter we use a simple version a graph colouring problem solution in CHR∨ to better 

illustrate the transformation pipeline that composes the compiler. The CHR
v
 rules below are sufficient to 

model the graph colouring problem and to search for a solution assuming only three colours available. 

 

r1 symmetry @ edge(X,Y) <=> neq(X,Y), neq(Y,X). 
r2 notEqual @ neq(X,Y) <=> X=Y | false. 
r3 label @ label(X), indomain(X,l(A,l(B,l(C,[])))) <=> true | X=A; X=B; X=C. 
 

Rule r1 defines constraint edge(X,Y) using a simplification rule. Whenever the engine finds an edge 

between two nodes (represented here by variables X and Y) it replaces the edge constraint by two 

inequalities between X and Y and vice-versa. The syntactical inequalities are defined in rule r2 using the 

built-in equality in the guard: if two variables are related in a neq constraint and if they are syntactically 

equal this generates an inconsistency in the constraint store. Finally rule r3 defines the constraint label and 

indomain as a disjunctive rule that is responsible for choosing a value for variable X if the engine matches 

label(X) and indomain(X,…). Note that the second parameter of indomain let us extend this rule for more 

than three values. These values are represented by nested functional term, that recursively groups as many 

values as necessary for the labeling of the variable.  

 

Now let us illustrate the first transformation in the pipeline using as an example r3 as source rule. We 

choose r3 because it is a simple enough rule to transform but that also represents a variety of interesting 

structures to follow the most fundamental aspects of the transformation pipeline. Figure 5.4 show the 

partial UML object diagram for the Simpagation rule r3 (it does not show the equalities in the body). 

Normally object diagrams are used in UML2 to show instances at the M1 level of classes also at the M1 

level.  What I show here are instances at the M1 level of metaclasses at the M2 level.  The idea is to reuse 

the concrete syntax of object diagrams in a didactic but ad-hoc way to graphically illustrate the input and 

output of the ATL transformations that you are describing. These diagrams represent graphically the EMF 

Java objects and their reference to each other that are the input and output of such transformations. 

 

 

Figure  5-4. Partial Object Diagram for Simpagation rule r3. 
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According to table 5.3, the CHR2CHRCore transformation will generate one equality for the repeated 

parameter X in constraints label and indomain (transforming both parameters in UniversalTerm instances) 

and another equality between the FunctionalTerm occurring as the second parameter of indomain and its 

corresponding UniversalTerm instance. Figure 5.4 shows the Object Diagram for the generated CHRCore 

Simpagation guard. 

 

 

Figure  5-5. Object Diagram for the generated CHRCore Simpagation guard. 

 

Finally the transformation will replace the variables occurring both in constraints in the head and the body 

of the rule for UniversalTerm instances. However it will preserve the rest of the structure: disjunctive 

body and variables occurring in functional terms are simply repeated in the target CHRCore Simpagation 

body. Figure 5.5 shows one of the source Equality instances and the generated target CHRCore Equality 

object. 

 

 

Figure  5-6. CHR Equality instance for r3 and generated CHRCore Equality instance. 

 

The textual representation of both source and target rules are given below: 

 

CHR: 

 

r3 label @ label(X), indomain(X,l(A,l(B,l(C,[])))) <=> true | X=A; X=B; X=C. 
 
CHRCore: 

 
r3 label @ label, indomain<=> label.at(1)=indomain.at(1), indomain.at(2) = l(A,l(B,l(C,[])))) |  

  Disjunction(indomain.at(1)=A, indomain.at(1)=B, indomain.at(1)=C). 
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5.4 The Core CHR to UML/OCL Transformation 

5.4.1 Goals 
 

After generating the core representation from a CHR
v
 base, the next step in the pipeline is to generate the 

OO procedural representation in UML2/OCL2 of a rule base. The basic ideas for this transformation were 

first proposed in the work of [Holzbaur and Frühwirth, 2000] for the first CHR to Prolog compiler. We 

adapted their approach for the OO procedural target model used in CHROME. 

5.4.2 UML/OCL subset target metamodel 
 

The compiler uses a subset of UML and OCL metamodel reused from ATL Eclipse Project 

[UMLOCLJAVA MM, 2009] to generate the first Object-Oriented imperative representation. The 

UML/OCL intermediary step makes the first three stages of the compiler pipeline reusable as is to build 

compilers for other OO imperative platforms in the future (such as Python, C++ or C#).  In what follows, 

we detail the target metamodel in Figures 5.6 and 5.7. The first shows the link between UML Packages, 

Classes and the OCL Metamodel. A Class has an association to Operation, each Operation instance is 

associated to zero or more Constraint instances via postcondition association. Finally each postcondition has 

a specification association that is an instance of ExpressionInOcl, which has a bodyExpression association to 

OclExpression. 

 

OclExpression

ConstraintClass

NamedElement

Type

NamedElement

TypedElement

Variable

NamedElement

UMLPackage

MultiplicityElement

Parameter

Operation ExpressionInOcl

type

ownedOperation

*

postcondition

*

specification

*ownedParameter

1..*

container

bodyExpression

resultVariable

 

Figure  5-7. UML metaclass Class and OclExpression metaclass link. 

 

Figure 5.7 shows the OclExpression hierarchy. The metaclasses used by the compiler cover the OCL Let 

expression (LetExp), loop expression with its iterator and iterate sub-expressions (IteratorExp and 

IterateExp), if-then-else expression (IfExp), LiteralExp for constants and VariableExp for variables and their 

initializations.  
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TypedElement

OclExpression

LoopExp VariableExp

Iterator

LetExp

IteratorExp

LiteralExp

IterateExp

CallExp

TypedElement

Variable

IfExp

referredVariable
0..1

result variable

in

source
0..1

iterator

*

body

 

Figure  5-8. OclExpression Hierachy (part 1). 

 

Table 5.3 shows the typical OCL expressions instances in textual format and corresponding metaclasses 

int the metamodel. 

 

OCL expression textual Format OCL Metaclasses 

Let e1 : Equality = new Equality()  
in 
(…) 

LetExp, LetExp.in, Variable, Variable.initExpression 

bPartners->iterate(bi : Constraint; acc : Boolean = 
false | 

IterateExp � whole expression 
IterateExp.source � VariableExp 
VariableExp � bPartners 

if e1.execute() then (…) else (…) endif IfExp 

Table 5.3. OCL expression in text correspondence to OCL Metaclasses. 

 

Figure 5.8 shows part 2 of OclExpression hierarchy (a simplified OCL metamodel was used from the one 

availabe in ATL website [ATL, 2006] because it was provided in an ECore compatible format. It thus 

allowed me to avoid using tree and text-based editor of ECore to enter in the compiler pipeline the entire 

OCL metamodel from scratch. The simplification made the compiler rules more concise and thus easier to 

maintain.). It covers operation invocation and navigation expressions. Table 5.4 shows OCL expression in 

textual format that exemplifies this part of the metamodel. 
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TypedElement

OclExpression

NavigationCallExp

CallExp

FeatureCallExp

PropertyCallExp

OperationCallExp

TypedElement

Propertyqualifier *

source

0..1

referredProperty
0..1argument * navigationSource

0..1

 

Figure  5-9. OclExpression Hierarchy (part 2). 

 

OCL expression textual Format OCL Metaclasses 

_Disjunction.add(cjBody2) NavigationCallExp.source = _Disjunction 
NavigationCallExp.qualifier = add(cjBodyw) 
source is an instance of LiteralExp and 
qualifier an instance of OperationCallExp 

Table 5.4. OCL expression in text correspondence to OCL Metaclasses. 

 

Figure 5.9 concludes the OCL subset metamodel for the compiler. It covers the IfExp in more detail. Both 

then and else are associated to OclExpression, as well as the logical condition. 

 

IfExp

TypedElement

OclExpression

condition

elseExpression

thenExpression

 

Figure  5-10. IfExp in OCL Metamodel. 

 

In the next sub-chapter we describe how each CHRCore rule is compiled into a set of instances of the 

UML/OCL metamodel presented here. 

5.4.2 CHRCore to UML/OCL detailed transformation description 
 

As discussed in sub-chapter 5.3 CHRCore syntax allows building a simpler transformation from CHR
v
 to 

UML/OCL because the extra complexity of repeated variables and constants were already shifted to the 

guard. This splits the pattern matching tasks into two sub-tasks: the pattern matching procedure in the 

heads is concerned only with the constraint symbols and their arity, whereas the matching of their 
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arguments is handled as equalities in the guard translation. A fundamental step of the CHRCore to OCL 

transformation deals with the head patterns that may appear in a simpagation rule. This step covers not 

only matching constraints, but also finding constraint partners and controlling the internal loops to use all 

possible partner combinations to fire a rule (with a non-empty keep head) as many times as possible. In 

this sub-chapter we describe in detail each of the simpagation patterns and their corresponding translation. 

 

To identify the simpagation patterns three structural aspects of a rule should be considered:  

a) The position of each head constraint either in the remove or the keep collections of the rule.  

b) The number of constraints in each collection.  

c) The position of the compiled constraint either in the remove or in the keep collection.  

 

The idea of the transformation is to handle each query as a sub-class of the abstract class Constraint that 

overrides in a specific way its generic execute() operation. To process a constraint in the query, the engine 

then simply invokes this operation in the way described in the previous chapter. The question here is how 

to generate a specific execute() operation reflecting the particular case of each specialization of the 

abstract class Constraint? 

5.4.2.1 An introductory example and the generation of the execute() operation 
 

Consider again the simple illustrative example rule base of chapter 4: 

 

r1@ a \ b <==> c ; e   
r2@ a,c <==> false   
r3@ a,e ==> true 
 

If the query q = [a] all rules in this base should be tried because a occurs in the head of all of them. 

However, if q = [b], then only rule r1 needs to be considered, if q = [e] then only r3 needs to be considered, 

and so on. Generalizing this observation leads us to the following compilation principle: map each rule in 

the head of which a Constraint class instance occurs onto a separate operation owned by that class. To 

clarify this, suppose that AConstraint is a constraint sub-class representing the constraint a generated by the 

transformation. According to this principle AConstraint should embed three operations corresponding to 

the three rules in which a occurs: executeR1(), executeR2() and executeR3(). In this declarative to 

procedural step, the compiler thus inverts the structural embedding relationship between rules and 

constraints: whereas in the input rule base, constraints appear inside of rules, in the output OO component 

assembly, declarative rules are deconstructed and piece mealy scattered as procedural operations inside 

constraints. This reflects the fact that the refined operational semantics of CHR dictates processing to be 

first driven by the ordering of active constraints in the store, before being driven, for the current active 

constraint, by the ordering of the rules in the program.  

 

These operations are then invoked by the execute() main operation associated to AConstraint.  
 

A note on our OCL2 notation: in generated postconditions it is necessary to test the return values of 

operations with side effects. In OCL2 this is done using the message operator ^^, however, the 

specification and examples of this operator are not well defined. I then adopted the concise, albeit non-

standard, convention to use the . (dot) operator instead of the message operator to both specify that the 

operation was called (and hence its side-effects executed if any) and to obtain the return value of 

operations whether or not it is a query operation. 

 

We can now express the execute() operation as an OCL post-condition as follows: 

 

1 Context AConstraint::execute(qp:QueryProcessor) 
2 post: self.executeR1() and 
3           if  executeR2()=true–a is removed, so executeR3 is not executed 
4           then  true  
5           else  executeR3() and  
6                    if self.suspended  
7                    then true  
8                    else  qp.cs^add(self) and self.suspended = true  
9                    endif  
10         endif 
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Figure 5.11 illustrates the AConstraint operations: 

 

 

Figure  5-11. Automatically generated AConstraint and its operations. 

 

As seen above, the translation also considers the type of occurrence of the a constraint in the heads: if this 

constraint occurs in the rule keep collection, as in r1, the operation can proceed to the next rule because a 

will still be there after r1 fires; however if like in the case of r2 the constraint occurs in the remove 

collection the execute() operation should come to a halt because the constraint a will be consumed when 

r2 fires; that is why we used and if operation to check if we still can proceed to r3 (i.e. if rule r2 did not 

fire). Finally if the if-chain reaches the last rule (a propagation rule) this means that the currently 

processed constraint must be added to the constraint store since it was not consumed by any of the 

simplification rules so far. Such a constraint that could not be directly simplified from the QueryProcessor 

queue, must be transferred to the constraint store waiting for future matching opportunities that can be 

triggered by future addition of partner constraints or variable binding equations, in the untriggerred rules' 

heads, that were missing in the QueryProcessor queue. Such transfer is called "suspending" the active 

constraint. When one of its argument variables is bound to a value through the addition of a new equation 

to the store, the constraint is then "awaken" and becomes active again to be matched anew against the rule 

base heads.  Remember from chapter 4 that if a constraint say p(X) did not fire any rule, it sits on the 

Constraint store till X gets instantiated, when the constraint must be tried again. 

 

The first task of the CHR core to UML/OCL transformation is thus to: 

1. Gather all unique constraints from r1 to rn.  

2. For each unique constraint C, generate a sub-class C.name+Constraint with an execute() 

operation. 

3. For each constraint C add a new executeRn() operation in the class corresponding to C, if C 

occurs in rn . 

4. For each constraint C generate the execute() post-condition adding either: 

a.  “self.executeRn”, if C occurs in the keep part of rn. 

b. “if self.executeRn (…) if C occurs in the remove part of rn. The else part of the if 
expression either links this expression with the next if expression or with the true value, 

if there are no more rules, the then expression is simply the true expression. 

5. If the compiled constraint was not consumed, e.g., no simplification rule fired, add the currently 

processed constraint to the constraint store, if it is not there yet (e.g. if it was not suspended). 

 

In the next subchapter we will elaborate this idea and show in details the compiling patterns for the 

transformation. 
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5.4.2.2 CHRCore compiling patterns and the generation of executeRn() 
 

As seen in the CHR
v
 metamodel, a simpagation rule is composed of two collections of rule-defined 

constraints (RDCs). According to CHR operational semantics, the corresponding matched constraints of 

the remove collection is deleted from the constraint store when the rule fires, whereas the corresponding 

constraints of the keep collection remains in the store. However, it must then be recorded together with 

the rule that just matched it on a fired rule table. This table is looked up when the constraint is awaken to 

avoid repeatedly matching it with the same rule, which would generate a trivial loop 

 

Also the number of partner constraints to be searched in the constraint store impacts the generated OCL 

expression. Zero or one partner constraint are the simplest cases, with multiple one partner constraints 

requiring a more complex OCL expression.  

 

For the compilation of a given constraint a, the combination of the three rule structural aspects just 

discussed result in the following simpagation rule compiling patterns: 

 

r1@ a \ empty <==> guard | body  r1 is single headed and r.remove->isEmpty() 

 

r2@ empty \ a <==> guard | body  r2 is single headed and r.remove->notEmpty() 

 

r3@ a,b  \  empty  <==> guard | body r3.remove->isEmpty() 

 

r4@ b \ a <==> guard | body               r4.remove->notEmpty(), r4.remove->notEmpty(), a in 

remove 

 

r5@ a \ b <==> guard | body               r5.remove->notEmpty(), r5.remove->notEmpty(), a in keep 

 

r6@ c,d \ a,b <==> guard | body  r6.remove->notEmpty() and r6.remove->includes(a) 

 

r7@ a,b \ c,d  <==> guard | body  r7.remove->notEmpty() and r7.keep->includes(a) 

Table 5.5. Possible patterns for the compilation of a given constraint a. 

 

The first two rules r1 and r2 correspond to the simpler transformations. r1 generates the following Ocl 

expression for constraint a: 

 

-- r1@ a \ empty <==> guard | body  
1 Context AConstraint::executeR1(QueryProcessor qp, Jusification js) : Boolean 
2 post: result = if checkR1guard(qp,js)  
3                         then true and self^addBodyR1(qp,js)  
4            else  false  
5                         endif 
 

This code executes the checkR1guard(…) operation (also from AConstraint) that tests whether the guard of r1 

is entailed by the conjunction of the built-in constraints in the store. If it returns true it proceeds to invoke 

addBodyR1(…) . This operation adds Rdcs and built-ins to the constraint store and it handle disjunctions if 

any. It also add the rule id (i.e. 1) and the constraint a (i.e. self) to the propagation rule table. So the 

generated addBodyR1(…) must at least contain the following expression: 

 

1 Context AConstraint::addBodyR1(QueryProcessor qp, Jusification js)  
2 post: (…) qp.ph.add(1,self) 
 

If the guard is not entailed, the method should return false in order to indicate that this particular rule 

could not fire and therefore there is a possibility of suspending the current compiled constraint if there are 

no more rules to apply (see execute() method). Suspending a constraint indicates that it will move from the 

QueryProcessor queue and will sit now on the constraint store waiting for the event of one of their 
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arguments to be changed, and in this case to be tried again. Suspension exists to avoid adding the same 

constraint in the constraint store again when an awake-event occurs (see previous sub-chapter).  

 

 

 

 

 

r2 generates the following Ocl expression for constraint a: 

 

-- r2@ empty \ a <==> guard | body 
1 Context AConstraint::executeR2(QueryProcessor qp, Jusification js) : Boolean 
2 post: result = if checkR2guard(qp,js)  
3                         then true and self^addBodyR2(qp,js)  
4                         else false  
5                         endif 
 

This code executes the checkR2guard(…) operation (also from AConstraint) and in case it returns true it 

proceeds to  call addBodyR2(…). This operation then adds the removed constraint (i.e. self) and its 

justification to the fired ruled table. It should contain at least the following: 

 
1 Context AConstraint::addBodyR2(QueryProcessor qp, Jusification js)  
2 post: (…) qp.frt.add(2,js,self,false) 
 

The third rule, r3, requires an extra step, namely finding a partner constraint b, which is to be kept in the 

constraint store together with the compiled constraint a. The corresponding OCL translation is: 

 

-- r3@ a,b  \  empty  <==> guard | body 

1 context AConstraint::executeR3(qp : QueryProcessor, js : Jusification) : Boolean 
2 post:  b.oclIsNew() and b.oclIsKindOf(BConstraint) and 
3            let bPartners : Sequence(Constraint) = self.cs.getPartners(b)  
4            in result = bPartners->iterate(bi : Constraint; acc : Boolean = false |  
5                   jsnew. oclIsNew() and jsnew.oclIsKindOf (Justification) and 
6                   jsnew^mergeJustification(js) and 
7                   let guardResult:Boolean = checkR3guard(qp, jsnew,bi)  
8                   in if guardResult  
9            then self^addBodyR3(qp,js) and acc=true  
10                                  else false 
11                             endif) 
 

r3 is right next in the complexity scale after  r1 and r2 because it includes a partner constraint search task. 

However a is a keep constraint and there are no partners in the remove collection for this rule. This means 

that there will be no need to remove anything from the constraint store and therefore also no need to 

interrupt the rule firing loop (line 4) as if it would be the case if a was to be removed. The detailed 

explanation of the compiled result is as following: 

 

Lines 2-3 of executeR3() define respectively: the type of partner constraint required. Line 3 calls  

getPartners storing the return value in bPartners, a sequence of all partners found in the constraint store 

matching the criteria. The first argument of getPartners is an object of the type of the searched constraint 

and the second is the arity of this Constraint. Line 4 loops over all partners found, lines 5-6 clones the 

current justification to be used in checkR3guard(…) to add the justification to new equalities eventually 

generated in the entailment component, line 7 evaluates the guard for the current partner constraint 

fetched, line 9 executes addR3body if guardResult is true. 

 

r4 translation must take into consideration that the compiled constraint a occurs in the remove collection. 

This means that as soon as the rule fires, the execution is terminated, since the constraint must be 

removed from the constraint store and therefore there will be no more possibilities to fire the current rule. 
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--r4@ b \ a <==> guard | body 
1 Context AConstraint::executeR4(QueryProcessor qp, Jusification js) : Boolean 
2 post: b.oclIsNew() and b.oclIsKindOf(BConstraint) and 
4           let bPartners : Sequence(Constraint) = self.cs.getPartners(b), 
5                bis  : Sequence(Constraint) = bPartners->select(bi : Constraint |  
6      jsnew. oclIsNew()  and jsnew.oclIsKindOf(Justification) and  
7      jsnew^mergeJustification(js) and 
8      checkR4guard(qp, jsnew,bi))  
9           in result = if bis->notEmpty()  
10                 then let rc : Constraint = bis->first()  
11              in self^addBodyR4(qp,js,rc) 
12                           else false 
13                      endif 
 

The idea for this simpagation translation is to use OCL select expression (line 5) to collect the partner 

constraints available to fire the rule, i.e. the ones that checkR4guard(…) evaluates as true (line 8). Since the 

rule can fire only once, after the select expression, the operation checks if there is at least one available 

partner (line 9) and proceeds to add the body using the first available matched constraint (line 10-11).  

 

r5 [r5@ a \ b <==> guard | body] translation regarding compiled constraint a will be equivalent to r3, [r3@ a,b  
\  empty  <==> guard | body] because in both rules, b is the partner constraint to be searched (it does not 

matter wheter keep or remove) and in both rules a occurs in the keep collection. 

 

r6 translation must take into consideration that the compiled constraint a occurs in the remove collection. 

This means that as soon as the rule fires, the execution is terminated, since the constraint must be 

removed from the constraint store and therefore there will be no more possibilities to fire the current rule. 

Also there are three partner constraints to be searched: c,d and b. However b occurs in the remove 

collection and is consumed each time the rule fires. The translation is very similar to the rule r4, it also 

uses the select operation to select instances of c, d and b that can be used to fire the rule and then proceeds 

to fire it. The OCL expression for executeR6(…) is given below: 

 

--r6@ c,d \ a,b  <==> guard | body 
1 Context AConstraint:executeR6(QueryProcessor qp, Jusification js) : Boolean 
2 post: b.oclIsNew() and b.oclIsKindOf(BConstraint) and c.oclIsNew() and  
3           b.oclIsKindOf(CConstraint) and d.oclIsNew() and d.oclIsKindOf(DConstraint)) and 
4           (let bPartners : Sequence(Constraint) = qp.cs.getPartners(b), 
5     cPartners : Sequence(Constraint) = qp.cs.getPartners(c), 
6                 dPartners : Sequence(Constraint) = qp.cs.getPartners(d)           
7            in bPartners->select(bi : Constraint | 
8      cPartners->select(ci : Constraint | 
9        dPartners->select(di : Constraint | 
10                     jsnew.oclIsNew() and jsnew.oclIsKindOf(Justification) and  
11                     jsnew^mergeJustification(js) and jsnew^mergeJustification(bi.js) and 
12          jsnew^mergeJustification(ci.js) and jsnew^mergeJustification(di.js) and 
13          checkR6Guard(qp,js,self,bi,ci,di))  
14                 ->notEmpty() and 
15                 if dpartners->notEmpty()   
16      then (let rc : Sequence(Constraint) = Sequence{self}  
17                in self^addBodyR6(qp,jsnew,rc->including(bi))  
18                else true                           
19  endif)) 
20                                   ->notEmpty()) 
21                                 ->notEmpty()) 
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As already seen in the translation of r4, the main idea for this translation is to use the OCL select 

expression to execute the rule exactly once. The procedure starts by defining variables b,c,d each 

representing an instance of the desired partner constraint type (lines 2-3). Then it proceeds to invoke 

getPartners for each required partner constraint (lines 4-6). Since there are more than one partner 

constraints, the procedure is composed by nested select iterations for all partner constraint collections 

(lines 7-9). Then in the most internal select a new justification is created and merged to the justifications 

of the current partner constraints (lines 10-12). If the result of the selection in the dPartners is not an 

empty collection (15) then it gathers the two partners to be removed in variable rc and invoke addBodyR6. 

 
r7 translation must take into consideration that the compiled constraint a occurs in the keep collection. 

This means that the rule fires as many times as the number of matched combination constraints are found. 

However from the three partner constraints to be searched (c,d and b), c and d are in the remove collection  

and are consumed each time the rule fires. Constraints occurring in remove collection always limit the 

number of times a rule must be fired to the number of their occurrences. In the case of more than one 

remove constraint, the procedure should choose the smallest set of all remove constraint to control the 

most external loop, since the size of the smallest collection is exactly the limit of how many times a 

rule should fire. For example, if there are 10 instances of b in the constraint store, 2 of c and 1 of d, this 

rule will fire only once (because of the inferior limit imposed by b). The OCL expression for 

executeR7(…) is given below: 

 
--r7@ a,b \ c,d  <==> guard | body 
1 Context AConstraint:executeR7(QueryProcessor qp, Jusification js) : Boolean 
2 post: b.oclIsNew() and b.oclIsKindOf(BConstraint) and 
3           c.oclIsNew() and b.oclIsKindOf(CConstraint) and 
4           d.oclIsNew() and d.oclIsKindOf(DConstraint) and 
5           let bPartners : Sequence(Constraint) = qp.cs.getPartners(b), 
6                cPartners : Sequence(Constraint) = qp.cs.getPartners(c), 
7                dPartners : Sequence(Constraint) = qp.cs.getPartners(d), 
8                smlPartSeq : Sequence(Constraint) = smallestCollection(cPartners,dPartners), 
9                bigPartSeq : Sequence(Constraint) = biggestCollection(cPartners,dPartners)  
10         in result = smlPartSeq->iterate(sci : Constraint; acc1 : Boolean = false | 
11           bigPartSeq->iterate(bpi : Constraint; acc2 : Boolean = false | 
12             bPartners->iterate(bi : Constraint; acc3 : Boolean = false | 
13               jsnew.oclIsNew() and jsnew.oclIsKindOf(Justification) and 
14               jsnew^mergeJustification(js) and jsnew^mergeJustification(sci.js) and 
15               jsnew^mergeJustification(bpi.js) and jsnew^mergeJustification(bi.js)  and 
16               let guardResult : Boolean = self.checkR7Guard(qp,jsnew,sci,bpi,bi)  
17               in if guardResult   
18                   then let rc : Sequence(Constraint) = 
19                                 Sequence{sci}  
20                             in acc3 = true and self^addBodyR7(qp,jsnew,rc->including(bpi)) 
21                   else   acc3 
22                   endif ))) 
 
The executeR7 operation starts by defining variables b,c,d each representing an instance of the desired 

partner constraint type (lines 2-4). Then it proceeds to invoke getPartners for each required partner 

constraint (lines 5-7). Since cPartners and dPartners are the collections corresponding to c and d 

(constraints that occur in the remove part of the simpagation), the operation determines which one is the 

smallest collection among the two. Lines 8-9 evokes then the smallestCollection and biggestCollection 

operations in order to accomplish this task. The smallest collection is then used as the source of the more 

external iteration (10). Next comes the other two partner constraints collections nested loops. The idea is 

that every possible combination of partners is tested for checkR7guard. Every time checkR7guard succeeds 

it evokes addR7body. In the next sub-chapter we describe how the checkRnguard and addRnbody operations 

are generated. 

5.4.2.3 checkRnGuard and addBodyRn Operations Automated Generation 
 

Guards are composed exclusively of built-in constraints. The first version of the CHROME compiler 

implement only built-in constraint syntactical Equality. This is shown in the CHRCore metamodel as 

specialization of metaclass BIC. In the CHR
v
 engine, each built-in has a Boolean execute() operation that 
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implements its execution. The compilation of a guard must create one instance for each built-in and then 

execute each built-in accordingly. Only if every execution succeeds, will the guard execution also 

succeed. Table 5.6 shows the mapping between these built-ins and the compilation result in OCL: 

 

 

 

Built-in Example OCL compiled expression 

Equality Equality(X,Y) Let e1 : Equality = new Equality()  

in e1.add(X) and e1.add(Y) 

Table 5.6. Translations of CHR built-ins to OCL. 

 

After creating the objects that represent the guard built-ins, the compiler creates the objects that represent 

the parameters of each built-in and also add them to the built-in objects. Each universal variable occurring 

in the simpagation heads and in the guard is transformed into a UniversalTerm in the guard. Each 

function symbol and constant symbol generates also an Equality in the guard between the function or 

constant and the corresponding UniversalTerm. This is illustrated in the table below: 

 

CHR CHRCore 

P(X,f(Y),2) ==> Z=X | Q(Z) P ==> Z=p.at(1), p.at(2)=f(Y), p.at(3)=2  | Q(Z) 

 

As this example shows, CHRCore guards also allow the presence of variables. We call these variables 

existential variables because in the operational semantics of CHR guard variables are existentially 

quantified in logical formula that defines the simpagation rule triggering pre-condition (even though in 

the declarative semantics of the rule, the guard variables are universally quantified). Such variables may 

be bound in the guard and may be also used in the body, as our example shows. So it is the compiler task 

to identify such existential variables and produce the OCL expressions to generate the corresponding 

objects. Furthermore, functional terms are also shifted to the guard always as equalities between universal 

terms and functional terms as the example shows. It is also a task of the compiler to produce the OCL 

statements that represent such functional terms as objects. The table below summarizes the compilation 

results for each parameter type: 

 

Parameter type Example OCL compiled code 

UniversalTerm p.at(1) p.args.at(1) 

Existential Variable X X : Variable = new Variable() 

Constant 2 C : Variable = new 

Constant(2) 

FunctionalTerm f(X) Let f : FunctionalTerm = new   

FunctionalTerm()  

In f.args.add(X) 

 

Since existential variables can be shared between the guard and the body, we chose to represent them as 

attributes of the UML Class generated for each unique constraint. This way, existential variables can be 

modified by both guard and body operations (see next sub-chapter), for they are not local to the 

checkguard operation. Below we show the UML Class and OCL statements generated by the compiler for 

the CHRCore Simpagation rule P ==> Z=p.at(1), p.at(2)=f(Y)  | Q(Z). 
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PConstraint

Attributes

+Z:Variable[1]

Operations

+checkGuardR1:Boolean
 

Context PConstraint::checkGuardR1() : Boolean 
post: let e1 : Equality = new Equality(), 
              e2 : Equality = new Equality(), 
              e3 : Equality = new Equality(), 
              Z : Variable = new Variable(), 
              Y : Variable = new Variable(). 
              f : FunctionalTerm = new FunctionalTerm(), 
              c : Constant = new Constant(2)  
          in 
            f.args.add(Y) and e1.add(Z) and e1.add(p.args.at(1))  
            and e2.add(p.args.at(2)) and e2.add(f) 
            and e3.add(p.args.at(3)) and e3.add© 
           if e1.execute() then 
            if e2.execute() then 
              result=true 
            else 
               result=false 
             endif 
           else 
             result=false 
           endif 

5.4.2.4 Compiling rule bodies 

 

CHRCore bodies are composed by both built-in and rule-defined constraints (see CHRCore metamodel). 

As in the case of guards, the compilation of the body involves creating all objects for its constraints and 

their parameters.. Parameters can also be either universal terms, existential variables, constants or 

functional terms. For each simpagation rule the compiler generates an addBody() operation within the 

corresponding UML class. The first part of the compilation is similar to the one used in checkGuard() 

operations: declare and create objects for all body constraints and their corresponding parameters.  

 

However, in the case of bodies, the compiler has an extra metaclass to handle: the disjunctive special 

constraint used to represent disjunctive bodies. According to CHRCore metamodel disjunctions are 

collections of conjunctive bodies, which in turn are collections of constraints. The compilation of a 

disjunctive body produces extra declaration and instantiation of objects that represent the disjunction 

itself and each of their conjunctive bodies. OCL expressions below illustrate how the compilation to OCL 

is done for a simple disjunctive CHRCore Simpagation: p \ q ==> Disjunction(X=1,X=2,X=3): 

 

1 let _Disjunction : Disjunction = new Disjunction() in 
2 X : Variable = new Variable() , 
3  e1 : Equality = new Equality(), 
4  e2 : Equality = new Equality(), 
5  e3 : Equality = new Equality() , 
6  c1 : Constant = new Constant(1), 
7  c2 : Constant = new Constant(2) , 
8  c3 : Constant = new Constant(3),  
9  _cjBody1 : Sequence(Constraint) = new Sequence(), 
10  _cjBody2 : Sequence(Constraint) = new Sequence(), 
11  _cjBody3 : Sequence(Constraint) = new Sequence() 
12 in e1.add(X) and e1.add(c1) and e2.add(X) and e2.add(c2) and e3.add(X) and e3.add(c3) and 
13 cjBody1.add(e1) and cjBody2.add(e2) and  cjBody3.add(e3) and 
14 _Disjunction.add(cjBody1) and _Disjunction.add(cjBody2) and _Disjunction.add(cjBody3) 
15 Disjunction.execute() and 
16 let rcs : Sequence(Constraint) = new Sequence(Constraint), 
17 kcs : Sequence(Constraint) = new Sequence(Constraint)  
18 in kcs.add(this) 
19 rcs.add(q) 
20 qp.frt.add(1,js,rcs,true) and 
21 qp.ph.add(1,kcs) 
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The OCL statements below create every object occurring in the body: first the Disjunction, then the 

Variable X and equalities, right after the constants and finally the conjunctive bodies (lines 1-11). After 

all object are declared, equalities are given their corresponding parameters via the add operation as well as 

conjunctive bodies, which in this example are composed of only one equality each (lines 12-13).  After 

the creation of all necessary objects, the Disjunction collection instance is filled with the three 

corresponding conjunctive bodies (line 14). The special constraint Disjunction has also an execute 

operation. This operation is responsible to handle the tasks of picking the first conjunction to add in the 

CHR
v
 queue and updating the backtracking stack with the new choices from the current disjunction (see 

the CHREngine specification chapter for more details). The execution of disjunction is shown in line 15. 

 

Besides declaring and creating instances of all constraints and terms in the body, the addBody() operation 

must also update the FiredRules table and if there are any keep constraints in the rule, also the 

PropagationHistory table (please refer to the CHREngine specification). Lines 16-18 show the OCL 

statements for these sub-tasks. The parameter qp stands for QueryProcessor and is the main class that 

controls the engine more external loop. 

5.4.2.4.1 Main rules for the transformation from CHRCore to UML/OCL 
 

The CHRCore2UML transformation is composed of two artifacts: a set of ATL rules (circa 1784 lines 

long) and a library containing the ATL helpers used by these rules (circa 687 lines long). Below is the 

first rule of the transformation. An instance of CHRBase is transformed into a UMLPackage. On the local 

variables clauses, first all unique constraints of the rule are computed (lines 7-11) and then all the unique 

constraints with same name and arity are grouped (lines 15-24). Later on only one constraint per group 

will generate a corresponding UML class. 

 

In the body of the rule, the container association of the UMLPackage is filled with default classes that 

encapsulate OCL Boolean operations and other predefined types such as Constraint, Function and Collection, 

since the UML model generated must already manipulate these types, they must be created in the 

transformation (line 28). Finally the called rule newClass(…) is evoked for each unique constraint in order 

to perform the creation of each corresponding UML Class as well the execute(), executeRn(), 

checkRnguard() and addBodyRn() associated operations (line 29). 

 

01 rule CHRBase2UMLPackage 
02 { 
03  from p: CHRCore!CHRBase 
04  using{ 
05    uniqueConstraints: Sequence(CHRCore!Constraint) = p.rules->iterate(a;  
06      acc:Sequence(CHRCore!Constraint) = Sequence {} | 
07      acc->union(a.keep->union(a.remove)->iterate(b; bcc:Sequence(CHRCore!Constraint) = Sequence {}| 
08        if thisModule.exists(b, bcc->union(acc)) then bcc 
09        else bcc->including(b) 
10        endif 
11      )) 
12    ); 
13    (...) 
14    unConstOrdered :Sequence(Sequence(CHRCore!Constraint)) = uniqueConstraints->iterate(a;       
15      acc:Sequence(Sequence(CHRCore!Constraint)) = Sequence {} | 
16      if acc->iterate(b; bcc: Boolean = false |  
16        if bcc  
16        then bcc  
16        else thisModule.equals(b,uniqueConstraints-> select(a1 | a1.arg->size() = a.arg->size() and  
16               a1.constrSymbol =a.constrSymbol))  
16        endif)  
16      then acc 
19      else acc->including(uniqueConstraints->select(a1 | a1.arg->size() = a.arg->size() and  
21              a1.constrSymbol = a.constrSymbol)) 
22      endif 
23     ); 
24  } 
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25  to h : OCL!UMLPackage ( 
27    name <- 'CompiledBase', 
28    container <-boolOperations.asSequence()->union(predefinedTypes->union(unConstOrdered->iterate(a;  
29      acc:Sequence(OCL!Class) = Sequence {} |acc->including( 
30      thisModule.newClass(a,p.rules,andOperation,bindOperation,predefinedTypes,predefinedOperations))))))  
31 } 
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The called rule newClass(…) creates a class for each unique constraint in the rule base and also evokes the 

called rules responsible to create the execute(), checkRnguard() and addbodyRn() operations. Below is the 

newClass() called rule. 

 

01  rule newClass( c : Sequence(CHRCore!Constraint), s : Sequence(CHRCore!Simpagation),  
02  andOperation:OCL!Operation, bindOperation: OCL!Operation,predefinedTypes :  
03  Sequence(OCL!Class),predefinedOperations: Sequence(OCL!Operation)) 
04 { 
05  using{ 
06    rulesWithConstraint:Sequence(CHRCore!Simpagation) = s->iterate(a; acc:Sequence(CHRCore!Simpagation)=  
07      Sequence {} | if a.keep->union(a.remove)->exists(c1| thisModule.exists(c1,c)) then acc->including(a) 
08                            else acc 
09                 endif 
10      ); 
11    Vtype : OCL!Class = predefinedTypes->select(t | t.name='Variable')->first(); 
12    classAttribs : Sequence(OCL!Property) = rulesWithConstraint->collect(r |  
13    thisModule.computeExistentialVarNames(r)->flatten())->flatten()->asSet() 
14      ->collect(Vname |thisModule.createPropertyWithType(Vname))->flatten(); 
15    cc : Sequence(CHRCore!Constraint) = c; 
16    executeCheckGAddBOperations : Sequence(OCL!Operation)= rulesWithConstraint->iterate(a;  
17      acc:Sequence(OCL!Operation)= Sequence {} | 
18      let addBody: OCL!Operation = thisModule.newAddBodyRx(c->at(1),a,predefinedTypes 
19       ,predefinedOperations)  
20       in let checkGuard: OCL!Operation =  
21       thisModule.newCheckGuardRx(c->at(1),a,predefinedTypes,predefinedOperations,classAttribs)  
22          in ((acc->including(thisModule.newExecuteRx(c->at(1 ) , a , predefinedOperations, checkGuard, addBody,  
23          predefinedTypes)))->including(addBody))->including(checkGuard)); 
24    execute:OCL!Operation = thisModule.newExecute(c->at(1),rulesWithConstraint,andOperation, bindOperation,  
25        executeCheckGAddBOperations);  
26  } 
27  to nb : OCL!Class ( 
28    name <- 'Constraint' + c->at(1).constrSymbol.name + c->at(1).arg->size()->toString(), 
29    ownedAttribute <-  classAttribs,  
30    ownedOperation <- executeCheckGAddBOperations->including(execute), 
31    isAbstract <- false 
32  ) 
33  do{ nb; 
34  } 
35 } 
 
First the local variable clause selects the rules in which the current compiled constraint occur (lines 5-9). 

Then the pre-defined type Variable is stored in local variable Vtype  (line 11) because it will be required 

for the creation of class attribute declarations. Next step is to compute the existential variables from each 

rule, i.e. the variables that appear exclusively in the guards (12). Each existential variable is transformed 

into a Class attribute in order to be shared between the executeRn, checkRnguard and addBodyRn methods 

(lines 11-14). Finally these operation are created using the corresponding called rules (lines 16-25). The 

body of the rule creates the name of the class (always as “Constraint” + the actual constraint symbol and 

its arity), the class attributes (corresponding to each existential variable) and the corresponding operations 

(created in the local variable clause). 
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5.4.3 Example Output: The Graph Coloring Problem in OCL 
 

Let us now consider the following extra rules to the graph colouring rule base involving the Constraint 

neq: 

 

notEqual @ neq(X,X) <=> false. 
(…) 
prune1stOf3 @ neq(X,Y) \ indomain(X,[Y,B,C]) <=> indomain(X,[B,C]). 
prune2ndOf3 @ neq(X,Y) \ indomain(X,[A,Y,C]) <=> indomain(X,[A,C]). 
prune3rdOf3 @ neq(X,Y) \ indomain(X,[A,B,Y]) <=> indomain(X,[A,B]). 
prune1stOf2 @ neq(X,Y) \ indomain(X,[Y,B]) <=> X=B. 
prune2ndOf2 @ neq(X,Y) \ indomain(X,[A,Y]) <=> X=A. 
 

The prune rules eliminate choices that can only lead to failure. For example the prune1stOf3 eliminates the 

colour A for X, if Y already is assigned A and if there is a neq(X,Y) constraint. The other extra pruning 

rules perform similar tasks. 

 

As explained in the beginning of this sub-chapter, each CHRCore constraint will correspond to a UML 

Class in the target UML/OCL model of the CHR2UML transformation. The generated class will have one 

executeRn() operation for each rule rn in which the constraint occurs. Furthermore the execute() operation 

will evoke all executeRn() operations. This corresponds to trying all the rules for a given constraint 

instance. The generated OCL post-condition for the execute() operation for Class Neq are as follows: 

 

0 context Neq::execute() 
1 post: if executenotEqual(qp,js) then false 
2  else  
3    executeprune1stOf3(qp,js) and 
4    if  qp.cs.getFailureJustif()->isEmpty() then 
5     executeprune2ndOf3(qp,js) and 
6       if qp.cs.getFailureJustif()->isEmpty()  then 
7         executeprune3rdOf3(qp,js) and 
8          if qp.cs.getFailureJustif()->isEmpty() then 
9           executeprune1stOf2(qp,js) and 
10           if (qp.cs.getFailureJustif()->isEmpty()) then 
11           executeprune2ndOf2(qp,js) then 
12            if this.suspended false 
13             else qp.cs.add(this) and this.suspended=true 
14            endif 
15         else false endif 
16        else false (…) 
 
For each of the six rules an if-then-else statement is created to check if at any rule execution the 

Constraint Store is still consistent. For the first rule notEqual this is straightforward since its body contains 

the built-in false. For the rest of the rules the Constraint Store operation getFailureJustif() has to be tested 

right after the rule is executed (lines 4, 6, 8 and 10). If the constraint store remains valid, the next rule is 

tried till either an inconsistency is generated or all the rules are executed. By executing a rule we mean 

both trying the rule and if its guard is successful, firing it. 

 

After the last rule is executed the operation checks if the Constraint was already suspended (i.e. it was 

already tried and it sits already in constraint store). If it is the first time the instance is tried then it is 

inserted in the constraint store and it is suspended (the suspended attribute is set to true). The js parameter 

is the justification of the current processed constraint and qp stands for QueryProcessor and is the main 

class that controls the engine more external loop (please refer to the CHREngine specification). 

 

For better illustrating the generation of guard and body OCL operations, let us now consider the 

CHRCore rule (from chapter 5.3.3): 

 

r3label @ label, indomain<=> label.at(1)=indomain.at(1), indomain.at(2) = l(A,l(B,l(C,[])))) |  
  indomain.at(1)=A; indomain.at(1)=B; indomain.at(1)=C. 
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According to the rules of the ATL transformation, from this target rule two UML classes will be 

generated: Constraintlabel1 and Contraintindomain2. Furthermore existential variables A,B and C will be 

transformed in attributes of this class. Figure 5.10 shows the class diagram for the UML classes generated 

from rule r3label. 
 

Constraintindomain2

Attributes

A:Variable[1]

B:Variable[1]

C:Variable[1]

Operations

execute

executer3label(in qp: QueryProcessor[1],in js: Justification[1], out result: Boolean[1])

checkr3labelGuard(in qp: QueryProcessor[1],in js: Justification[1], out result: Boolean[1])

addbodyr3label(in qp: QueryProcessor[1],in js: Justification[1], out result: Boolean[1])

Constraintlabel1

Attributes

A:Variable[1]

B:Variable[1]

C:Variable[1]

Operations

execute

executer3label(in qp: QueryProcessor[1],in js: Justification[1], out result: Boolean[1])

checkr3labelGuard(in qp: QueryProcessor[1],in js: Justification[1], out result: Boolean[1])

addbodyr3label(in qp: QueryProcessor[1],in js: Justification[1], out result: Boolean[1])

Constraint

Operations

+execute

 

Figure  5-12. Class diagram generated from r3label. 

 

Now let us examine only the operations in Constraintlabel1. The OCL expression corresponding to 

executelabel3(…) postcondition for this rule is:  

 

0 context Constraintlabel1::executer3label (QueryProcessor qp,Justification js) : Boolean 
1 post: bPartner.oclIsNew() and jsnew.oclIsKindOf(Indomain) and 
2           let bPartners : Sequence(Constraint) = qp.cs.getPartners(bPartner)  
3           in bis  : Sequence(Constraint) = bPartners->select(b0 |  
4                 jsnew.oclIsNew() and jsnew.oclIsKindOf(Justification) and 
5                 jsnew^mergeJustification(js) and 
6                 jsnew^mergeJustification(b0.js) and 
7                 and checklabel3Guard(qp,jsnew,b0)) 
8             result = if bis->notEmpty()  
9                           then let rc : Sequence(Constraint) = self.asSequence()->including(bis->first()) 
10                                  in self^addBodylabel3(qp,jsnew,rc)  
11                         else false 
12                         endif 
 

As explained earlier in this chapter, the corresponding execute operation for a rule performs the guard 

checking and if successful the addbody operation. In this particular case, the operation attempts to find at 

least one partner constraint (lines 1-2) that satisfy the guard (7). The select operation iterates over the 

possible partners and select the subset of partners, which satisfy the guard (lines 3-7). Then if at least one 

partner is found (8) addBodylabel3 is executed (10). 
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The OCL post-condition of  the checklabel3guard(…) operation for this rule is:  

 

0 Context Constraintlabel1::checkr3labelGuard (QueryProcessor qp,Justification js, Constraint indomain0) : Boolean 
1 result = let _fnf0 : Function = new Function("f"), 
2                    _fnf1 : Function = new Function("f") , 
3                    _fnf2 : Function = new Function("f")   
4               in _fnf0.args.add(A) and _fnf0.args.add(_fnf1) and 
5                   _fnf1.args.add(B) and _fnf1.args.add(_fnf2) and 
6                   _fnf2.args.add(C) and 
7                   let lv : Sequence(Variable) = new LinkedList<Variable>()  
8                   in A.unbind() and lv.add(A) and B.unbind() and 
9                       lv.add(B) and C.unbind() and lv.add(C) 
10                   let e1 : Equality = new Equality("=",indomain0.args.get(0),this.args.get(0),js) , 
11                        e2 : Equality = new Equality("=",indomain0.args.get(1),_fnf0,js) 
12                   in if (e1.execute(qp,js,lv))  
13                       then  if (e2.execute(qp,js,lv))  
14                                then true  
15                                else false  
16                                endif  
17                       else false  
18                       endif 
 

First Function instances are created for the guard term f(A,f(B,C))) (lines 1-6). Then A,B and C, which are 

free variables in the rule and hence are attributes in the Class, are unbound and added to the list of free 

variables for the built-in Equality (lines 8-10). The two guard Equality instances are created using the 

partner constraint arguments (10-11). Note that the partner constraint is a parameter of the operation. 

Finally both equalities are tested to be true via their execute() operation, which reuses the entailment 

procedure internally. If both equalities executions turn out to evaluate to true, then the operation returns 

true, false otherwise. The OCL post-condition of  the addR3body(…) operation for this rule is: 

 

0 context Constraintlabel1::addBodyr3label(QueryProcessor qp,Justification js,Constraint indomain0) { 
1 post: let lv : Sequence(Variable)= new Sequence(), 
2                rcs : Sequence(Constraint) = new Sequence(), 
3                bodyResult : Boolean = true, 
4               _Disjunction : Disjunction = new Disjunction("or",js), 
5               _eq_eq0 : Equality = new Equality("=",js), 
6                _eq_eq1 : Equality = new Equality("=",js), 
7                _eq_eq2 : Equality = new Equality("=",js), 
8                _cjBody1 : Sequence(Constraint) = new Sequence(), 
9                _cjBody2 : Sequence(Constraint) = new Sequence(), 
10              _cjBody3 : Sequence(Constraint) = new Sequence(), 
11               A_clone : Variable = A.clone(), 
12               B_clone : Variable = B.clone(), 
13               C_clone : Variable = C.clone() 
14         in rcs.add(indomain0) and 
15           rcs.add(this) and 
16                                  
17           _eq_eq0.add(indomain0.args.get(0)) and 
18           _eq_eq0.add(A_clone) and 
19                        
20           _eq_eq1.add(indomain0.args.get(0)) and 
21           _eq_eq1.add(B_clone) and _eq_eq2.add(indomain0.args.get(0)) 
22           _eq_eq2.add(C_clone) and 
23                 
24           qp.cs.removeAll(rcs) and 
25          _cjBody1.add(_eq_eq0) and _cjBody2.add(_eq_eq1) and _cjBody3.add(_eq_eq2) and 
26                    
27           _Disjunction.add(_cjBody1,7) and _Disjunction.add(_cjBody2,7) and 
28           _Disjunction.add(_cjBody3,7) and _Disjunction.execute(qp) and qp.frt.add(7,js,rcs,true) 
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First the needed sequences for the operation are created: lv is a sequence for local variables and rcs is a 

sequence for removed constraints (2-3). Then an instance of Disjunction is created because this is a 

disjunctive body. Each conjunction of the body is just a unique equality, the three equalities are then 

created (5-7) and then the three conjunctions for the Disjunction instance are created (8-10).  The attributes 

A,B and C are cloned into new variables A_clone, B_clone, C_clone (11-13) because they cannot be the 

ones bound since they might be again in the event of new rule firings. Because both constraints in the 

head are in the remove set, they are both added to the sequence of removed constraints rcs (14-15). 

Finally the equalities are filled with the corresponding body arguments (17-22). After all sequences and 

variables are created, the operation proceeds to remove the removed constraints (24), adding the 

constraints for each conjunction (25), adding each conjunction to the disjunction, executing the 

disjunction and adding the fired rule, justification and removed constraints to the fired rule table (27-28). 

5.5 The UML/OCL to Java Transformation 

5.5.1 Goals 
 

The goals of this last transformation are two: 

 

i) To create a set of instances of a Java metamodel operationally equivalent to the OCL instances 

generated in the previous transformation. 

ii) From this set of instances to create concrete text, e.g. Java code. 

5.5.2 The Target Java Subset Metamodel 
 

The chosen Java subset for our final target metamodel covers the essential language constructors 

necessary to perform the actions expressed by the generated OCL Statements and it is available in 

[UMLOCLJAVA MM, 2009]. These are: class constructors including inheritance, method declarations 

and parameters, variable declarations (including generic types), class instance creation, assignments, field 

navigation, method invocation, if statement, return statement and for and while statements. 

 

Figure 5.11 shows metaclass PackageDeclaration, a collection of instances of metaclass 

AbstractTypeDeclaration. The specialized metaclass TypeDeclaration represents a class declaration in Java. 

TypeDeclaration may have a superclass and also zero or more body declarations (because it is a 

specialization of AbstractTypeDeclaration). Also a TypeDeclaration may have parameters to support generic 

types. A typical text representation in Java for an instance of this metamodel excerpt is:  

 

package  benchmarking; 
public class Neq extends Constraint {…}  

 

where Neq is an instance of TypeDeclaration, association superclass constains NamedElementRef Constraint.   
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PackageDeclaration

ASTNode

BodyDeclaration

Attributes

modifiers:String[1]

TypeDeclaration

NamedElement

AbstractTypeDeclaration

NamedElement

ASTNode

TypeParameter

Expression

NamedElementRef

Attributes

extraArrayDimensions:Integer[1]

qualifier

0..1

superinterfaces
*

superclass

0..1

bounds
*typeParameters

*

bodydeclarations*

ownedElements *

 

Figure  5-13. TypeDeclaration hierarchy. 

 

 

NamedElement

Attributes

name:String[1]

proxy:Boolean[1]

ValuedNamedElement

Attributes

extraArrayDimensions:Integer[1]

FieldDeclaration

MultipleValuedNamedElement

ASTNode

BodyDeclaration

Attributes

modifiers:String[1]

Expression

NamedElementRef

Attributes

extraArrayDimensions:Integer[1]

qualifier

0..1

element
0..1

type

 

Figure  5-14. FieldDeclaration and BodyDeclaration metaclass. 

 

Figure 5.12 shows that bodydeclaration association from TypeDeclaration links this metaclass to a 

specialization of BodyDeclaration, namely metaclass MethodDeclaration. This metaclass in turn has a zero or 

one association body to a Block, which is composed by a collection of Statements, being itself also a 

Statement. This Block metaclass will encapsulate all Java statements used by the compiler. Finally 

SingleVariableDeclaration metaclass represents the possible parameters of a Java method, as shows the 

association parameters between this metaclass and MethodDeclaration. A typical text representation in Java 

for an instance of this metamodel excerpt is: 

 

 public Neq(String s, Justification j) { 
 

where Neq is an instance of MethodDeclaration and s and j instances of SingleVariableDeclarations. 
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Expression

NamedElementRef

Attributes

extraArrayDimensions:Integer[1]

NamedElement

BodyDeclaration

MethodDeclaration

Attributes

extraArrayDimensions:Integer[1]

constructor:boolean[1]

varargs:Boolean[1]

ASTNode

Statement

TypeParameter

AbstractTypeDeclaration

TypeDeclaration

Block

SingleVariableDeclaration

qualifier

0..1returnType
body

0..1

paramaters

*

typeParameters

*

statements *

typeParameters
*

superclass

0..1

bodydeclarations
*

 

Figure  5-15. MethodDeclaration. 

 

Figure 5.13 shows all specializations of metaclass Statement in this Java subset metamodel. As seen in this 

figure, the Java constructors used in the transformation are: If-then-else, Assignment (via 

ExpressionStatement, see figure 5.16), Return, While and For. 

ASTNode

Statement

Block

ExpressionStatement

IfStatement

ForStatement

WhileStatementReturnStatement

body

then

0..1else

statements
*

body

 

Figure  5-16. Metaclass Statement and specializations. 

 

Figure 5.15 details the metaclass SingleVariableDeclaration. It has association type for defining the type of 

the parameter or variable it represents. Furhtermore this metaclass also inherits association initializer in 

case the declaration should be initialized with an Expression. 
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NamedElementRef

Attributes

extraArrayDimensions:Integer[1]

SingleVariableDeclaration

Attributes

isVarsargs:boolean[1]

modifiers:String[1]

ASTNode

NamedElement

Attributes

name:String[1]

proxy:Boolean[1]

Expression

ValuedNamedElement

Attributes

extraArrayDimensions:Integer[1]

qualifier

0..1

type

element

0..1

initializer

0..1

 

Figure  5-17. SingleVariableDeclaration metaclass. 

 

A typical text representation in Java for an instance of this metamodel excerpt is: 

 

 public Neq(String s, Justification j) { 
 
where s and j are instances of SingleVariableDeclarations and String and Justification are types. 

 

The Expression metaclass has five specializations that represent the Java assignment (Assignment) and 

method invocations (MethodInvocation) as well as the this Java reserved word, variables and constants (via 

instances of NamedElementRef) and infix expressions (InfixExpression) for the loop constructor. The next 

figures will give examples of each of these metaclasses. 

 

InfixExpression

Attributes

operator:String[1]

FieldAccess

Assignment

Attributes

operator:String[1]

NamedElement

Attributes

name:String[1]

proxy:Boolean[1]

NamedElementRef

Attributes

extraArrayDimensions:Integer[1]

ThisExpression

ASTNode

Expression

MethodInvocation

qualifier

0..1

leftHandSide

qualifier

0..1

arguments

*rightHandSide

method

expression 0...1

expression

element

0..1

field

rightOperand

leftOperand

 

Figure  5-18. Expression hierarchy. 
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Figure 5.17 depicts the representation of declaration of variables using generic types and being initialized 

by their constructor. A typical text representation in Java for an instance of this metamodel excerpt is: 

 

LinkedList<Variable> lv = new LinkedList<Variable>() 
 

The left-hand side is an instance of VariableDeclarationStatement whose type is LinkedList represented by a 

NamedElementRef instance. The parameter type is represented by association qualifier in NamedElementRef. 
The right-hand side is an instance of ClassInstanceCreation. Note that this metaclass has also an association 

type that indicates the type of the instance to be created. Finally note that ClassInstanceCreation is an 

specialization of Expression and therefore is allowed to be an initializer of a VariableDeclarationStatement 
instance. 

 

ThisExpression

Statement

ValuedNamedElement

MultipleValuedNamedElement

VariableDeclarationStatement

Attributes

modifiers:String[1]

TypeLiteral

NamedElement

Attributes

name:String[1]

proxy:Boolean[1]

NamedElementRef

Attributes

extraArrayDimensions:Integer[1]

ASTNode

Expression

qualifier

0..1
type

qualifier
0..1

type

element

0..1

initializer

0..1

 

Figure  5-19. VariableDeclarationStatement and ClassInstanceCreation metaclass. 

 

Figure 5.18 shows how Java field navigation is represented in the metamodel. Note that since FieldAccess 

in an specialization of Expression and itself has an association to expression, it is possible to generate as 

many as fieldAccess instances as necessary. A typical Java text representation of an instance of FieldAccess 

is: 

qp.ent.(…) 
 

NamedElementRef

Attributes

extraArrayDimensions:Integer[1]

ASTNode

Expression

NamedElement

Attributes

name:String[1]

proxy:Boolean[1]

FieldAccess

field
element

0..1

qualifier

0..1

expression

 

Figure  5-20. FieldAccess metaclass. 
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Figure 5.19 shows metaclass MethodInvocation as a specialization of Expression. By combining it with 

metaclasss FieldAccess it is possible to model Java statements such as: 

 

qp.ent.entails(…,…) 
 

The same figure includes also metaclass VariableDeclarationStatement that has an association to Expression. 

Since NamedElementRef, FieldAccess, MethodInvocation and ThisExpression are all specializations of 

metaclass Expression (see figure 5.17), a variable declaration can be initialized with any of these 

metaclasses instances. Examples of such Java declarations are: 

 

Boolean cond1 = CB.ent.entails(lv, X, Y, js); 
 

Where ‘Boolean cond1’ corresponds to the pair <VariableDeclarationStatement,type> and the initializer 
association corresponds to two instances of FieldAccess (CB and ent) and one MethodInvocation (entails) 

together with 4 arguments (lv,X,Y,js), all represented as NamedElementRef instances. 

 

NamedElementRef

Attributes

extraArrayDimensions:Integer[1]

ASTNode

Expression

MethodInvocation

Statement

ValuedNamedElement

MultipleValuedNamedElement

VariableDeclarationStatement

Attributes

modifiers:String[1]

qualifier

0..1

method

*arguments

expression 0...1

type

initializer 0..1

 

Figure  5-21. MethodInvocation Metaclass. 

 

Figure 5.20 shows the ExpressionStatement and Assignment metaclasses. These two metaclasses represent 

the Java assignment command. Since NamedElementRef is also an Expression (see figure 5.18), Java 

variables to constant assignments can be represented using instances of this metaclass. For example the 

Java statement X = 1; is an instance of metaclass Assignment with X and 1 as instances of 

NamedElementRef. Figure 5.20 also includes the metaclass ThisExpression that represent the Java ‘this’ 
reserved word. Hence Java statements like this = A or this.removed = true are also possible (note that 

FieldAccess is also a specialization of Expression). 

 

ThisExpressionASTNode

Expression

Assignment

Attributes

operator:String[1]
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Attributes
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ASTNode

Statement

ExpressionStatement

rightHandSide

expression
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qualifier

qualifier
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Figure  5-22. ExpressionStatement and Assignment. 
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Figure 5.21 shows the metaclass IfStatement, together with then and else associations (Statement instances) 

and expression association (Expression instance). 

 

ASTNode

Expression

IfStatement

ASTNode

Statement

then

else

0..1

expression

 

Figure  5-23. IfStatment metaclass. 

 

These metaclasses allow the representation of Java if-then-else statements. Note that the else association 

may be empty, which is conformant to Java syntax. Note also that a Block is a specialization of Statement 
and hence a collection of Statement instances can be nested in both then and else collections. Finally the 

expression association represents the Boolean expression condition for the Java if instruction. Table 5.7 

shows the Expression sub-classes used for the compiler and their equivalent in Java textual notation. 

 

Metaclass Java code 

FieldAccess if (this.suspended) { (…) 

NamedElementRef if (guardResult) { (…) 

MethodInvocation if (executedefrules0(qp,js) { (…) 

Table 5.7. Expression sub-classes used as if-then-else conditions. 

 

Figure 5.22 shows both ForStatement and WhileStatement and accompanying metaclasses. The Java for 
statement is used to search for more partner constraints on a keep collection whereas the Java while 

statement is used for the remove collection. A typical Java text representation of an instance of 

ForStatement is: 

 

for (Iterator it= bConstraints.iterator(); it.hasNext(); ){ 
 

where the expression association (…) it=bConstraints.iterator() is modelled as an instance of InfixExpression  

member of initializers association and it.hasNext() is modelled as an instance of FieldAccess plus an instance 

of MethodInvocation. 

 

A typical Java text representation of an instance of WhileStatement is: 

 

while (bConstraints.length()>i and guard = false ){ 
 

where [bConstraints.length()>i and guard = false] is modelled as nested instances of InfixExpression  member 

of the expression association. 
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Figure  5-24. ForStatement and WhileStatement metaclasses. 

 

5.5.3 Detailed compilation ATL base from UML/OCL to Java 
 

The UML/OCL to Java transformation is divided into two parts. First part is the ATL transformation that 

takes a set of UML/OCL models and transforms into corresponding Java models. Then an ATL query, 

which is a special ATL module to transform a model into text, scans the generated target Java instances 

and produces the Java code to be compiled by the Java Environment. The execution of this code 

efficiently implements the operational semantics of the CHR
v
 rule base input to the compiler. 

 

The UML/OCL2Java MT is about 720 lines long. The reason for it to be much smaller than the previous 

MT is that both metamodels are imperative object-oriented. This makes the implementation of many of 

the ATL rules quite straightforward. The MT starts from an instance of UMLPackage transforming it into 

an instance of a Java PackageDeclaration. The rule bellow shows how this is done in ATL: it basically 

creates the PackageDeclaration instance and states that the ownedElements collection of this instance will 

correspond to the container collection from the source UMLPackage. 

 

rule UMLPackage2PackageDeclaration 
 { 
  from e: OCL!UMLPackage 
  to out: J2SE5!PackageDeclaration ( 
    ownedElements <- e.container  
  ) 
 } 
 

The next rule transforms UML classes into Java classes. Java classes are modelled as instances of 

TypeDeclaration. This rule selects the attributes of a UML Class (5) and transforms them into Java 

attributes via called rule Property2SVD (6) and also maps ownedOperation collection into Java methods. 

 

1 rule Class2TypeDeclaration  { 
2  from e : OCL!Class 
3  to out :J2SE5!TypeDeclaration ( 
4    name <- e.name, 
5    bodyDeclarations <- e.ownedAttribute->select(oa | not oa.type.oclIsUndefined()) 
6      ->collect(a | thisModule.Property2SVD(a))->union(e.ownedOperation)  
7  ) 
8 } 
 

The next rule deals with the transformation of UML operations into Java methods. Operation name (4) 

and parameters are handled first, the parameters are transformed into SingleVariableDeclaration instances by 

the called rule Parameter2SVD (5). Then the body of the method is defined as being the poscondition of the 

Operation (7). Finally the return type value is transformed into an instance of NamedElementRef via called 

rule newNamedRef (10-13). 
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1 rule Operation2Method { 
2  from e : OCL!Operation 
3  to out : J2SE5!MethodDeclaration ( 
4    name <- e.name, 
5    parameters <- e.ownedParameter->collect(p |thisModule.Parameter2SVD(p)),  
6    body <-if not e.poscondition.oclIsUndefined()  
7                then e.poscondition->first() 
8                else  thisModule.emptyBlock() 
9                endif,   
10    returnType <-if not e.type.oclIsUndefined()  
11                         then thisModule.newNamedRef(thisModule.typeToString(e.type)) 
12                         else thisModule.newNamedRef('void') 
13                         endif  
14  ) 
15 } 
 

From now on, the other rules will handle the instances of OCL expressions occurring in the poscondition. 

As seen in figure 5.6 every poscondition is associated to a Constraint. In this compiler, every Constraint 
instance is transformed into a Java Block instance, which is a collection of Java Statements. Below is the 

ATL rule that performs this mapping. 

 

01 rule Constraint2Block  { 
02  from e : OCL!Constraint 
03  to out: J2SE5!Block ( 
04    statements <-  if e.specification.resultVariable.oclIsUndefined()   
05                            then  e.specification.bodyExpression   
06                            else e.specification.bodyExpression->asSequence() 
07                                    ->including(thisModule.result2ReturnStatement())  
08                            endif 
09  ) 
10} 
 
The statements collection of the Block instance is defined as the mapping from the OclExpression instance 

(association bodyExpression) (4-6). Also, the resultVariable association indicates if the operation has a 

return value, if this is the case (3), statements will also include an instance of ReturnStatement via called 

rule result2ReturnStatement (7). 

 

The next step is to produce Java operation statements from a nested OclExpression. Typically the "and" 
OCL Boolean operation connects the OCL statements. Declaration of variables comes first as nested Let 
expressions. The ATL rule below illustrates the LetExp transformation. 

 

01 rule LetExpToBlock3  
02 { 
03  from e : OCL!LetExp 
04  (not e.variable.initExpression.oclIsTypeOf(OCL!IteratorExp) and not  
05  e.variable.initExpression.oclIsTypeOf(OCL!IterateExp)) 
06  to out : J2SE5!Block  
07  ( 
08    statements <- if e.in.oclIsTypeOf(OCL!VariableExp)  
09                           then thisModule.LetExpToVarDeclarStatement(e)   
10                           else thisModule.LetExpToVarDeclarStatement(e).asSequence()->including(e.in)  
11                           endif 
12  ) 
13 } 
 
This rule has a guard to check if the initialization of the let expression variable is either an IteratorExp or 

an IterateExp (4-5). If this is the case, the rule will not fire; otherwise it proceeds to create an instance of a 

Java Block (6). The statements collection is either transformed to a single  VariableDeclarationStatement 
instance or a sequence of declarations if the in collection of the Let expression contains more nested Let 
expressions (8-11). 
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Another feature of this transformation is the use of IteratorExp and IterateExp instances mapping the Java 

loop commands do-while and for respectively. This is necessary because simplification rules require 

typically while statements, because it stops trying constraints as soon as the first matching is successful, 

whereas propagation rules use for statements because they try every possible combination of constrains 

and fire as many times as possible. Below is an excerpt of ATL rules responsible for this mapping. 

 

1   rule LetExpToBlock2  
2  { 
3      from e : OCL!LetExp 
4  (   e.variable.initExpression.oclIsTypeOf(OCL!IteratorExp) or  
5   e.variable.initExpression.oclIsTypeOf(OCL!IterateExp)) 
6 (…) 
7 to out : J2SE5!Block  
8  ( 
9       statements <-  if e.variable.initExpression.oclIsTypeOf(OCL!IteratorExp) then 
10     thisModule.newVarDeclStatm(s1,'int','0')->asSequence()-> 
11     including(thisModule.newWhileStatm(e.variable.initExpression,s1,s2)) 
12     ->including(e.in) 
13   else  
14      e.variable.initExpression.asSequence()->including(e.in) 
15   endif  
16 (…)  
 

This ATL rule has a guard to test if the initialization of the variable from the Let expression is either an 

IteratorExp or an IterateExp instance (4-5). If this is the case, the rule proceeds by creating a Java Block and 

testing if the current instance is an IteratorExp instance (9-12)), if the test is successful it creates 

initialization variables for the loop and creates the WhileStatment instance via called ATL rule 

newWhileStatm (11). If it is an instance of IteratExp otherwise (13-15), the ATL rule below handles the 

mapping. 

 

1 rule IterateExp2ForStatement { 
2  from e : OCL!IterateExp 
3  using { 
4    s : String = thisModule.newVariableName('it'); -- helper creates a fresh name for every new it 
5  } 
6  to out : J2SE5!ForStatement ( 
7    body <- e.body, 
8    initializers <- thisModule.newForInitExp(e.source,s), --Iterator it= bConstraints.iterator(); 
9    updaters <-  thisModule.newFieldAccessAndMetInvoc(s,'hasNext')    --it.hasNext(); 
10 (…) 
 

The ForStatement is generated always using variable it (for iterator in Java), the body of the ForStatement 

corresponds to the body of the OclExpression, while initalizers and updaters are created using ATL called 

rules (8-9). The ATL rule above shows an example of a possible corresponding Java code in line 8 and 9 

corresponding to these associations:  

 

Iterator it= bConstraints.iterator(); 
it.hasNext(); 
 

The other OclExpressions are mapped quite straightforwardly to Java commands. Table 5.8 shows both 

source and target metaclasses for the rest of this transformation. 

OCL Metaclasses Java Metaclasses 

OperationCallExp ExpressionStatement and MethodInvocation 

NaviagationCallExp  FieldAccess or ClassInstanceCreation 

Equality Assignment 

IfExp IfStatement 

PropertyCallExp FieldAccess 

StringLiteral NamedElementRef 
Table 5.8. OCL Metaclasses and corresponding Java metaclasses. 
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Many of the ATL rules that covers table 5.8 are called rules because there is not often a one to one 

correspondence between OCL and Java instances. However, since both languages follow the same 

paradigm, the rules are much simpler than the ones needed for the CHRCore2OCL transformation. This 

shows the advantage of having used UML/OCL as a generic imperative OO intermediate layer in the 

compiler: most of the complexity is handled by the first third stages of the compiler which are fully target 

platform independent. They can thus be reused "as is" to build CHR
v
 compilers for other imperative OO 

platforms such as Python for deployment on Google's cloud or C++ for efficiency gains and 

interoperability with graphical applications. Porting CHROME to such platforms only involves two tasks: 

(a) Reprogramming the run-time components for the target platform from the CHROME's fully refined 

UML/OCL PIM, a fairly straightfoward translating task between two languages of the same 

paradigm; 

(b) Reimplementing the last two stages of the compiler, from UML/OCL PIM to target OO platform 

PSM to target platform code, either in ATL or in the target platform itself, again a far simpler task 

than the reusable one of compiling a CHR
v
 into an efficient UML/OCL imperative OO PSM. 

5.5.4 Final compilation step: from Java metaclass instances to Java code 
 

As mentioned briefly in chapter 2, ATL provides support to transform metamodel instances into textual 

format via queries. An ATL query is a collection of helpers that scans the generated source model and for 

each instance produces a string corresponding to its concrete syntax. This subchapter gives an overview 

of the query used by the compiler to generate the Java code that models the CHR
v
 compiled base. The 

basic query for the compiler is given below: 

 

query JavaToFile = J2SE5!PackageDeclaration.allInstances()->first().ownedElements 
->collect(e | e.toString().writeTo('C:/compiledConstraints/' + e.name.replaceAll('.', '/') + '/' + e.name + '.java')); 
 
uses J2SE52String; 
 

This query scans a collection of instances of a J2SE5 metamodel, e.g. a Java Metamodel and evokes the 

helper toString(), which produces the textual Java code equivalent to a generated Java model. The method 

writeTo() saves the result in a file with the same name as the name attribute of each element from the 

collection ownedElements. The query refers to the library J2SE52String, which defines the required the 

toString()ATL helpers.  

 

Library J2SE52String starts with the toString() method for TypeDeclaration, which represents a Java Class, 

and goes down to attributes, Java methods and Java commands inside the methods. Below is the toString() 
method for TypeDeclaration: 
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0 helper context J2SE5!TypeDeclaration def: toString() : String = 
1   
2 'package benchmarkings; \n\n\n' + 
3 'import compiledBase.QueryProcessor; \n\n' + 
4 'import java.util.LinkedList; \n' + 
5 'import java.util.Iterator; \n' + 
6 'import folConstructors.*; \n'+ 
7 'import chrConstructors.*;\n' + 
8 'import util.*;\n\n' + 
9 '// Automatically generated code from UML/OCL model\n' + 
10 '// ** Part of Jairson Vitorino PhD thesis 2008\n\n\n' + 
11  
12 'public class ' + self.name + ' extends Constraint {\n \n \n ' + 
13 'public ' + self.name+'(String s, Justification j) {\n'+ 
14   'super(s,j); \n\n' +  
15   self.bodyDeclarations->select(a | a.oclIsTypeOf(J2SE5!SingleVariableDeclaration))-> 
16   iterate(i; acc: String = '' | 
17   acc + i.name + '= new Variable("'+i.name +'");\n')+ 
18 '}\n' + 
19  
20   'public ' + self.name+'(String s) {\n'+ 
21   'super(s); \n\n }' + 
22  
23  
24 '\n' +  
25 self.bodyDeclarations->iterate(i; acc : String = '' | 
26  acc + i.toString() 
27 ) + 
28 '\n}\n\n'; 
 

As seen in the code above every TypeDeclaration is transformed in a Java public class that extends Java 

class constraint (12), also every java class is by default in package benchmarkings and imports the CHR 

engine packages necessary to execute each CHR rule (lines 2-8). Furthermore it defines a class 

constructor with two parameters s, the name of the Constraint and j the justification of the constraint and 

searches for instances of SingleVariableDeclaration associated to the class in the model to create them as 

instances of class Variable (lines 13-18), because a Constraint specialization class may only have attributes 

of type Variable. It also defines a constructor for the class only with the s parameter (lines 20-21) for 

practical implementation reasons. Finally it iterates through all bodyDeclaration instances associated to the 

class and for each instance it calls it corresponding toString() method. 

 

The next helper is associated to metaclass MethodDeclaration. It defines always a public method of type 

returnType (0-1). Then it sets out to produce the method parameters if any (2-14). Finally it iterates over 

all statements in the MethodDeclaration body collection producing the concrete Java commands that 

implements the method. 
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0 helper context J2SE5!MethodDeclaration def: toString() : String = 
1   'public ' + self.returnType.toString() + ' ' + self.name + '(' + 
2     if not self.parameters.oclIsUndefined() then 
3    let parSize : Integer = self.parameters->size()  
4    in  self.parameters->iterate(p; acc : TupleType(i : Integer,s : String) =Tuple {i 
= 1, s=''} | 
5           if parSize > acc.i then  
6       Tuple {  i = acc.i+1, 
7                       s = acc.s + p.toString2() + ',' } 
8          else 
9              Tuple {  i = acc.i, 
10                         s = acc.s + p.toString2()} 
11      endif).s 
12    else 
13   '' 
14                endif   
15     + ') {\n' + 
16  if not self.body.oclIsUndefined() then 
17  self.body.statements->iterate(i; acc : String = '' | 
18   acc +  i.toString()  
19   + if not i.oclIsTypeOf(J2SE5!Block) then ';' else '' endif 
20  ) + 
21  '\n' + ' }\n\n' else  
22  '\n ' + '}\n\n' endif;  
 
As mentioned in the beginning of the subchapter library J2SE52String provides all toString() helpers 

necessary to produce the Java concrete syntax. The other toString() methods are very similar to the ones 

showed above and will not be included here. 
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6 Related Work, Benchmarking and reasoning examples 
 

In this chapter we provide a quick review of the current CHR implementations in order to compare 

CHROME with other CHR engine. Then we describe a practical comparison using as example the classic 

graph coloring constraint solving problem. Finally we show CHROME example implementations of a 

variety of other automated reasoning tasks, beyond constraint solving, to demonstrate how CHROME 

leverages the versatility of CHR∨. 

6.1 Related work to this thesis: other CHR engines 

 

Prior to our work, all available CHR
∨
 engines and compilers were hosted by various Prolog dialects: the 

commercial SICStus Prolog [Holzbaur and Frühwirth, 2000] and the open-source SWI Prolog [Schrijvers 

et al, 2003], ECLiPSe Prolog [EclipseProlog, 2009] and XSB tabled Prolog [Schrijvers et al, 2003]. 

While there were CHR engines and compilers available hosted in other languages such as Java (e.g., K.U. 

Leuven JCHR [KULeuven JCHR], FIRST DJCHR [Wolf, 2001]),  C [Wuille et al, 2007] and Haskell 

[Sulzmann and Lam, 2007] languages, none of them support disjunctive CHR nor incorporate a built-in 

search component for finite domain constraint solving and "don't know" non-deterninistic knowledge 

bases. In what follows, we overview the three CHR engines that we used as comparison baselines for 

benchmarking on the classic map coloring finite domain constraint solving problem. 

6.1.1 SWI-Prolog and Eclipse Prolog 
 

All Prolog implementations rely on the built-in features of Prolog to implement the operations of the 

CHR∨ engine. Prolog term unification is used to provide pattern matching and guard entailment to fire the 

rules. Prolog, blind, chronological backtracking mechanism is used to handle disjunctive bodies. 

Constraint solvers in Prolog-hosted CHR∨ also rely heavily on built-in declarative, bi-directional Prolog 

predicates for manipulating collection data types (such as lists), as well as on built-in imperative, 

monodirectional Prolog predicate for arithmetic calculations. Prolog-hosted CHR
∨
  engine have matured 

over a decade. The most recent ones thus combine multiple advanced compiling techniques to improve 

their performance.  

 

K.U.Leuven's CHR group extended the open-source project SWI Prolog with a CHR
∨
 engine. 

Experimental evaluations have shown that the many low-level features compiling techniques incorporated 

in this engine, allows it to, in average, outperfoms the commercial SICStus Prolog hosted CHR∨ engine 

on a set of constraint solving benchmarks implemented in CHR
∨
 [Schrijvers et al, 2005]. 

 

ECLiPSe Prolog is state-of-the-art Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) platform resulting from over 12 

years of development. It integrates several imperatively implemented (in C) libraries for solving 

constraints over a wide variety of domains, with a high-level CLP modeling language that extends Prolog 

with constraints over these domains and a varierty of seach strategies. It also features middleware bridges 

to various mainstream platforms such as C/C++ to integrate CLP solvers and knowledge bases in larger 

applications. It also comes with a rudimentary Tcl/Tk Integrated Development Environment. ECLiPSe 

was open-sourced by Cisco under a Mozilla-style Public License in September 2006. 

 

One key common conceptual limitation of these Prolog-hosted CHR∨ engine are their lack of built-in 

support to implement adaptive solvers. Following [Wolf, 1999], we call here adaptive
3
, a solver able to 

adapt its found solution set SI for a given initially input constraint solving problem to the deletion of 

constraints from this problem into another solution set SA that (a) is as close as possible to SI and (b) 

reuses as much as possible the computation executed to find SI. In practical applications such as resource 

allocation and task scheduling such adaptiveness is crucial, since the general case for an initial allocation 

and schedule is to be altered numerous times before completion of its execution to react to unforeseen 

contingencies. Think for example of the personel allocation and task scheduling of a typical agile 

software process.  In such context, most uses of an automatic allocation and schedule tool is not to 

compute an initial optimal allocation and schedule, but rather to adapt the current schedule that got 

delayed and the associated personel allocation so as to minimize the overall software delivery date delay. 

Recomputing from scratch a new allocation and a new schedule for the remaining project tasks may result 

                                                
3
 Alternatively called online solver or anytime solver in the literature. 
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in a solution resulting in a major personel and task ordering shuffle of unpractical overhead cost. Since 

CHR
∨ 

implements each solver as a persistent Knowledge Base (KB) able to derive from an input volatile 

KB representing a constraint solving problem an output volatile KB representing the solution to the input 

problem, with all three KB having a simple declarative semantics as a logical formulae. In such context, 

adaptation of an already computed solution from constraint deletion of its corresponding input problem 

corresponds to a truth-maintenance task in a volatile KB that represents a particular problem instance. It 

is thus a distinct usage of the overloaded word "adaptation" than the one that implies a machine learning 

task to adapt a persistent KB to a different class of problem.  

 

In addition to the lack of built-in support for truth-maintenance and hence adaptive constraint solving, the 

other common limitations of the Prolog-hosted CHR
∨
 are inherited from standard Prolog: inefficient 

chronological backtracking and repeated subgoals proofs, Prolog-proper termination problems, (e.g., from 

the lack of occur check or indirect left-recursion or non-stratified used of negation-as-failure), that add to 

the CHR∨ termination problems.  

6.1.2 JCHR 
 

KLeuven JCHR [KULeuven JCHR] is a Java-host CHR engine. It provides a Java-like syntax for CHR 

rules and allows developers to define Java packages that encapsulate constraint handlers, which are rule 

containers. It also offers built-in solvers for constraints whose arguments are Java data types, such as 

Lists, Strings and Float numbers with their associated operations. JCHR supports polymorphic constraint 

handlers that accept generics arguments. Finally JCHR provides arithmetic built-in constraints; logical 

atom syntactic equality and Java object equality. JCHR includes a sophisticated CHR rule base to Java 

objects compiler that integrates many code optimization techniques [Sneyers, Weert et al, 2008]. The run 

time classes of JCHR also feature many optimization techniques for efficient storage and access of fired 

simplification and propagation rule histories [Van Weert, 2008]. JCHR does not however covers 

disjunctive bodies nor any search functionality for finite domains constraints, the vast majority of which 

cannot be fully solved by simplification and propagation. It is also a purely code-level, direct 

implementation without any prior abstract modeling.  

6.1.3 DJCHR 
 

DJCHR (Dynamic CHR) was the first efficient Java-hosted CHR engine including a CHR to Java 

compiler [Wolf, 2001]. It also was the first ever adaptive CHR engine. Adaptiveness is provided by a 

built-in justification truth-maintenance mechanism in all its run time components and compiled constraint 

classes. Just like JCHR, it does not covers disjunctive bodies and is a direct programming 

implementation. In contrast to JCHR, it is a proprietary system that comes only with executable code. 

This prevents researchers to understand the low-level compilation techniques and data types that play a 

key role in its remarkable efficient on benchmarks where it compares favorably with the fastests Prolog-

hosted CHR engines [Wolf, 2005].  

6.1.4 MODELOG 
 

MODELOG [Ramalho,06] was the first project within the Orcas group to tackle the problem of building a 

large model transformation using ATL. MODELOG main goal was to create a complete transformation 

from UML2 and OCL2 to FLORA-2, an object-oriented logic programming language with well-defined 

formal semantics based on transaction logic. FLORA-2  can be used as a general-purpose programming 

language, a declarative knowledge representation language, a query language and even as a 

transformation language.  

Modelog addressed successfully two fundamental issues in MDE: it provided a denotational semantics for 

UML/OCL in terms of transaction logic and it showed the feasibility of a fully automated transformation 

from a UML/OCL PIM to structural and behavioral executable declarative code. 

My work and MODELOG are related because both specify a large model transformation using ATL. 

However while MODELOG maps the full UML/OCL to FLORA-2, my work maps a declarative 

programming language (CHRv) into UML/OCL and this intermediary representation to a subset of Java 

coupled with my own CHRv engine also specified via MDE. In summary, I developed two ATL 
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transformations to implement a CHRv compiler relying on my own MDE CHRv engine, whereas 

MODELOG consists of one ATL transformation relying on an already existent FLORA-2 engine. 

In addition to MODELOG, the same group worked on the automated generation of tests using ATL 

transformations, this topic however was not part of the scope of my work.  

6.2 Benchmarking: The Graph Coloring problem 

Graph coloring is a classical problem used to demonstrate the basic concepts of constraint solving over 

finite domain variables. The task consists in coloring the nodes of a graph with a pre-defined set of colors 

so that two nodes linked by an edge do not share the same color. Figure 6.1 illustrates an instance of the 

graph coloring problem.  

 

 

Figure  6-1. An instance of the graph coloring problem for three colours. 

 

The CHRv base below is a simple solver for such problem. Rule r1 states that any two nodes whose 

respective colors are represented by the variable X and Y and which are linked by an edge cannot share 

the same value for X and Y. Whenever the engine matches an edge constraint linking nodes colored by X 

and Y ge it replaces it by two inequalities between X and Y. The syntactical inequalities are defined by 

rule r2 using the built-in equality in the guard: if two variables are related in a neq constraint and if they 

are syntactically equal this generates an inconsistency in the constraint store. Disjunctive rule r3 defines 

the color domain for each node. The constraint label(X) is used in a query to this rule base triggers the 

finite domain search. The term l(First,Rest) represent a list by a pair of arguments, the first being the first 

element of the list and the second the sublist containing all the subsequent elements. 

 

r1 symmetry @ edge(X,Y) <=> neq(X,Y), neq(Y,X). 
r2 notEqual @ neq(X,Y) <=> X=Y | false. 
r3 label @ label(X), indomain(X,l(A,l(B,l(C,[])))) <=> true | X=A; X=B; X=C. 
 

An improvement for this CHR
v
 base is to include pruning rules that eliminates choices that can only lead 

to failure. For example the prune1stOf3 rule shown below eliminates the colour A for X, if Y already is 

assigned A and if there is a neq(X,Y) constraint. The other extra pruning rules perform similar tasks. 

Together they implement in CHR the forward checking heuristic.  

 

prune1stOf3 @ neq(X,Y) \ indomain(X,[Y,B,C]) <=> indomain(X,[B,C]). 
prune2ndOf3 @ neq(X,Y) \ indomain(X,[A,Y,C]) <=> indomain(X,[A,C]). 
prune3rdOf3 @ neq(X,Y) \ indomain(X,[A,B,Y]) <=> indomain(X,[A,B]). 
prune1stOf2 @ neq(X,Y) \ indomain(X,[Y,B]) <=> X=B. 
prune2ndOf2 @ neq(X,Y) \ indomain(X,[A,Y]) <=> X=A. 
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6.2.1 Problem Instances Samples 

 

The problem instances were generated by varying the number of nodes, available colors and edges. Table 

6.1 shows how the instances are distributed according to each of these attributes. Each line is the result of 

the combination of the three columns: Nodes x Colors x Edges, hence each line represents 16 

combinations. 

 

Nodes Colors Edges 

100 <4,6,8,10> <50,100,150,200> 

150 <4,6,8,10> <50,100,150,200> 

200 <4,6,8,10> <50,100,150,200> 

250 <4,6,8,10> <50,100,150,200> 

300 <4,6,8,10> <50,100,150,200> 

Table 6.1. Summary of graph coloring problem instances. 

6.2.2 Results from comparison: CHROME vs. SWI Prolog and Eclipse Prolog 
 

Below is table 6.2 showing the execution time in milliseconds for the graph color problem with 100 

hundred nodes and varying the number of colors and edges: 

 

 

Nodes/Color/Edges SWI Prolog Eclipse Prolog CHROME 

100/4/50 20 13 254 

100/4/100 37 42 622 

100/4/150 69 79 962 

100/4/200 83 115 1313 

      

100/6/50 22 14 226 

100/6/100 34 39 589 

100/6/150 63 69 1149 

100/6/200 91 97 1314 

      

100/8/50 15 11 217 

100/8/100 33 31 615 

100/8/150 59 77 991 

100/8/200 86 100 1282 

      

100/10/50 18 20 239 

100/10/100 44 37 616 

100/10/150 65 73 874 

100/10/200 92 107 1338 

Table 6.2. Graph Color Benchmarking results. 
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Table 6.3 showing the execution time in milliseconds for the graph color problem with 150 hundred 

nodes and varying the number of colors and edges: 

 

Nodes/Color/Edges SWI Prolog Eclipse Prolog Chrome 

150/4/50 16 11 265 

150/4/100 39 45 922 

150/4/150 61 78 1497 

150/4/200 105 131 2098 

    

150/6/50 24 16 317 

150/6/100(*) 1 0 273 

150/6/150 69 71 1633 

150/6/200 102 117 2037 

    

150/8/50 17 14 298 

150/8/100 49 39 969 

150/8/150(*) 3 1 693 

150/8/200(*) 13 4 1582 

    

150/10/50 14 16 324 

150/10/100 66 38 820 

150/10/150 88 88 1692 

150/10/200 90 119 2163 

Table 6.3. Graph Color Benchmarking results. 

 

Table 6.4 showing the execution time in milliseconds for the graph color problem with 200 hundred 

nodes and varying the number of colors and edges: 

 

Nodes/Color/Edges SWI Prolog Eclipse Prolog Chrome 

200/4/50 18 15 400 

200/4/100 44 44 1008 

200/4/150 81 87 1895 

200/4/200 119 123 2547 

      

200/6/50 22 18 324 

200/6/100(*) 1 1 467 

200/6/150 76 82 1749 

200/6/200(*) 0 0 438 

      

200/8/50 25 13 293 

200/8/100 45 43 1047 

200/8/150 92 80 1795 

200/8/200 123 130 2650 

      

200/10/50 26 16 316 

200/10/100(*) 7 1 915 

200/10/150(*) 9 3 1623 

200/10/200(*) 8 2 1623 

Table 6.4. Graph Color Benchmarking results. 
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Table 6.5 showing the execution time in milliseconds for the graph color problem with 250 hundred 

nodes and varying the number of colors and edges: 

 

Nodes/Color/Edges SWI Prolog Eclipse Prolog Chrome 

250/4/50 24 14 321 

250/4/100 43 48 1091 

250/4/150 87 124 2202 

250/4/200 133 112 2597 

      

250/6/50 19 12 275 

250/6/100 35 39 958 

250/6/150 72 73 1710 

250/6/200 100 109 2515 

      

250/8/50 18 12 270 

250/8/100 41 38 988 

250/8/150 70 74 1891 

250/8/200(*) 2 0 695 

      

250/10/50 19 15 322 

250/10/100 43 41 955 

250/10/150 76 71 1793 

250/10/200(*) 3 1 934 

Table 6.5. Graph Color Benchmarking results. 
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Table 6.6 showing the execution time in milliseconds for the graph color problem with 300 hundred 

nodes and varying the number of colors and edges: 

 

Nodes/Color/Edges SWI Prolog Eclipse Prolog Chrome 

300/4/50 18 12 279 

300/4/100 34 38 969 

300/4/150 80 76 2187 

300/4/200 122 124 2842 

    

300/6/50 20 12 285 

300/6/100 39 40 946 

300/6/150 71 76 1830 

300/6/200(*) 8 2 2221 

    

300/8/50 18 12 266 

300/8/100 35 39 984 

300/8/150 78 72 1933 

300/8/200 116 119 2898 

    

300/10/50 23 14 281 

300/10/100 39 40 980 

300/10/150 81 78 1975 

300/10/200 113 115 2872 

Table 6.6. Graph Color Benchmarking results. 

6.2.2.1 Discussion 

 

Overall Prolog results are between 15 to 23 times faster then the current CHROME implementation. In 

this benchmarking it can be observed that the more nodes the problem has the more the CHROME 

performance degrades. In average for 100 nodes the CHROME engine is 15 times slower, for 150 nodes it 

is 20 times slower, for 200 nodes slightly the same 19.6 times slower, for 250 nodes is 21.3 times slower 

and finally for 300 hundred nodes is 23.4. 

 

For time reasons, this work did not focus on CHR optimization, but in demonstrating the model-driven 

engineering of a CHR engine and compiler.  However, as future work several optimizations can be done 

to the engine and to the compiler in order to reduce the difference between CHROME and the Prolog 

engines: incorporate the compiling techniques of KULEUVEN JCHR, choosing better data structures 

available in Java and/or building a mapping from the model-driven direct to C or C++.  
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6.2.3 Comparison: CHROME vs. DJCHR 
 

Since DJCHR do not support prolog-like built-in lists (personal communication from Armin Wolf), the 

comparison with DJCHR only varied number of edges. Below are the results of this comparison for 50 

nodes and 3 colors. Furthermore DJCHR does not support disjunctive bodies, so the program relies on an 

imperative CDBJ Java class to find the colors and the CHR base works by simplifying and propagating 

problem constraints constraints. Table 6.7 shows the results for 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450 

and 500 edges.  

 

 

Edges CHROME (ms) DJCHR (ms) 

100 337 186 

150 347 58 

200 473 87 

250 521 79 

300 436 76 

350 588 88 

400 672 69 

450 669 113 

500 748 114 

Table 6.7. Graph color benchmarking results from DJCHR. 

6.2.3.1 Discussion 
 

In this experiment, results obtained wth DJCHR are in average 6 times faster than CHROME. Our 

hypotheses for the difference in the performance are: 

• DJCHR do not support disjunctive rules; therefore the benchmark corresponds to comparing 

CHROME with a Java integration of Java constraint handlers compiled by DJCHR and a direct 

Java implementation of CDBJ outside the DJCHR engine.  

 

• CHROME engine still uses standard Java data structures for indexing the constraint store, 

propagation history and fired rule tables. According to a personal communication of Armin 

Wolf, DJCHR uses customized low-level data structures in order to optimize constraint search in 

these structures. 

 

• DJCHR compiler is written in Java and implements optimizations that we did not cover using 

ATL, because it was the first time that a model transformation language was used for building a 

compiler and this already presented several challenges that do not allow me to experiment with 

compiling optmizations.  

6.3 Demonstrating CHROME reasoning tasks versatility 
 

The previous chapter showed how to use CHROME to model a finite domain labeling reasoning task for 

constraint solving problems. In the following sub-chapters we give two more examples to demonstrate the 

versatility of CHROME for modeling reasoning tasks. 

6.3.1 Logic Programming with Integrity Constraints 

 

[Abdennadher, 2001] showed that constraint logic programming, in particular CHR
v
, is useful for 

evaluation of integrity constraints in deductive databases. Integrity constraints are represented as rules 

that prune the possible solutions for a given goal. 

 

The following CHR
v
 base defines father, mother and person constraints using ground facts (extensional) 

and parent and sibling defined by rules (intensional). The integrity constraints state requirements that 

ground facts must satisfy. 
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%definition rules 
r1@ parent(P,C) <==> father(P,C) ; mother(P,C). 
r2@  sibling(C1,C2) <==> notEqual(C1,C2), parent(P,C1), parent(P,C2). 
 
%extra rule 
r3@ notEqual(C1,C2) ==> C1=C2 | false. 
 
%closing rules (facts) 
r4@ father(X,Y) ==> (X= john, Y= mary) ; (X=john, Y=peter). 
r5@ mother(X,Y) ==> (X=jane, Y=mary). 
r6@ person(X,Y) ==> (X=john, Y=male) ; (X=peter, Y=male) ; 
   (X=jane, Y=female) ; (X=mary, Y=female) ; 
  (X=paul, Y=male). 
 
%integrity constraints 
r7@ father(F1,C), father(F2,C) ==> F1=F2. 
r8@ mother(M1,C), mother(M2,C) ==> M1=M2. 
r9@ person(P,G1), person(P,G2) ==> G1=G2. 
r10@ father(F,C) ==> person(F,male) and person(C,S). 
r11@ mother(M,C) ==> person(M,female) and person(C,G). 
 
The goal sibling(peter,mary) will generate the following rule execution: 

 

Matched Constraints Fired Rule Constraint Store 

sibling(peter,mary) r2 notEqual(peter,mary), parent(P,peter), parent(P,mary) 

parent(P,peter) r1 father(P,peter) ; mother(P,peter) 

father(P,peter) r4 (P= john, peter = mary) ; (P=john, peter=peter) (….). 

  Fail (…) 

  father(john,peter),parent(john,mary) 

parent(john,mary) r1 (…) father(john,mary) ; mother(john,peter) 
 

As seen in the execution different sub-goals (explanations) occurring father and mother constraint 

instances, some of which fail but father(john,peter) and father(john,mary) succeeds and the query is 

successful. 

6.3.2 Abduction 

Abduction is usually defined as the process of reasoning to explanations for a given goal (or observation) 

according to a general theory that describes the problem domain of the application. The abduction 

reasoning service consists of looking for an explanation for a fact from some hypothetical knowledge 

about the rules of a system. This kind of reasoning depends on the set of rules describing a domain and of 

a set of integrity rules.  

 

In the previous Family example, let predicates father and mother be abducible, this means simply to 

remove the closing rules for father and mother from the CHR base above: 

 

father(X,Y) ==> (X= john, Y= mary) ; (X=john, Y=peter). 

mother(X,Y) ==> (X=jane, Y=mary). 

 

The abductive goal sibling(paul,mary) succeeds with a final state, which contains two different abductive 

explanations: father(john,peter) and father(jane,peter). 
 

However, the goal sibling(dilbert,mary) fails since person is not abducible and thus the closing rule for 

person will reject the hypothesis person(dilbert,-). 
 

For concluding this chapter, we give a simple classical example of abductive reasoning also found in 

[Abdennadher, 2001]. First, we have the set of rules of the domain: 
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albatroz ==> bird. 
penguin ==> bird. 
and then the set of integrity rules: 
penguin, flies ==> false. 
 

The domain rules state that every albatroz is a bird and that every penguin is also a bird. The set of integrity 

rules says that a penguin can not fly. The following CHR
v
 program allows us to reason abductively about 

this domain: 

 

bird <=> albatroz ; penguin. 
penguin, flies ==> false. 
 

If we set bird,flies as our initial constraint store, we are going to obtain albatroz,flies as our final constraint 

store. This means that, if we observe a bird which flies, we can deduce that it should be an albatroz because 

we only know two kinds of birds and we know that penguins can’t fly. This is a kind of abductive 

reasoning because we have no proof that the bird we have observed is really an albatroz, but since this is 

the only reasonable option according to our knowledge we abduce it. 
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7. Conclusions, Contributions and Future Work 
 

In this thesis, we presented CHROME, a versatile inference engine based on constraint logic 

programming and on the integration of two modern software engineering technologies: Model-Driven 

Engineering (MDE) and component-based development. We started by giving a summary of these 

technologies and then we proceeded to present the current state of automated reasoning and main AR 

tasks. The language CHR
v
 was argued as the formalism that subsumes the most fundamental AR tasks: 

abduction, belief revision, belief update, temporal projection, planning, constraint solving, optimization, 

induction and analogy. Finally in the last three core chapters of our thesis We showed a fully detailed 

model of a CHRv engine, a CHRv compiler based on a pipe-line of model transformations and 

demonstrated through examples the versatility of reasoning tasks covered by the engine together with a 

benchmarking comparing our proposed solution with other CHR
v
 environments. 

7.1 Contributions 
 

In the next sub-chapter we give the main contributions of our work to the areas of Automated Reasoning, 

namely CHR and Constraint Logic Programming and to software engineering, in particular, model-driven 

engineering and component-based engineering. 

7.1.1 Contributions to CHR and Constraint Logic Programming 

 

Below we present a list of our contributions for both CHR and the broader CLP field: 

 

CHROME is the first justification-based adaptive CHR
v
 engine: none of the related work presented 

embeds the full functionality of the proposed engine. Justification-based is crucial for tracing and belief 

revision tasks, while disjunctive rules are essential for practical constraint solving applications, in 

particular labeling and also for implementing abduction and integrity constraints.   

 

CHROME is the first Java CHR
v
 engine: None of the related CHR Java engines allow disjunctive rules. 

Compilation in Java makes it easier to reuse and deploy full CHRv bases in applications in need of AR 

services. 

 

CHROME is the first CHR
v
 engine with intelligent search (CDBJ): current Prolog systems use 

chronological backtracking (CB) for handling disjunctions. CHR systems built on Prolog platforms allow 

disjunctive rules that inherit CB. The proposed engine is hence the first of its kind to implement 

intelligent search, namely conflict-directed back-jumping, in order to optimize internal search for choices 

in disjunctive bodies. 

 

CHROME is the first component-based CHR
v
 engine: As demonstrated in chapter 4, CHROME is fully 

component based. The fundamental components: entailment, search by CDBJ, Constraint Store and 

constraint matching services etc, provides well-defined interfaces that might allow our group in the future 

to easily extend the engine functionality by working in specific components inside the engine or replacing 

them with more powerful ones, requiring only that they provide the same services that the previous 

components provided. 

 

CHROME is the first MDE CHRv engine: As also demonstrated in chapter 4, CHROME is fully model-

driven. This means that it can be ported easily to other OO host platforms either by hand via model 

inspection and human translation or by automated transformations. 
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7.1.2 Contributions to Model-driven engineering 

 

CHROME is as far as we know the largest case study to date to integrate MDE technology with model-

transformations (4358 ATL lines) and components. As demonstrated in chapter 4, CHROME engine has a 

plataform independent design using only UML model elements and OCL, wrapped on prescribed KobrA2 

artefacts. That surely represents a unique reference for future complex behavioural software systems 

model-driven design. 

 

We also presented the first compiler MDE/MT compiler from source language to target language from 

different structural paradigm, corresponding to 3 ATL transformations pipe-line. It was the first use of 

ATL for designing and implementing a full compiler from a logic programming paradigm to an 

imperative paradigm. 

7.2 Limitations of CHROME 
 

In its current state CHROME presents the following limitations:  

• It provides only three built-in constraints: the syntactical equality, true and false. 

 

• It has no visual tracing IDE, which makes practical applications still too cumbersome to 

implement, being tracing a fundamental part of large automated reasoning development. 

 

• It has no web-based deployment. 

 

• It is still an order of magnitude slower than CHR
v
 Prolog platforms on run benchmark (probably 

because of naive entailment and constraint store components). 

 

• As chapter 6 indicates, CHROME is still to be tested regarding scalability for other AR tasks 

beyond finite domain solvers. 

 

• CHROME Compiler is not component-based and verbose because ATL do not support Classes, 

attributes and operations OO constructors. 

7.3 Future Work 

 

As demonstrated in my thesis CHROME is a versatile engine for modeling and performing a variety of 

automated reasoning tasks, engineered for the first time with state-of-the art software engineering 

technology. Still there is a number of extension, modeling and implementation issues to be tackled in the 

near future.  

 

Since KobrA2 has been further developed after the completion of my work, a necessary refactory of 

CHROME's KobrA2 PIM is needed in order to be aligned with the latest version of the methodology, 

which incorporates imperative extensions to OCL in bodies of realization operational views. This activity 

will also have an impact in the code layer of CHROME. While changing the Java code, the developer 

should also  manually write for the run-time component and automatically generate (for the compiler) 

code that can run on Google's cloud computing platform; this means not to use any Java language feature 

or API not supported by this platform which only runs a subset of Java. 

 

As seen in previous chapters CHR is usually implemented on a host language and typically allows any 

arbitrary number of built-ins from this host language to be reused. In CHROME´s case an important 

future task will be to build a bridge to arbitrary Java methods as built-constraints: this is both a practical 

issue, since the more built-ins, the more expressive and powerful is the engine, but also a theoretical open 

problem. Two main questions namely how CHR operational semantics will accommodate this new built-

in and how the justification-based mechanism could still adapt correctly remain unsolved for the moment 

and will deserve further investigation. 

 

The compiler should be also improved in particular by incorporating in both the run-time components and 

the compiler optimization data structures and algorithms proposed by Van Weert et al. [Sneyers, Weert et 

al, 2008], by De Koninck's PhD [De Koninck, L. 2008], by Sneyers' PhD [Sneyers, 2008] and by 
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Tacchella's PhD [Tacchella, P. 2008]. Also an add-on to the compiler a textual CHR query parser should 

be built to allow CHROME rule bases to be written and compiled from an IDE. 

 

Another crucial issue, which was not part of the scope of my work is the development of a visual tracing 

IDE to support writing CHR rule bases and follow its execution for debugging purposes or simply to 

understand the performed reasoning. CHROME justification-based feature should provide the ideal basis 

for such a visual tracing IDE. Fired rules and constraint removal are already being recorded for the 

adaptive and backjumping procedures. This issue is being addressed by MSc. Thesis of Rafael Oliveira 

and Armando Gonçalves from our research group. 

 

A final issue to be tackled concerns performance; to analyze and improve CHROME performance it will 

be necessary to define a set of mid size constraint solving benchmarks for finite and non-finite domains in 

abduction, agent belief update and agent action planning to empirically measure the practical efficiency 

gains of these theoretically motivated proposals. Then run experiments comparing run-time on these 

benchmarks of CHROME with vs. without these optimizations (i.e., current vs. future version), on a 

single PC vs. on the Google's cloud, and also comparing the best of CHROME's version to KU Leuven 

JCHR (wherever it applies) and SWI Prolog CHR. 
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